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During halftime of today's game Clemson
will induct six former athletes into the
school's Hall of Fame. Among the six are
Obed Ariri, Chip Clark, Eddis Freeman,
Kim Graham, Dillard Pruitt and Bill Spiers.
In their own special way each of these
individuals made a special contribution to
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Homecoming for Assistant Coaches
Three coaches in the Clemson vs. Virginia
Tech game today will be coaching against their
alma mater. Clemson's John Latina, in his fifth
season as offensive line coach, is a 1979
Virginia Tech graduate. He played against the
Tigers in Death Valley for Virginia Tech in 1978.
On the other side of the stadium are Ricky
Bustle and Dan Pearman. Bustle is the offen-
sive coordinator and quarterbacks coach for
Virginia Tech and is a 1977 Clemson graduate.
Pearman is the tight ends and offensive tackles
coach at Virginia Tech and has two degrees
from Clemson, his undergrad in 1987 and his
graduate degree in 1989.
Bustle was a three-year letterman for the
Tigers in 1974-75-76. He had 16 catches for
258 yards and two TDs in his career. His touch-
downs came in consecutive games his sopho-
more year, against Tennessee and Wake
Forest. He has been an assistant coach at
Virginia Tech since 1987 with the exception of
1994, when he was at South Carolina.
Pearman started 11 games for the Tigers
1987 ACC Championship team that defeated
Penn State, 35-10 in the Citrus Bowl. He
caught a pass in that game, the worst bowl
game defeat in Joe Paterno's career. Pearman
coached at Alabama between 1990-97, earning
a National Championship ring with the Tide in
1992.
Clemson Graduates in College Coaching
This is quite a year for former Clemson play-
ers in coaching. In addition to the two former
Tigers coaching for Virginia Tech, we have two
former Tiger players who are bringing teams in
as head coaches this year. Bobby Johnson
brought in the Furman Paladins last week and
Mike O'Cain, Clemson's MVP in 1976, will bring
NC State to Death Valley on October 31
.
There are many other former Tiger players
in college coaching this year. Here is a list:
Ricky Bustle 1973-76
Virginia Tech Offensive Coor
Chip Davis 1985-88
Stephen F. Austin Wide Receivers
J.C. Harper 1985-88






Sam Houston St. Offensive Coord/OL
Arlington Nunn 1987-90
Stephen F. Austin Secondary
Mike O'Cain 1973-76
NC State Head Coach
Danny Pearman 1984-87
Virginia Tech Offensive Line
Todd Schonhar 1985-88
Sam Houston St. Wide Receivers
Will Young 1992-95
Clemson Graduate Asst.
Streeter Sets Opening Day Record
Last week, the Today's Game feature in this
program featured a list of never before pub-
lished "Opening Day" records. One of the
records not listed was for completion percent-
age by a quarterback. Wouldn't you know it,
Brandon Streeter broke the record. Streeter
connected on 11-14 passes for 78.6 percent to
get off to the best start in Clemson history for a
Tiger QB in terms of completion percentage.
Streeter, whose father is the head coach at
Gettysburg College in Pennsylvania, was espe-
cially effective in the second half. He complet-
ed each of his last seven passes for 1 39 yards.
Streeter was a prime reason Clemson gained
212 yards rushing and 202 passing for 414
total. It was just the fifth time under Tommy
West that Clemson had at least 200 yards rush-
Streeter connected on 78.6 percent of tiis
passes to get off to thie best start in
Clemson tiistory for a Tiger QB in terms of
completion percentage.
Replacements Just Fine, Thank You
The talk of the summer concerned who
would replace 1997 Clemson star players
Raymond Priester, Anthony Simmons and
Nealon Greene. Priester left Clemson as the
school's all-time leading rusher, Greene was
the all-time leader in passing and total offense,
and Simmons was the number-two ranked tack-
ier in history and a three-time All-American.
As noted above, Brandon Streeter guided
the Clemson offense with applomb, completing
11-14 passes for 183 yards, registering a pass-
ing efficiency rating of 188.4. Freshman Travis
Zachery replaced Priester with 15 attempts for
73 yards, nearly a five-yard average.
Linebacker Chris Jones replaced Anthony
Simmons on the inside and promptly did some-
thing Simmons never did, score a touchdown.
He recovered an errant snap and recovered the
ball in the endzone for a score. He also had a
team best nine tackles.
Former Tiger Back to Death Valley
The only player on the field today who has
had a 100-yard rushing game in Death Valley
will be on the opposing sideline. Virginia Tech
running back Lament Pegues played for the
Tigers in 1994 and 1995, leading the Tigers in
rushing in his freshman season. But, he
decided to transfer to Virginia Tech after the
1 995 season and is now in his second year with
the Hokies.
During his freshman season he had a career
high 136 yards on 28 attempts in a Clemson
victory over Georgia Tech. He also had 20-72
in Clemson's victory over 12th ranked North
Carolina in Chapel Hill. At some point this sea-
son, Pegues will have as many yards for
Clemson as he has had for Virginia Tech. He
rushed for 699 yards in two seasons for the
Tigers and has 467 yards rushing for Tech
heading into today. He had 390 yards in his first
season for Clemson and 391 yards in his first
season for Virginia Tech.
Virginia Tech Update
While Clemson enjoyed a 33-point victory
over Furman to open the season, Virginia Tech
flourished with a 35-point win over East
Carolina. Like Clemson, Virginia Tech rushed
for over 200 yards and had an efficient game
passing the football.
Shyrone Stith and Lament Pegues com-
bined for 153 of the 222 rushing yards for the
Hokies. Stith had 77 and Pegues had 76 and
both had a rushing touchdown. Quarterback Al
Clark was 8-13 passing for 106 yards and the
Hokies completed passes to eight different
players.
Frank Beamer's defense allowed 303 yards
of total offense and 16 first downs, but only
three points. East Carolina made just 3-14
third-down conversions. Nat Williams led the
Virginia Tech point prevention unit with 1 1 tack-
les, while Michael Hawkes had nine. Virginia
Tech had eight tackles for loss and six pass
deflections to go with two blocked kicks in the
contest.
Battle of Bowl Teams
There are only 17 Division I teams who have
been to a bowl game each of the last three
years and two of them will be facing off when
Virginia Tech comes to Clemson. The Tigers
have been to a bowl each of the last three years
and Virginia Tech has a streak of five straight
seasons in a bowl.
The other teams who have been to at least
three straight bowls are Auburn, Florida, Florida
State, Iowa, Kansas State, LSU, Michigan,
Michigan State, Nebraska, North Carolina, Ohio
State, Penn State, Syracuse, Tennessee and
Washington. Note that three of the 17 are from
the ACC.
Clemson went to the Gator Bowl in 1995,
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Last week, Adrian Dingle tied his own
single game Clemson record for sacks
when he had three against Furman.
the Peach Bowl in 1996 and 1997. Virginia Tech
went to the Independence Bowl in 1993, the
Gator Bowl in 1994, the Sugar Bowl in 1995,
the Orange Bowl in 1996 and the Gator Bowl in
1997. Virginia Tech has a 3-8 lifetime bowl
record, while Clemson is 12-10.
Both teams were 7-5 last year and their vic-
tory totals in history and in the 1990s are amaz-
ingly similar. Clemson, including the win over
Furman last week, now has 554 victohes in his-
tory, while Virginia Tech has 549. In the 1990s,
Clemson has 61 wins, while Virginia Tech has
58.
Clemson vs. Virginia Tech Series
This is the first meeting between Clemson
and Virginia Tech since the 1989 season. The
series actually dates to 1900 when Clemson
defeated Virginia Tech 17-5 to increase its
record to 5-0-0 on the way to a perfect 6-0 mark
under first-year coach John Heisman.
Clemson has a 17-7-1 lead in the series,
including a 7-2 margin in games played in
Death Valley. The Tigers are 3-0 against
Virginia Tech head coach Frank Beamer and
have won 12 of the last 13 against any VPI
coach. Clemson was 6-1 against Virginia Tech
in the decade of the 1980s.
Virginia Tech's only win against Clemson
since 1954 took place in 1986 when Bill Dooley
led the Hokies to a 20-14 win in Death Valley in
Clemson's season opener. Both teams went on
to bowl games and a top 20 final ranking. A key
play in the game took place when Virginia
Tech's Mitch Dove recovered a blocked Bill
Spiers punt in the endzone for a touchdown.
Spiers went on to an outstanding season as
Clemson's punter, averaging nearly 40 yards a
punt. He of course was noted as a Tiger All-
American baseball player, but it is ironic that he
is being inducted into the Clemson Hall of Fame
today, when Clemson is playing Virginia Tech on
the gridiron.
Defense was a key in Clemson's three victo-
ries in 1987-88-89 over Virginia Tech. The
Tigers allowed just 24 points in those three
games and one of those touchdowns was on a
90-yard kickoff return for a score by Marcus
Mickel in 1989 at Virginia Tech. Current
Clemson Head Coach Tommy West was the
Tigers outside linebacker coach each of those
three years against Beamer teams. One of
West's star players, Levon Kirkland, now with
the Pittsburgh Steelers, had a 47-yard intercep-
tion return for a touchdown in that game.
Two Thorpe Award Candidates on Display
When Clemson met Virginia Tech in 1984,
the pregame attention centered around two of
the top defensive linemen in the nation,
Clemson's William Perry and Virginia Tech's
Bruce Smith.
This year's game could center around the
play of two of the top defensive backs in the
nation, Clemson's Antwan Edwards and
Virginia Tech's Pierson Prioleau. Both are on
the preseason Thorpe Award list, the award that
is given to the top defensive back in the nation.
Edwards is the only returning AII-ACC play-
er for the Tigers. He is a preseason 1998 Ail-
American according to various services and
was a key to Clemson's pass defense that
allowed Furman to complete 6-15 passes for 73
yards. Edwards had two tackles in the game, as
Furman planned their offense around avoiding
the native of Mississippi. He did contribute 52
yards on a pair of punt returns, and leads the
ACC in punt return average.
Prioleau, ironically, is from Alvin, SC. He
was a third-team Ail-American according to the
Sporting News last year when he was third on
the Tech team in tackles with 81. A fine All-
Around athlete, he can vertical jump 43 1/2
inches. His top game last year was against
Syracuse when he had 10 tackles and a 73-
yard interception return for a touchdown.
Dingle Ties Sack Record, again
Clemson senior defensive end Adrian
Dingle tied his own single game Clemson
record for sacks when he had three against
Furman. He tied many other former Tigers by
recording the three sacks, but joined only Jim
Stuckey and Michael Dean Perry as the only
Tigers to have a pair of three-sack games.
Dingle had all three of his sacks on the
same possession, a first in Clemson history,
and he had four tackles for loss for the day. In
addition to his seven tackles and four total tack-
les for loss, he had a blocked kick and caused
a fumble that led directly to a Clemson score.
Dingle, ranked as the top senior outside line-
backer/defensive end in the nation according to
one National Scouting Service, now has 34
career tackles for loss and 15.5 sacks. He has
quietly moved into a tie for 10th in Clemson his-
tory in sacks and is now all alone in 1 1th place
in school history in tackles for loss. He recent-
ly passed former Clemson greats Ed McDaniel
and Jeff Bryant on the tackles for loss list.
Happy Birthday Tigers
There are five members of the Clemson
football roster who will celebrate their birthday
on a gameday this season, but three will take
place today when Clemson meets Virginia Tech.
Starting center Jason Gamble turns 23 today,
while second-team linebacker Harold Means
and reserve receiver Jason Stockunas will turn
21.
Later this year, Joe Don Reames will turn 1
9
on the day Clemson meets Wake Forest in
Death Valley, September 26th and T.J. Watkins
will turn 20 on October 3 when Clemson meets
North Carolina in Chapel Hill.
Birthdays can be special for players. In
recent history the most outstanding perfor-
mance by a Clemson player on his birthday
took place on November 1, 1986 when Rodney
Williams celebrated a birthday by completing
13-18 passes for 193 yards and two touch-
downs in a victory over Wake Forest. Williams
is now the a color analyst on the Clemson radio
network.
Richardson Boots 4 Field Goals
Placekicker David Richardson got his senior
season off to a great start with a 4-4 field goal
day against Furman in the opener. He con-
nected on field goals of 25, 22, 39 and 24 yards.
He was also a perfect 3-3 on extra points, giv-
ing him a career high 15 points scored.
Richardson did not become Clemson's start-
ing field goal kicker until the Maryland game on
October 25th when he had two field goals. The
Furman game marked the second time he has
had four field goals in a game, he also did it at
Wake Forest last year.
For his career, Richardson has made 19-22
and all the attempts have come within the last
seven games. Thus, Richardson is averaging
nearly three field goals per game in this period.
The 19-22 field goal kicking gives him a
.864 field goal percentage, best in Clemson his-
tory given a minimum of 20 attempts. In fact, he
is far ahead of second place Donald Igwebuike,
who made 32-43 between 1981-84, a .744 per-
centage.
Richardson certainly should have a good
relationship with his snapper on attempts this
year. The Tiger providing that chore on field
goals is Kyle Young, who has been his next door
neighbor for 12 years. Both Clemson players
grew up in Clemson and live next door to each
other on Folger Street, which is in walking dis-
tance of Death Valley. They were on the same
high school team at Daniel and now compete
for Clemson. Young is a red-shirt freshman and
last Saturday was his first appearance for the
Tigers.
Clemson Career Leaders in
Field Goal Percentage
(Minimum 20 field goal attempts)
Player Years FG-FGA Pet
David Richardson 1995-98 19-22 .864
Donald Igwebuike 1981-84 32-43 .744
JeffSauve 1991-95 15-21 .714
David Treadwell 1985-87 47-66 .712
ChhsGardocki 1988-90 63-97 .708
Nelson Welch 1991-94 72-102 .706
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What the big cats
on campus are drinking
Bill and Bob Peeler for Peelers Milk. The Milk of Choice for Clemson Tiger Fans.
by Brett Sowell
Howard Bartley spent his prep career
on the gridiron and jumping hurdles on the
track for Southwest DeKalb High School
in Decatur, GA. He excelled both on the
field and on the track. As a junior he was
the Georgia state champion in the 110
meter hurdles and as a senior he played
in the Georgia-Florida high school football
all-star game.
At Clemson, Bartley has been over-
coming hurdles instead of jumping over
them. During his career, the senior out-
side linebacker has torn his ACL in both
knees. This year he is attempting to
become the first player in Clemson histo-
ry to letter after suffering the injury in two
different seasons, in two different knees.
Bartley arrived in Clemson in the fall of
1994 and red-shirted that first season as
a safety. He was listed as a reserve at the
rush end position behind starter Leomont
Evans, now with the Washington
Redskins, and reserve Matt Reeves.
Bartley and the Tigers began spring
practice the following March. During a
scrimmage on March 5, 1995, Bartley suf-
fered the first torn ACL. It was a devas-
tating experience for the rising star and
the first time in his life that he faced a
major injury of any sort.
Bartley says, "That first injury was a
major disappointment. It was the first time
that I had a major injury. That took its toll
on me. I had to talk to my mom and
Coach West to get me back on track. I
actually wanted to quit and go home."
Mentally, Bartley was devastated. The
injury not only kept him off the field, but it
was effecting his work in the class room.
It took a few talks with his mother, Lily, and
Coach West to get him back on track.
"My mom reminded me that it was my
dream to play football and I should stick
with it and not give up so easily. There
are obstacles in life that you have to go
through. This is just one of yours,' she
said. She told me that a lot of people
would give their life to be where I am.
That helped me take a step back and
reflect some about what was going on."
Familiar with Bartley's football playing
roots on a successful Southwest Dekalb
team, Coach West pushed some different
buttons in his advice to Bartley.
"Coach West knew about my high
school program. He knew we liked to win.
Winning was a part of me. He was an ath-
lete too and he told me about some of the
surgeries that he had to go through. I took
all of what they said to me and tried to put
it in perspective."
Bartley's next focus would be getting
the knee ready to play again. That would
take time and be a test of self-discipline in
'rehab'.
Bartley states, "Rehab is a four to six
month battle. Everyday you argue with
Danny Poole and Doc Hoover telling them
you don't want to do it. But you have to do
it."
He would miss all of the 1995 season,
but came back strong after rehab in 1996.
Bartley played in all 12 games, nine as a
starter at outside linebacker. He recorded
a total of 50 tackles on the season, ninth
best on the team. It was an incredible
turnaround for a player who hadn't been
on the field in a game in two years.
The 1997 season saw Bartley doing a
lot of the same things. He was ranked
among the Tigers' top-10 in tackles
through six games. Against Florida State
he recorded a season high seven tackles
and recovered a fumble.
On November 1 against Wake Forest,
Bartley tore his other ACL ending his
1997 season. This time Bartley took con-
trol of the injury before it took control of
him.
"When they told me I had it again, I just
said oh well. My mom called me when I
woke up from surgery She just told me
that I had to do it again. We accepted the
fact and it was not a big deal as it was the
first time."
With that in mind Bartley went back to
work in the training room. The experience
of his first injury served as a spring board
in getting him back to health this time.
"It is hard to push yourself through
rehab. I knew what to expect this time and
it wasn't as hard. The first time they had
to make me do stuff like push on my leg to
get it extended. I did not
have to go through that
this time."
After two torn ACLs, Bartley became a
regular in the training room. Bartley jokes,
"I was in the training room so much that
they told me I should be on the staff and
on payroll. I know how to run every
machine in there. The staff helped me
relax when I was down there. They made
sure I did what I had to do."
"Howard did everything he was sup-
posed to do during rehab," says Clemson
Head Trainer Doc Hoover. "It takes time to
rehab. The success of the player has a lot
to do with their dedication. Howard has
that type of dedication."
"It is not hard to motivate yourself when
you have missed as many games as I
have missed," said Bartley. "You want to
get back, I missed the football. The sec-
ond time I had the injury I was mad at first
and kept asking myself why it had to be
me all over again. I thought about it for a
second and I realized it had to be me for
a reason. I tried not to get upset about it
and just get back to it. Now I am happy to
be back. I am happy to be running across
the field."
Following rehab, Bartley began to
focus on another goal. That goal was to
add some weight to his 6-2, 195-pound
frame. This goal he reached with the help
of Head Strength Coach Joey Batson.
"Coach Batson made me his personal
project. He wanted me to get big because
he would always call me 'sticks'. I have
always weighed about 195 pounds. He
stayed on me and I reached a personal
goal this year when I benched 400
pounds. Now I weigh around 210 pounds."
"I think his attitude toward strength
training is the difference," said Batson.
"Howard brings a positive attitude to the
weight room. Our goal was to give him
muscle mass. He really followed the pro-
gram closely and did not miss any work-
outs. That gave him some great gains."
Thanks to the Clemson fans Bartley's
only memories of Clemson won't be just
injuries and surgeries. "I appreciate all
the fans that wrote me while I was injured.
I got a poem from a person about attitude.
I don't remember who it was from, but he
said he read it every time he was down. I
kept that poem and I read it every time I
am down. Those letters just let me know
that the fans were out there and that they
cared. That is one of the reasons I want-
ed to come back."
Bartley's message to the fans is sim-
ple. "I want people to know when I make
a play, there is a big smile on my face. I
am just happy to be out there because for
me it was almost over."
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^ Academic AII-ACC
Clemson finished with the second highest total of student-ath-
letes on the ACC Academic Honor Roll in school history during
the 1997-98 academic school year. Clemson had 116 student-
athletes earn a spot on the list that requires a minimum 3.0 GPA
for the entire academic year.
Two Tiger teams established new all-time records for the num-
ber of ACC academic honor roll selections. The men's soccer
(14) and men's track & field (14) teams eclipsed their old team
bests. The women's swimming & diving (19), women's soccer
(14) and men's golf (5) teams tied their team bests.
Six student-athletes earned both first-team AII-ACC honors on
the field and in the classroom. Those athletes were Jason
Reckner (men's track &field), Mandy McLane (women's track &
field), Wendy Henson (women's swimming & diving), Jen Mihalik
(women's swimming & diving), Matt Jordan (men's soccer), and
Jonathan Byrd (golf).
Jordan earned first-team Ail-American honors while Mihalik
was the ACC Champion in the 200 backstroke and an honorable
mention All-America in the same event. Jordan and Reckner
were All-District III selections.
Baseball-(5)-Darren Adams, Derek Borgert, Michael Calitri,
Robert Harrison, Justin Singleton
Men's Basketball-(1)-Tom Wideman
Women's Basketball-(2)-Marta Forns-Escude, Naria Forns-
Escude
Men's Cross Country/Track & Field-(14)-David Abel, Jeff Davis,
Todd Dunn, Michael Fickert, David Hartzler, Ron Kennedy, Trent
Kirk, Robert Latham, Shaun Murphy, Joseph Ndiaye, Jason
Putnam, Jason Reckner, Wade Vansice, Clay Wiggins
Last year marked














Women's Cross Country/Track & Field-(12)-Elizabeth Ahern,
Brantley Epps, Tracey Goodwin, Jessica Hyams, Julianne,
Littmann, Mandy McLane, Julie Polovick, Shannon Shoppman,
Julie Stackhouse, Anne Stowell, Kelly Tillirson, Emily Welch
Football-(13)-Derek Basileo, Robert Bradford, Mike Brice,
Matthew Butler, David Evans, Kevin Laird, Ryan Romano, Bryant
Smith, Chad Speck, John Strait, Brandon Streeter, Morgan
Woodward, Kyle Young
Golf-(5)-Jonathan Byrd, John Engler, Luke Fergueson, Elliot
Gealy, Tripp James
Men's Soccer-(14)- Kevin Conaway, Jody Debruin, Lars Fallang,
Patrick Fullerton, Mike Guisti, Andy Heck, Malcolm Hichliffe,
Jeremy Iwaskowiec, Matt Jordan, Jason Kamlet, Russ Kiefer,
Mike Potempa, Nathan Rawlings, Tony Williams
Women's Soccer-(14)-Katie Barnett, Angela Brames, Samantha
Butke, Jackie Cooper, Christa Eberhardt, Julie Johnson, Beth
Keefe-Chamberlin, Beth Keller, Lissa Mansberry, Tracey
McCarroll, Meredith McCullen, Suzanne Putnam, Christie
Szyman, Jennifer Wilhelmy
Men's Swimming & Diving-(7)-Scott Ayer, Rob Etheridge,
Agata Jankowska, P.J. Olson, Will Rogers, Jeff Thomas, Will York
Women's Swimming & Diving-(19)- Lisa Bartlett, Stacey
Boaze, Christina Brosche, Erin Cumbie, Meagan Davis, Summer
Ecker, Kasia Gawronska, Dori Glenn, Christina Greig, Wendy
Henson, Sheila Humberstone, Magda Kupiec, Jen Mihalik, Jen
Mooney, Lauren Rafferty, Erin Schatz, Amy Suppinger, Leslie
Anne Swanson, Jen Zappa
Women's Tennis-(4)- Meredith Chandler, Cynthia Clausen,
Nicole Eble, Etresia Kruger
Volleyball-(6)-Allison Coday, Heidi Cooper, BIythe Gardner,
Emily Goria, Michelle Thieke, Mary Trull
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Detail from 1988 Polish 5,000-zlotych note depicting
the music of composer and pianist Fryderyk Chopin.
NO-FEE CHECKING
SOUND TO YOU?
HOW WOULD If you haven't heard about First Union
Expfess Checking yet, let us fill you in. Its an
account designed to save people who usuallyit
bank without visiting a branch some money.
• Just bank exclusively via First Union ATM or
telephone, get direct deposit and we'll waive your monthly checking
fee. (Without direct deposit, it costs two dollars per month.) • Just as
importantly there are no per-check fees, no monthly balance require-
ment and no monthly fee for a VISA CheckCard! • If you're still all
ears, call 1-800-413-7898 for more information. Or visit First Union
or www.firstvinion.com
^ Pfl^^llffi^.Pfr Deno Cunis
Constantine W. "Deno" Curris began
his fourth year at the helm of Clemson
University with a heightened sense of
optimism and determination - and for
good reason. Not only had he won a
personal battle against cancer; he also
had succeeded in building consensus
among faculty, staff, students, and
trustees about the University's direc-
tion for the future.
That direction is spelled out in a
new mission statement and a set of
implementing concepts adopted by the
Board of Trustees at Curris' request
earlier this year. The president's per-
sonal contribution was a statement of
Clemson's vision: To be the nation's
premier land-grant university.
No small order, but Curris believes
the faculty staff, students, alumni, and
friends are up to the task. Speaking at
the spring general faculty meeting,
Curris outlined areas where Clemson
needs to excel in order to achieve its
potential. He challenged the University
to:
• Increase access to Clemson without
compromising academic standards,
working to raise achievement at the
middle and high school levels;
• Provide an educational experience
second to none, bridging the gap
between research and teaching;
• Create a distinctive core curriculum
built around liberal arts and sciences.
and emphasizing communi-





• Expand research activity,
particularly in areas where
the University can achieve
national and international
distinction.
"Clemson's size and its
rich tradition of faculty-stu-
dent interaction give us
decided advantage to
become the nation's premier
land-grant university," he
said. "We have never em-
braced the concept of feedlot
education, and we have ben-
efited from a physical setting
that permits the reinforcement of the
curricular by the co-curricular. If there
is a will to be the best, we can be."
Curris is not one to shrink from diffi-
cult challenges. After successful
tenures as president at two other uni-
versities - Murray State in Kentucky
and Northern Iowa - Curris quickly
began to make his mark at Clemson.
Progress has been made during his
administration on a number of fronts:
Expanding the University's information
technology infrastructure, enhancing
the sense of community and apprecia-
tion for traditions that add to the
Clemson experience, and involving
more alumni and friends in the life of
the University through initiatives such
as the Commission on the Future of
Clemson University - a comprehensive
advisory group involving more than
200 leaders in business and the pro-
fessions.
A native of Lexington, Kentucky,
Curris received a bachelor's degree in
political science from the University of
Kentucky, a master's in political sci-
ence and public administration from
the University of Illinois, and a doctor-
ate in higher education from the
University of Kentucky.
Curris is also a national leader in
higher education. He is a past
Chairman of the Board of Directors of
the American Association of State
11
Colleges and Universities and was a
featured participant in a 1997 national
video teleconference on "The New
Public University: How Do We
Compete in a Changing Envir-
onment?" Curris is also one of 25
presidents currently serving on the
national Kellogg Commission on the
Future of Land-Grant Universities and
is South Carolina's representative on
the Commission on the Future of the
South.
When his schedule permits, Curris
enjoys gardening, fishing, and reading.
He is married to Jo Hern Curris, a tax
attorney and author, and they have a
son, Robert Alexander, and a daugh-
ter, Elena Diane.
r' Bonrn: November 13, 1940
Married: Jo Hern Curris
Children: Robert Alexander,
Elena Diane
Education: B.A. in Political Science
(magna cum laude)
Univ. of Kentucky, 1962;
M.A. in Political Science,
Univ. of Illinois, 1965;
Ed. D. in Higher Education,
Univ. of Kentucky, 1 967
Employment Resume:
President and Professor of
Public Policy,
University of Northern Iowa,
Cedar Falls, Iowa 1983-1995
President, Murray State University,
Murray, Kentucky 1973-1983
Vice President and
Dean of the Faculty,
West Virginia Institute of Technology,
Montgomery, WV, 1971-73
Dean of Student Personnel Programs,
Marshall University,
Huntington, WV, 1969-71
Director of Academic Programs,
West Virginia Board of Education,
Charleston, WV, 1968-69
Vice President and
Dean of the Faculty,
Midway (KY) College, 1965-68
Assistant Coordinator,
Univ. of Kentucky
Centennial Celebration, 1 964-65
He's not your father.
And he's not you^other.
That's what's great about a coach.
You can tell him things
you wouldn't tell your father.
And he'll give you advice that's probably
more responsible than your brother's.
Kids need coaches.
They need them now.
K- NJke P.LAY.CORPS 1-888-292-HERO
"
' ' " ~ PUtCORPSSniRe.Gom :^
Nike P.L.A.Y.CORPS was created to help college students become coaches in youth leagues and community centers where they are sorely needed.
So in addition to a $500.00 tuition stipend, Nike P.L.A.Y.CORPS coaches get that rare opportunity to do something that makes a difference. Get involved.
Tommy West's Clemson resume as a head
coach includes four bowl appearances, a top 25
ranking in every season, 12 road wins and four
wins over AP Top 25 teams. The 1 998 Peach Bowl
was Clemson's third straight year in a bowl game,
something only 16 other programs can claim. This
is the first time since the 1985-91 era, that
Clemson has been to a bowl game three straight
years and he is just the second Clemson coach in
history to take the Tigers to three consecutive bowl
games.
Each of his first four seasons has seen the
Tigers make a late season run. In 1994, with the
youngest offense in Clemson history, one that
started seven freshmen at times, the Tigers won
three of their last four games, including a victory at
12th ranked North Carolina.
The run of success at the end of the 1 995 sea-
son had the Tigers in the top 25 of every poll.
Clemson won its last five regular season games,
including four wins by at least 17 points. West's
Tigers were picked fifth in the ACC preseason poll
that year, but, thanks to the third best offense in
Clemson history and a defense that ranked 10th In
the nation in scoring, Clemson finished third in the
ACC standings with a 6-2 record, its best league
finish since the Tigers won the ACC title in 1991.
The 1995 campaign was one in which
Clemson excelled in every area. The Tigers ranked
fourth in the country in rushing, yet also led the
ACC in yards per pass attempt. Defensively,
Clemson rated in the top 20 in the nation in rush-
ing defense, passing efficiency defense and
turnover margin. In terms of special teams,
Clemson was the only school in the nation to have
an individual ranked in the top 25 in punting,
placekicking, punt returns and kickoff returns.
The 1996 season saw Clemson win five
of its last six regular season games, includ-
ing a victory at 15th ranked Virginia, just the F'" -
third road win over a ranked team in the
decade of the 1 990s for the Tigers. For the
second straight year Clemson won the ACC
rushing title and reached a top 25 ranking.
Again, Clemson won 75 percent of its ACC
games, this time finishing tied for second in
the league standings with North Carolina.
The Tigers were extended a bid to the
Peach Bowl to face LSD.
Last season the Tigers won four of their
last five regular season games, including a
47-21 victory over South Carolina in the
season finale that clinched a bowl bid.
The season featured a record setting
passing attack, led by Nealon Greene, who
set season records for pass completions,
passing yards and completion percentage.
The defense followed suit, led by first-team
AP Ail-American Anthony Simmons, who
led the conference in tackles and tackles for
loss. Clemson's defense ranked in the top
20 in the nation in rushing defense, total
defense and scoring defense and ranked
third in the ACC in pass defense.
Clemson's improvement on the field is
matched with its improvement in the class-
room during the West era. In 1996-97, 20
Clemson football players made the ACC
academic honor roll, the highest on record. In fact,
each of the three highest totals in that area in
Clemson history have taken place under West and
the team's cumulative GPA entering 1998 is a 20-
year high.
West took over the head coaching position on
November 29, 1993. Less than a month later he
already had a bowl victory on his ledger, a 14-13
triumph over Kentucky in the Peach Bowl,
Clemson's sixth bowl win in an eight-year period.
With his debut in the Peach Bowl, West became
the sixth coach in NCAA history to make his debut
with a program in a bowl game. However, he was
just the second coach in history to make his debut
in a bowl game without previously coaching his
new team as an assistant coach earlier in the sea-
son.
West was a mainstay of a Clemson coaching
staff that led the Tigers to a 69-20-4 record and six
Associated Press Top 20 finishes between 1982-
89. During West's first tour of duty with the Tigers
as an outside linebacker coach, Clemson played
in five bowl games (winning four) and claimed
four ACC Championships, including three in a row
from 1986-88.
Clemson had a 44-10-1 record against ACC
competition during his era on the Tiger staff, an 81
percent winning mark. Additionally, five of those
Clemson teams ranked in the top 15 in the nation
in rushing defense and scoring defense, and three
ranked in the top 12 in the nation in total defense.
Clemson's 1989 defense ranked fifth in the
nation in total defense, rushing defense and scor-
ing defense and West's outside linebackers had a
lot to do with that success. His top four outside
linebackers that year all played in the NFL in 1994.
The list of former West players in the NFL includes
The West Family
Levon Kirkland and Wayne Simmons, both of
whom have played in the Super Bowl in recent
years.
West began his coaching career as a graduate
assistant at Tennessee (his alma mater) in 1977.
He coached one year of high school football at
White County High in Sparta, TN in 1978, then
became an assistant at Mississippi in 1979. For
the 1980 and 1981 seasons he served as an
assistant coach at Appalachian State.
After his career at Clemson (1982-89), West
became the running backs coach at Tennessee.
During that 1990 season Tennessee won the
Southeastern Conference and captured the Sugar
Bowl with a win over Virginia. The Volunteers
scored a school record 442 points that year and
averaged over 410 yards a game in total offense,
205.7 rushing and 205.4 passing. He served as
Co-Defensive Coordinator at South Carolina in
1991 and 1992.
In 1993 West took over a UT-Chattanooga
team that had won just two games in 1992. He
doubled that total in 1993 and guided the Mocs to
one of the landmark wins in school history, a 33-
31 win over #1 ranked Marshall. He concluded the
regular season with a 45-42 victory over Furman.
Ironically, his first regular season game as
Clemson coach was a victory over Furman.
West earned three letters in his four-year
career at Tennessee (1972-75). The Vols played in
three bowl games and were ranked in the final Top
20 poll in three seasons. He was the co-captain
of Tennessee's 1975 football team and played in
the Blue-Gray All-Star game that same year.
He began his college career as a running
back, but saw most of his playing time as a tight
end. He caught 37 passes for 575 yards in his
career with the Vols, including 16 passes
^ for 233 yards as a senior. As a junior he
* caught an 81 -yard pass from Condredge
Holloway, still the longest non-scoring play
in Tennessee history. He earned a bache-
lor's degree from Tennessee in 1976 and
was drafted by the Tampa Bay Buccaneers
that same year. West played two years
(1974-75) of baseball at Tennessee and
had a career batting average of .305. He
hit .367 in 1975 and was named All-SEC
Eastern Division.
West was a multi-sport standout in high
school. He was an outfielder in baseball, a
guard in basketball and a running back in
football. In 1972 he was named a High
School Ail-American in football and was a
second-round draft choice in baseball by
the Chicago Cubs. Willie Randolph, who
went on to an All-Star career with the New
York Yankees, was one of 77 future Major
League players drafted after West in the
regular phase of the June 1972 draft. He
played his prep football at Gainesville High
in Gainesville, GA for Coach Bobby Gruhn.
He was an all-state back as a junior and
was also named to the All-Southern team.
Born Thomas Cleveland West on July 31,
/ 1954, he is married to the former Lindsay^ Watkins of Forest City, NC. The couple




Assistant Head Coach/Defensive Line
c ^
Les Herrin is the dean of football coacfies at
Clemson. The assistant head coach is in his
14th season with the Tigers. In addition to his
administrative duties as assistant head coach,
he is the Clemson defensive line coach. Herrin
has been a defensive coach at Clemson for all
but one of his seasons and has coached such
notable players as Chester McGlockton,
Brentson Buckner, Jeff Davis and Trevor Pryce.
The 50-year old native of Waycross, GA, is
the only member of the current staff who was on
Clemson's 1981 National Championship coach-
ing staff. That season Herrin coached line-
backer Jeff Davis who went on to be captain of
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers and is a member of
Clemson's prestigious Ring of Honor.
In 1982, Johnny Rembert was a starting line-
backer under Herrin and he became an All-
American, then a Pro Bowl player (1989) with
the New England Patriots. Three-time Pro Bowl
defensive tackle Chester McGlockton, regarded
as one of the top defensive players in the NFL
today, was coached by Herrin between 1989-
91.
Brentson Buckner, a 1996 Super Bowl par-
ticipant with the Pittsburgh Steelers, who is now
with the San Francisco 49ers, also played for
Herrin during that era. Last year as a rookie,
Trevor Pryce was a member of the Denver
Broncos Super Bowl Championship team.
Under Herrin's tutelage at Clemson, Pryce led
the Tigers in tackles for loss and sacks in 1996.
In his previous 13 seasons with Clemson,
Herrin has coached in eight bowl games, been
a part of six top 20 seasons and four ACC titles.
Clemson has had at least one all-conference
player coached by Herrin in 12 of the 13 years
he has been with the program.
Herrin and his wife Shirley have a son, Deke,
who is currently a student at Clemson and a
member of the football team.
STEVE ENSMINGER
Offensive Coordinator/Quarterbacl<s
Steve Ensminger enters his second season
as Clemson's offensive coordinator. In his first
year, Ensminger directed the Tiger offense in
establishing 15 school single season records in
the passing game on a team and individual
basis, included in the marks were school bests
for passing yardage, completion percentage,
and completions.
Nealon Greene ranked 19th in the nation in
passing efficiency, highest ranking by a
Clemson player in 14 years.
Ensminger came to Clemson after a three-
year stint at Texas A&M and is now in his 1 1th
year as an offensive coordinator.
While at Texas A&M, his Aggie offense aver-
aged 404 yards per game in 1996 and it fea-
tured a balanced attack of 230 yards rushing
and 174 passing.
Ensminger is a native of Baton Rouge, LA
and played for hometown LSU from 1976-79 as
quarterback where he lettered all four years. He
was the MVP of the LSU team in 1979 and still
holds two LSU passing records: most touch-
downs in a game (4) and longest touchdown
pass play (82 yards).
The 39-year-old has coached at Nicholls
State (Wide Receivers, 1981-83), McNeese
State (QuarterbacksAA/ide Receivers, 1984-87),
Louisiana Tech (Offensive Coordinator, 1988-
90), Georgia (passing game Coor-
dinator/Quarterbacks, 1991-93), and Texas
A&M (Offensive Coordinator/Quarterbacks,
1994-96).
Ensminger was a significant reason Georgia
quarterback Eric Zeier set 61 school and 11
SEC passing records between 1991-93.
Georgia ranked ninth in the nation in total
offense in 1992 with a 450.4 yards per game
average. The team was 10th in the country in
scoring with 32 points per game.
Ensminger is married to the former Amy
Marie Gonzales and they have three children:
Krystalin, Steve, and Brittany Rose.
REGGIE HERRING
Defensive CoorVlnside Linebackers
Reggie Herring enters the 1998 season, his
fifth at Clemson, as the inside linebackers
coach and is in his second year performing the
duties of defensive coordinator.
In his first year as Clemson defensive coordi-
nator the Tigers ranked 16th in the nation in
total defense, sixth in rushing defense and 18th
in scoring defense. Herring coached Anthony
Simmons each of the last three seasons at
Clemson. Simmons, a three-time Ail-American,
was a first-round pick of the Seattle Seahawks
in the 1998 NFL draft.
Herring himself was an outstanding player
during his days as a linebacker at Florida State.
He graduated from Florida State with a B.S. in
criminology in 1981, but before graduating he
was a three-year starter for the Seminoles and
was voted an AP All-American in 1980. Florida
State posted a 38-6 record in his four years and
made three bowl trips. He played on three
Seminole teams that finished the season with a
top 15 AP ranking, including a number-six finish
in 1979 and a number-five finish in 1980. Those
were the first two top 10 finishes in the Bobby
Bowden era at FSU.
Herring was inducted into the Florida State
Hall of Fame in 1989. He combined with current
Clemson wide receivers coach Rick Stockstill to
lead the Seminoles to the 1981 Orange Bowl, a
narrow defeat against Oklahoma. Herring
also displayed leadership skills during his play-
ing days as he served as the team captain in
1980.
As a coach, Herring has been a part of suc-
cessful programs at Oklahoma State, Auburn,
TCU and now Clemson.
Since 1977, Herring has participated in col-
lege football as either a player or a coach.
Since that year he has been a part of 16 bowl
teams, three as a player and 13 as a coach,
including four bowl games for the Tigers, the
1 993 Peach, the 1 996 Gator, the 1 996 and 1 998
Peach.
Herring is married to the former Lisa Ward of
Griffin, GA. The couple has one daughter




David Bibee is in tiis second year at
Clemson, and is coactiing his second different
position. Thiis season Bibee tal<es over thie sec-
ondary, perhiaps tfie most talented area on tfie
Clemson team with preseason All-American
Antwan Edwards. Bibee is no stranger to the
secondary as he has coached that aspect of
the defense at six different schools during his
career.
Last year he coached Clemson outside line-
backers, a group that helped the Tigers rank
sixth in the nation in rushing defense and 16th
in total defense.
The 1998 season marks Bibee's 19th year
of coaching college football. He has 11 years
experience as an assistant head coach.
Bibee played football at Tennessee and was
a member of the 1973 Gator Bowl and 1974
Liberty Bowl teams. During two of his playing
seasons he was a teammate of Tiger Head
Coach Tommy West. He earned a B.S. in
Health Education from Tennessee in 1977.
He began his coaching career with the
Volunteers as a graduate assistant coach in
1976. He then spent the 1977 season at his
prep alma mater, Bristol's Tennessee High
School, before moving on to Mississippi for one
campaign as co-head coach of the junior varsi-
ty squad in 1978. Following his stay at
Mississippi, Bibee had coaching stints at North
Alabama, Middle Tennessee State, Austin Peay,
Appalachian State and South Carolina.
During his six years at Appalachian State,
the Mountaineers won two Southern
Conference championships and twice led the
nation in turnover margin.
Bibee left Appalachian State in 1989 to
become assistant head coach and secondary
coach at South Carolina. After the 1993 sea-
son, he went into private business before
returning to college football as Tennessee
Tech's secondary coach and recruiting coordi-
nator in 1996.
A native of Bristol, TN, Bibee is married to
the former Lisa Carter. The couple has three




Clemson has been on a record pace in
terms of rushing offense since Rich Bisaccia
came to Clemson in December of 1993. Each
of the last three years Clemson has finished
first or second in the ACC in rushing, including
a number-four national finish in 1995 when
Clemson averaged 260 yards per game.
Under Bisaccia, tailback Raymond Priester
set the Clemson all-time records for single
game rushing yards, 263, rushing yards in a
season, 1,345, and most rushing yards in a
career with 3,966. He was the ACC rushing
champion in 1995. In all, Priester established
18 Clemson rushing records during his career
under Bisaccia.
Bisaccia wears many hats at Clemson as he
also handles the special teams and serves as
the recruiting coordinator. His special teams
unit was the only one in the nation to have an
individual rank in the top 25 in field goals, punt-
ing, punt returns, and kickoff returns in 1995.
A year ago Clemson ranked 15th in the
nation in kickoff returns and 39th in punt
returns. The Tigers had three blocked punts in
the Peach Bowl to set a school record.
Clemson also led the ACC in field goals (20-27)
in 1997.
Bisaccia graduated from New Fairfield High
School in New Fairfield, CT. He earned his
degree in health and physical education from
Yankton College in 1983. While at Yankton
College, Bisaccia was a four-year starter and
the team captain from 1979-82. The
Philadelphia Stars of the USFL signed him as a
free agent in 1983.
Bisaccia's first coaching job was as the
offensive coordinator at Wayne State (NE) in
1983. After five years at Wayne State, he
moved to South Carolina for a six-year career.
In 1989, Bisaccia became the volunteer assis-
tant coach for defensive ends at South
Carolina. In 1991 , he was named the tight ends
coach, then was promoted to running backs
coach and special teams coach at South
Carolina in 1 992. He held that role for the 1 992
and 1993 seasons. Clemson came calling in
December of 1993 and named Bisaccia as its
running backs coach, and in charge of special
teams and the recruiting process.
Bisaccia married the former Jeanne Jones.
The native of Yonkers, NY and his wife have four




Andrea "Brick" Haley takes over the outside
linebacker coaching duties in his first season
with the Tiger program.
Haley will coach perhaps the most famous
position in contemporary Clemson football his-
tory The Tigers have had many outside line-
backers move on to the NFL in the decade of
the 1990s, including Levon Kirkland an All-Pro
for the Pittsburgh Steelers and Wayne
Simmons, a starter for the Green Bay Packers
1996 Super Bowl Champions.
Haley himself has a history of recruiting and
coaching players who have gone on to the NFL.
The list of players Haley has coached include
Jeff Gooch, a starter with the Tampa Bay Bucs
in 1997, and Pratt Lyons, a starter with the
Tennessee Oilers. Reggie Lowe, who signed
with the Seattle Seahawks out of Troy State,
and Donnell Gilyard, who played with the New
York Giants are two more Haley proteges.
Michael Swift of the Carolina Panthers, and
Kurt Pointer of the Pittsburgh Steelers were
both recruited to Austin Peay by Haley
Haley a native of Gadsden, AL, attended
Alabama A&M. He graduated from A&M in
1989 after playing for the Bulldogs for four sea-
sons. There he was a Division II All-America
inside linebacker in 1987 and 1988. Haley
earned a bachelor of science in health and
physical education with a minor in telecommu-
nication.
His coaching career began in 1989 when he
was a student assistant coach at Alabama
A&M. The next year, he coached tight ends and
coordinated the punt and punt return teams at
Enterprise High School in Enterprise, AL.
In 1991, he began his four-year stay at
Austin Peay State. After three years with the
Troy State program, Haley served as outside
linebackers coach at Houston in 1997 before
arriving in Tigertown.
Haley a native of Gadsden, AL, is married




John Latina is in his fifth season at
Clemson, as the offensive centers and guards
coach. Since taking over the most inexperi-
enced offensive line in Clemson history in 1994,
the unit has steadily improved and helped
rewrite many of Clemson's individual and team
offensive records.
The 1997 line was an integral part of a
Clemson team that established six team
records in offensive categories. Each of the last
three years Clemson has been first or second in
the ACC in rushing and Latina's line is a big rea-
son Raymond Priester set the Clemson career
rushing record in just three seasons.
Latina received four letters as an offensive
lineman at Virginia Tech from 1975-78 and
played in Death Valley for the Hokies in 1978.
He earned his bachelor's degree in 1979.
Latina's coaching career began immediately
after his playing days were over. In 1979, he
was an assistant coach at his alma mater in
Blacksburg. He then moved to Pittsburgh for
the 1982 season where he worked with an out-
standing Panther team quarterbacked by Dan
Marino.
In 1983, Latina was named as the offensive
line coach at Temple. Following his stay at
Temple, Latina went out west to Manhattan, KS,
to coach Kansas State. His offensive line
helped to lead the Wildcats in 1993 to the Big
Eight title in passing, averaging 245 yards per
game. In 1991, Kansas State set a school
record with 4,231 yards in total offense, includ-
ing 1,756 yards rushing, the most by a Kansas
State team in 10 years.
Latina arrived at Clemson as the offensive
line coach in December of 1993. He has
already coached the Tigers in four bowl games,
the 1993 Peach, the 1996 Gator, the 1996 and
1998 Peach Bowl.
Latina and his wife, the former Michele
Veltre, have two sons John Jr. and Michael.
MAC McWHORTER
Tight Ends and Tackles
Mac McWhorter enters his third year at
Clemson as the offensive tackles and tight ends
coach. McWhorter, 48, and a native of Atlanta,
GA, shares the duties of the offensive line with
coach John Latina. McWhorter deserves much
of the credit for Jim Bundren's 1 997 All-America
season.
Bundren was a two-time AII-ACC choice on
the field and in the classroom under
McWhorter. The Tigers led the ACC in rushing
in 1996 and ranked second in 1997 and
McWhorter's work with the line had much to do
with an offense that showed steady improve-
ment.
McWhorter spent five years as the offensive
line coach at Georgia before coming to
Clemson. During his five years in Athens the
Bulldogs set school records in many categories
including a record 25 touchdown passes and
5,135 yards of total offense in 1994.
He was a three-year letter-winner at Georgia
as an offensive player. As a player, McWhorter
had success both on and off the field, as he was
an All-Academic Southeastern Conference per-
former in 1972 and 1973 and owned the highest
grade point average on the Georgia football
team in 1973.
McWhorter began his coaching career as an
assistant coach on the high school level. He
was the head coach at Villa Rica High in
Georgia in 1979, where he was named Carroll
County Coach-of-the Year.
McWhorter jumped to the college ranks in
1980, when he was named to the Georgia Tech
coaching staff. Since joining the college coach-
ing profession at Georgia Tech, he has had
coaching stints at Alabama, West Georgia,
Duke, Georgia and Clemson.
Altogether McWhorter has coached in eight
bowls during his 18-year coaching career.
McWhorter and wife Rebecca have three
children: Kasay, Katie, and Mac.
RICK STOCKSTILL
Wide Receivers
Rick Stockstill is in his 10th consecutive sea-
son at Clemson as an assistant coach. He has
experience as a wide receivers and quarter-
backs coach at Clemson. His contributions in
terms of on-field coaching and recruiting are
significant reasons Clemson has been to bowl
games in seven of his nine seasons with the
program.
Stockstill has had a positive effect on the
Clemson passing game over the years. In
1997, his receiving corps set school records for
receptions and reception yardage. Leading the
way was Biletnikoff Award semifinalist Tony
Home, who had a record 70 receptions and
record tying eight touchdowns.
Stockstill graduated from Fernandina Beach
High School in Fernandina Beach, FL, in 1977.
After graduating from Florida State in 1982 with
a B.S. degree in physical education, he immedi-
ately went into coaching.
As a member of Bobby Bowden's first
recruiting class, Stockstill was the starting quar-
terback on a pair of Orange Bowl teams, a pair
of top 10 rankings, and was the team captain in
1981.
Although Stockstill never played a game in
Death Valley, his brother, Jeff, played for the
Tigers from 1979-82 and was a key reserve on
the national championship team.
Before coming to Clemson, Stockstill was an
assistant coach at Bethune Cookman (1983-
84) and Central Florida (1985-88).
In his first year (1989) as quarterbacks
coach at Clemson, he helped lead Clemson to
a single-season record for completion percent-
age (60%). In 1991, the offense led by
DeChane Cameron, the all-time winningest
quarterback in Clemson history in terms of per-
centage, led the Atlantic Coast Conference in
total offense. He also co-coordinated the #6
offense in Clemson history in 1995.
Stockstill is married to the former Sara
Fleischman. The couple has one son. Brent,
and one daughter, Emily.
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Our plants are compatible with other plants as well.
Responsible Care® is
more than a piiilosopiiy. It's an
industrywide movement to
incorporate practices that are
in sync with our world.
At Eastman plants, we've
developed advanced water
treatment facilities: reduced
chemical emissions: and taken a
leadership role in PET recycling.
We've done a lot, but
there's more to do. And we'll do
it. Eastman will continue to be a
leader in Responsible Care,
Eastman Chemical Company
Responsible Care^
V? A Public Commitment
EASTMAN
The Cheinistry of New Ideas
) Eastman Chemical Company. P.O. Box 431
.
Kingsport, TN 37662 RESPONSIBLE CARE is a registered trademark ol Chemical Manufacturers Association
^ Running Down the Hill
What has been described as,
"the most exciting 25 seconds in
college football from a color and
pageantry standpoint," actually
started out as a matter-of-fact
entrance, mainly because of
necessity.
The first 20,000 seats in
Clemson Memorial Stadium were
built and ready for use before the
1942 season. Less than a year
before Pearl Harbor was bombed
and the United States was at war.
The shortest entry into the sta-
dium was a walk down Williamson
Road from Fike Field House's
dressing rooms to a gate at the top
of the hill behind the east end
zone. There were no dressing
facilities in the west end zone
—
only a big clock where the hands
turned, and a scoreboard, which
was operated by hand.
The team would dress at Fike,
walk down Williamson Road, come
in the gate underneath where the
big scoreboard now stands and
jog down the hill for its warmup
exercises. There was no fanfare,
no cannon shot fired, no tiger paw
flag, no Tiger Rag played. ..just the
team making its entrance and lin-
ing up to do the side straddle hop.
That's pretty much the way
things went for the next 25 years.
Either in 1964 or 1965, S.C.
Jones, a member of the Clemson
class of 1919, made a trip to
California. He stopped at a spot in
Death Valley, CA, and picked up
this white flint rock. He presented
it to Coach Frank Howard as being
from Death Valley, CA, to Death
Valley, South Carolina."
The rock laid on the floor in
Howard's office in Fike for a year
or more. One day Howard was
cleaning up his office and he told
Gene Willimon, who was the exec-
utive secretary of IPTAY, to, "take
this rock and throw it over the
fence, or out in the ditch. ..do
something with it, but get it out of
my office."
Willimon didn't think that was
the way a rock should be treated.
Afterall, it had been brought 3000
miles by a very sincere Tiger fan.
By the mid-sixties. Memorial
Stadium was pretty well living up
to its moniker. Death Valley,
because of the number of victories
that had been recorded there.
Actually, the name was first used
by the late Lonnie McMillian, head
coach at Presbyterian College in
Clinton in the 1940s.
McMillian and the other Blue
Hose coaches before him used to
open the season each year by
coming to Clemson. Seldom scor-
ing (24 shut outs in 39 games) and
with only three wins and four ties
to show for it, his teams were get-
ting killed by the Tigers regularly.
In 1948 McMillian made the com-
ment to the press that he was tak-
ing his team to play Clemson in
Death Valley.
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An occasional reference to
Memorial stadium by that name
could be heard for the next three or
four years, but when Howard start-
ed calling it 'Death Valley' in the
1950's, the name took off like wild-
fire. The Tigers celebrated the
50th season in the 'valley' in 1991.
But getting back to Howard's
rock.
The rock was mounted on a
pedestal at the top of the hill. It
was unveiled September 24, 1966,
on a day when Clemson played
Virginia. The Tigers were down 18
points with 17 minutes to play and
came back to win (40-35) on a 65-
yard pass play from Jimmy
Addison to Jacky Jackson in the
fourth period. That was quite a
spectacular debut for that rock.
The team members started rub-
bing the rock prior to running down
the hill September 23, 1967, a day
when Clemson defeated Wake
Forest, 23-6. Prior to running
down the hill that day, Howard told
his players: "If you're going to give
me 110 percent, you can rub that
rock. If you're not, keep your filthy
hands off it." Howard told of the
incident the next day on his
Sunday television show and and
the story became legend.
When Hootie Ingram succeed-
ed Howard as head coach prior to
the 1970 season, Ingram decided
that the team would make its final
entrance on the field out of the
dressing room in the west end
zone. In all home games in 1970
and 1 971 and the first four of 1 972
when the Tigers did not run down
the hill, their record was 6-9. The
team decided it wanted to come
down the hill once prior to the
South Carolina game in 1972. The
result, in a cold, freezing rain, was
a 7-6 victory when Jimmy
Williamson knocked down a two-
point conversion attempt which
preserved the win.
The Tigers have made the
entrance for every home game
since 1 942, except for the seasons
mentioned above—261 times
heading into the 1998 season.
After Clemson's final warm-up,
the team goes back into its dress-
ng room under the west end zone
stands for final game instructions.
About 10 minutes before kickoff
the team boards two buses, rides
around behind the north stands to
the east end zone and debarks to
the top of the hill behind Howard's
Rock.
At the appointed time, the can-
non booms and led by a high-flying
tiger paw flag, the band forms two
lines for the team to run between
and strikes up 'Tiger Rag'. ..The
frenzy starts in all sincerity.. .and
usually lasts two and a half to
three hours.
It is a tradition that has inspired




Death Valley. The name speaks for itself.
Ifyou want to play in this house, you
better have the reputation to back it up.
TORO's 640 Series Sprinkler has been the
number one choice for athletic sports
fields for more than a decade. That's a
reputation built onMVP performances.
Ifyou want that kind ofdurability, match
TORO quality products with certified
contractors like Environmental
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Death Valley
Name synonymous with Clemson
Memorial Stadium. The Stadium was
dubbed this affectionate title by the late
Lonnie McMillian, a former coach at
Presbyterian College in Clinton, SC. He
used to take his teams to play at Clemson,
and they rarely scored, never mind gained a
victory. Once he told the writers he was
going to play Clemson up at "Death Valley"
because his teams always got killed. It stuck
somewhat, but when Frank Howard started
calling it that in the 50s, the term really
caught on. It is now in its 57th year.
Many people think the name is derived
from the fact that there rests a cemetery out-
side the fence on the press box side of the
stadium. But, although it would make sense,
the name was first coined by McMillian.
First Friday Parade
The Clemson football season kicks off
each year with the annual First Friday
Parade. The once a year event takes place
on the Friday afternoon prior to the first
home football game. Floats from various fra-
ternities and sororities and other campus
organizations are represented in the parade
that rolls down highway 93 in front of the
President's house in Clemson. The parade
culminates at the Amphitheater in the middle
of campus where the first Pep Rally of the
year takes place.
The Grand Marshall of the Parade is fea-
tured at the Pep Rally. Recent Grand
Marshalls have ranged from former PGA pro-
fessional Dillard Pruitt, to College Football
Hall of Fame legends Jess Neely and Frank
Howard, to noted television announcers
Brent Musberger and Ara Parseghian.
Homecoming
Clemson holds a classic homecoming
every year. Displays by fraternities and
sororities that are months in the making, are
built on Bowman Field the week prior to
Homecoming weekend. It is an event that
draws alumni and friends of Clemson from
all over the country.
The Friday evening prior to the game,
Tigerama is held in Death Valley, which is an
event that attracts over 35,000 fans.
It is widely known as the largest
pep rally in the world. The
Homecoming Queen and her court
are presented in addition to
Homecoming skits, a pep rally, and
a large and loud fireworks display.
The first homecoming game
played at Clemson took place on
September 30, 1922 when
Clemson met Centre. Clemson has
a 53-18-3 record on Homecoming
games over the years, a .736 win-
ning percentage, and has outscored
the opposition 1,555-976 in those pre-
vious 74 games. The average margin of vic-
tory is 21 to 13. Clemson has been espe-
cially successful on Homecoming in recent
years, posting a 23-2-2 record since 1 970.
Orange Pants
The tradition of the Clemson team wear-
ing orange pants is new according to tradi-
tion standards. The Tigers first wore the all
orange uniform for the final game of the 1 980
season against South Carolina. Clemson
upset the 14th ranked Gamecocks and
Heisman Trophy winner George Rogers, 27-
6. The victory set the stage for Clemson's
National Championship run of 1981.
Overall, Clemson is 31-9 in orange pants
since that 1980 game, including an 18-2
record in games played in the month of
November. The Tigers had an eight-game
winning streak in orange pants snapped in
the 1996 Peach Bowl against Louisiana
State. Clemson has nine wins over top 20
opponents when wearing orange pants,
including the 22-15 National Championship
clinching win over Nebraska in the 1982
Orange Bowl.
Rock, Howard's
When the Clemson team gathers to run
down "The Hill", the players first rub
Howard's Rock because of the mystical pow-
ers it is supposed to give Clemson players.
The rock is mounted on a pedestal at the top
of the hill and was given to Coach Frank
Howard by a friend (S.C. Jones '19) who
picked it up in Death Valley, CA. The Rock
was first placed on the pedestal at the
top of the hill on September 24,
1966, tor a game Clemson won
40-35 over Virginia. In that game,
the Tigers rallied from 18 points
down with 1 7 minutes to play. The
team started rubbing the rock for
the first game of 1967, a 23-6 win
over Wake Forest on September
23, 1967.
It
Running Down the Hill
One of the most exciting 25 seconds
(about 35 seconds when Clemson dresses
120 players for homecoming) in college foot-
ball from a color and pageantry standpoint.
After Clemson's last warm-up, the team
retreats to the home dressing room located
under the West Stands. At about 12:50 ( for
normal 1 :00 PM game), the team boards two
buses and drives around the periphery of the
stadium to the east side of the field. After
everyone is properly collected, the cannon
sounds. Tiger Rag is played, and Clemson
charges down the hill (exactly 100 feet top to
bottom) and onto the field. It is one of the
most celebrated entrances in sport. The
Tigers have done it for every game since
1 942, except for 1 970, 1 971 , and four games
of the 1972 season. In all, the Tigers have
run down the hill 261 times heading into
1998.
How in the world did the tradition of run-
ning down the hill start? There is no long
involved explanation. It used to be the quick-
est way to get to the field. When the stadium
was built in 1942, the football lockerrooms
were up the street in Fike Fieldhouse.
When the players were finished getting
dressed they used to walk out the front door
and walk down the street to 'The Hill".
Coach Howard continued the tradition when
lockerrooms were finally built inside the sta-
dium because Clemson fans used to get so
fired up when they gathered at the top of the
hill. That's when the buses came into use to
spend the trip from the lockerroom to the
other side of the stadium.
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In 1996, the Clemson University athletic
department agreed to have University
Netcasting, better known as FANSONLY,
post its official athletic website on the
world wide web. Since that time, Clemson
fans have been able to access up to the
minute information on all of Clemson's
varsity sports at the internet address
www.clemsontigers.com.
This upcoming school year should
prove to be another exciting season at
clemsontigers.com. In early September
the site took on a fresh design. In an effort
to give the Clemson site its own unique
image, the people at FANSONLY and
Clemson have worked over the summer
to make the site more appealing to you,
the fan. In addition to cosmetic changes
at clemsontigers.com there will be some
new features.
Some of the highlights for this season
from clemsontigers.com are live game
stats and live audio coverage for every
football game. If you can't make it to the
game, don't worry with our real-time stats
and live game coverage you'll be able to
follow every single snap from the comforts
of your home computer. Our Associated
Press wire feed will automatically post the
game story minutes after the contest has
concluded. In addition to the game recap,
fans will be able to check out actual video
highlights of the game.
Not only will you have more information
than those Monday morning quarter-
backs, but you'll have more access than
ever before to Clemson football. Fans will
be able to hear clips from Tommy West's
post-game interviews as well as be able
to listen live to the ACC Football Coach's
Teleconference every Wednesday
throughout the season.
Football isn't the only sport covered by
clemsontigers.com; you can get compre-
hensive coverage on all of Clemson's 19
varsity sports. Check out the latest
release on the women's soccer team,
view the game recaps from men's soccer,
or find your favorite volleyball player's
biography. Clemsontigers.com is expand-
ing its coverage of Tiger Olympic sports to
include more action photos, audio clips
from players and coach's and video high-
lights.
As the official athletic website for
Clemson University athletics, clemson-
tigers.com is the only place to go for all of
your Clemson sports information. From
Fans will be able to access the ACC's
weekly Football Teleconference on
Wednesdays and hear Coach West's
comments as well as other coaches
from around the ACC.
live audio broadcasts to video highlight
clips to late breaking news, clemson-
tigers.com has you covered.













Hello, this is Keith Jackson.
Collegiate athletics is one^^JK^^^\^UimOC^y^^^






of a basketball champi- ^^^^p ^^|S5^^R|^^/^^
onship,
achievement and team effort ^Q^s,^t/|f
come together for the most^^^fe^p
memorable moments in all of sport.
Help support that great tradition and your university by purchasing
officially licensed collegiate products. Look for the "Officially Licensed
Collegiate Products" label to ensure that a portion of the purchase price
goes to support programs and students at your University. You
also can be sure that the product has met the University's stan- V-> .
dards for quality. ^
Great traditions, great quality and solid financial support for
students and programs...that's what the "Officially Licensed
Collegiate Products" label means.
For additional information regarding this licensing program contact
The Collegiate Licensing Company at (770) 956-0520.
i
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Official Football Signals—1998
Ball ready lor play
'Untlmed down
Time-out
Olscrelionary or injury time-
out (lollow by lapping
hands on chest) TV/Radio time-out
Touchdown
Field goal






No play, no score
Toss option delayed
Legal touching ot forward




Illegal use ot hands/arms
43
Illegal block in Ihe back
Illegal use of
hands or arms (NF)
Note: Signal numbers 25 and 26 are for future expansion.










Trevor Adair, Men's Soccer
Lock Haven State '82
37-20-6 at Clemson, 3 years
71-44-11 overall, 7 years
• Led Clemson to the Final Eight and a #12
ranking in '97. Also defeated South
Carolina twice, including a 1-0 win in
Columbia in the NCAA Tournament.
• Guided Clemson to a top five finish and the
second round of the NCAA Tournament in
his first year with the program in 1995.
• Has taken the Tigers to the Sweet 16 of the
NCAA Tournament and a final top 20 rank-
ing two of his three seasons at Clemson.
Jim Davis, Women's Basketball
Tennessee Wesleyan '70
233- 11Oat Clemson, 1 1 years
377-150 overall, 18 years
• Clemson's winningest women's basketball
coach in history with 233 victories.
• Led Clemson to a school record 25 overall
wins and 12 ACC victories in the 1997-98
season. The Lady Tigers also advanced to
the ACC Championship game for the third
straight year and were 13-0 at home.
• ACC Coach-of-the-Year in 1 989-90 and
1993-94.
First basketball coach to guide Clemson to an ACC Championship;
his Tigers won the ACC Tournament in Rock Hill, SC in 1995-96.
Included in the string of wins was a third straight triumph over a
top 10 Virginia team.
Has taken Clemson to the NCAA Tournament 10 of his 1 1 years and
to post-season play in all 1 1 years.
Ron Garner, Women's Indoor & Outdoor
Track & Field, Women's Cross Country
Christopher Newport '82
1 year at Clemson
1 year overall
• In his first season as the Tiger head coach,
he led Clemson to a second place finish in
both the indoor and outdoor ACC
Championships.
• Four different Lady Tigers earned All-
America honors at the NCAA Indoor
Championships.
• Had 13 AII-ACC performers combined
during the indoor and outdoor seasons.
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Nancy Harris, Women's Tennis
Alabama '82
7-15 at Clemson, 1 year
205-52 overall, 10 years
• Led Clemson to the NCAA Regionals in
1998.
• Coached 36 women's Ail-Americans and 17
^ ' men's Ail-Americans at Auburn-Montgomery.
^^^B • Had a 1 35-24 record as women's coach
-^^^t (.850) and 63-13 mark as men's coach
^^^^k (.829) at Auburn-Montgomery.
\^^^^j^^^^^m * Named National Coach-of-the-Year at the^^^^^^^^^^^ NAIA level four times, including three times
as coach of the men's program.
• Played professional tennis; as she played in Wimbledon, the U.S.
Open, and the Australian Open.
• In 1995 and 1996, her men's teams at Auburn-Montgomery won the
NAIA National Championship, becoming the first female coach in
history to lead a men's tennis program to a national championship.
Jolene Hoover, Volleyball
Illinois State '86
121-49 at Clemson, 5 years
214-80 overall, 8 years
• Guided Clemson to its first ever ACC
Championship in 1997. The Tigers had to
defeat Maryland, who was unbeaten on the
season, in the second round of the ACC
Tournament.
• Led the Tigers to an NCAA bid and a 26-8
overall record in '97.
• Has coached Clemson to the NCAA tourna-
ment in three of her five seasons with the
Tigers, which are the only NCAA Tourna-
ment appearances in Clemson history.
Clemson has won 70 percent of its matches in four of her five sea-
sons and finished second or better in the ACC in four of her five sea-
sons.
Named ACC Coach-of-the-Year in 1994, first Clemson volleyball
coach so honored.
Has had an AII-ACC player every year she has coached at Clemson.
Chuck Kriese, Men's Tennis
Tennessee Tech '72
482-278 at Clemson, 23 years
482-278 overall, 23 years
• Winningest men's tennis coach in Clemson
and ACC history. His 482 career wins
rank in the top 10 all-time nationally.
• Has coached Clemson to 17 NCAA
Tournament appearances, including 1998,
in his 23 years as head coach. That
includes six Final Eight finishes and 1
1
Final 16 finishes.
• Clemson has 13 top 20 national finishes
since 1979 under Kriese, including a #19
finish in 1997.
Tigers have won 10 ACC regular season championships and 10
conference championships under Kriese. Nine times Clemson has
won the ACC Tournament under Kriese, including 1997.
Coached Mitch Sprengelmeyer in 1997, the National Senior Player-
of-the-Year and the winner of the Von Nostrand Award, becoming the
first player in NCAA history to win both in the same year.
Jack Leggett, Baseball
Maine '76
246-88 at Clemson, 5 years
623-375 overall. 19 years
• Took Clemson to at least 50 wins, a top 10
final ranking, and the NCAA Tournament each
of his first three years as Clemson Head
Coach.
• Led the Tigers to the College World Series in
1995 and 1996.
• Has averaged almost 50 wins a year for his
career at Clemson, and had the Tigers in the
NCAA tournament and the final top 25 all five
seasons.
• His Tigers have 61 wins over top 25 teams in his first five years, includ-
ing three wins over the number-one team.
• Guided Clemson to its first ever Final Four finish at the College World
Series and the number-four final ranking in 1996, tied for the highest
finish ever in Clemson history.
• ACC Coach-of-the-Year in 1994 and 1995, just the third coach in any
sport in ACC history to be named ACC Coach-of-the-Year in each of
his first two years with a program.
• Three of his players, Kris Benson, Matthew LeCroy, and Billy Koch
were members of the 1996 U.S. Olympic Team that won a bronze
medal in Atlanta.
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Tracey Leone, Women's Soccer
North Carolina '91
59-25-2 at Clemson. 4 years
59-25-2 overall. 4 years
•Has guided Clemson to the NCAA Tournament
in each of the first four years of the program.
•Guided Clemson to the Final Eight in 1997, its
highest finish in its short history. That team also
defeated six top 25 teams, becoming the first
Tiger team in any sport to record 40 percent of
its wins over ranked teams.
•Clemson is the only program in women's soccer
history to advance to the NCAA Tournament in
each of its first four years.
Program has finished in the top 20 in each season, #13 in 1994, #15 in
1995, #18 in 1996, and #10 in 1997. Clemson was the only first-year
program in the nation in 1994 to be ranked in the final top 20 poll and play
in the NCAA Tournament.
Susie Lueck, Women's Rowing
Washington '92
First year at Clemson
4 years overall
• Will begin Clemson's newest program in the
spring of 1998 on Lake Hartwell.
• Named the West Coast Conference Coach-of-
the-Year in 1997 and 1998 at Gonzaga, where
she coached four seasons.
• Led Gonzaga to conference championships in
Varsity 8, Varsity 4, and Novice 8 in 1997 and
1998.
• Won the gold medal in Varsity 4 in 1991 at
Washington as a collegiate.
Bruce IVIarchionda, Men's & Women's
Swimming & Diving
Westminster College '79
25- 18 at Clemson (men), 4 years
29-14 at Clemson (women), 4 years
25-18 overall (men), 4 years
29-14 overall (women), 4 years
•Guided the women's team to a #24 final ranking
and a 9-4 record in 1997-98. Also coached
Honorable Mention Ail-Americans and Academic
Ail-Americans Enn Schatz and Jennifer Mihalik
last season.
•Coached ACC 100 meter freestyle champion
Razvan Petcu on the men's side in 1997-98.
Coached Clemson to the 1996-97 ACC Women's Championship,
Clemson's first ACC title in swimming in the decade of the 90s. The Lady
Tigers defeated six-time defending champion North Carolina in its own
pool to win the championship.




15 years at Clemson
15 years overall
15 NCAA Tournament appearances
• Guided Clemson to a second place NCAA
Tournament finish in 1998 at Albuquerque, NM,
its highest ranking in Clemson history. Clemson
was 31 under par as a team, which was the sec-
ond best score in NCAA Championship history.
• Won the ACC Tournament for the second
straight year in 1998.
• Led the Tigers to a #3 NCAA Tournament finish
in 1997.
• Coached NCAA Champion Charles Warren in 1997, Clemson's first
NCAA golf champion. Warren also finished tied for second in the nation in
1998.
• One of just two active coaches in the country who has taken a team to the
NCAA Golf National Tournament 15 straight years.
• Clemson has won three NCAA Regional Championships, five ACC titles,
and 36 tournaments overall in his 15 years at Clemson. Only coach in
NCAA history to win three consecutive regional championships.
• Has coached 27 All-America selections in his 15 years at Clemson,
including First-Team All-Americans Richard Coughlan (1997) and
Charles Warren (1997 and 1998).
• ACC Coach-of-the-Year in 1996, 1997, and 1998; he also won the award
in 1987.
Bob Pollock, Men's Indoor & Outdoor Track &
Field, Men's Cross Country
The Citadel '71
10 years at Clemson
26 years overall
• Has won 14 ACC Championships in his
Clemson career, more than any other coach in
Clemson history
• A 14-time ACC Coach-of-the-Year selection,
also the most in Clemson history, including
Coach-of-the-Year in indoors and outdoors in
1997-98.
• Tigers won the ACC Indoor and Outdoor Track
championship in 1996-97
and 1997-98. Clemson also had 13 All-America performances in the
1997-98 indoor and outdoor seasons.
Clemson finished tied for third at the NCAA Indoor Championships in
1997-98. Shawn Crawford won the national championship in the 200
meters at the championships.
One of just three coaches in ACC history to win ACC Coach-of-the-Year
honors in each of his first two years with a program.
Clemson has had 110 All-America certificates in indoor outdoor track
and field and cross country in his career
Has coached eleven individual national champions in his career at
Clemson.^ Larry Shyatt, Men's BasketballJH^Bk \ College of Wooster '73
jJP^^^^^L First year at ClemsonV 19-9 overall, 1 year
f^M- lip, • Guided Wyoming to a 19-9 record in his first
'
' season as a head coach in 1997-98. Wyoming
defeated two top 1 teams and had its best
winning percentage in 10 years. Also led
Wyoming to the NIT, its first post-season
appearance in seven seasons.
Named NABC District Coach-of-the-Year and
WAC Mountain Division Coach-of-the-Year
inl 997-98.
Was the associate head coach under Rick
Barnes at Clemson in 1994-97.
Has been on a coaching staff that has gone on to post-season play in 14
of the last 15 years.
Recruited most of Clemson's current group of players.
Associate Head Coach on Clemson's 1996-97 team that ranked eighth in
the final USA Today poll.
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coach who will work with offense and tight
ends.
^ Coaching Experience: Graduate
^flv ^ " ( Assistant at University of Georgia (1990-
^HF K« / ) ^^''sity football assistant and Varsity
^—^ boys track assistant at Hart County High
School (1992-96); Varsity wrestling head coach (1995-96).
Playing Experience: College - Played for Oklahoma State... let-
tered three years... academic All-Big Eight tight end three
years. ..High School - Played for Bristow High School in Bristow,
Oklahoma where he lettered four years in football, basketball, and
track...earned All-State in football and was awarded the Hall of
Fame Scholar Athlete Award.
Education: Received a bachelor's degree from Oklahoma State in
Secondary Education in 1990. He received his master's from the
University of Georgia in Education Administration in 1993. He is
currently pursuing an educational specialist degree in education
administration.
Personal Data: Born August 26, 1966 in Bristow, Oklahoma.





coach who will work with defensive line.
Coaching Experience: Graduate
Assistant at Clemson (1998).
Playing Experience: College - Played for
Clemson lettered four years... 1995 UPl
Honorable Mention All-America... 1995 First-
started three years for the Tigers 1993-94-
95. ..played 38 games in his career, 35 as a starter.. .started each of
his last 35 games...ACC Offensive Lineman of the Week vs.
Georgia Tech in 1 995. ..Flagstar Outstanding Lineman of the Game
at South Carolina in ^995... High School - Played for Daniel High
School in Clemson, SC where he lettered four years in
football...earned USA Today Honorable Mention Ail-American as a
prepster...tabbed the 1992 state lineman of the year.
Education: Received a bachelor's degree from Clemson in sec-
ondary education/math in 1996.
Personal Data: Born February 6, 1974. Married to the former
Michelle Thieke this past summer. Thieke was a member of the






The Clemson Tiger Football Camps are non-contact instructional camps. There are two
camps to choose from at Clemson University. The Tiger Cub Camp is for young men in
grades 4-8. The Tiger Camp is for young men in grades 9-12. Coach West and the entire
coaching staff are camp instructors along with select high school coaches. For more infor-
mation on how you can be a participant in a Clemson Tiger Football Camp call or write:




Cub Camp - June 13-16, 1999
Tiger Camp - June 16-19, 1999




VISITORS: Season ticket holders and
other visitors to the stadium are requested
to enter Gates 1, 5, 9, 11, or 13. Persons
with top deck tickets must enter the stadium
via the ramps, which are located behind the
North and South Stands. Ramp entrances
are adjacent to Gates 1 and 13 on the
South side and Gates 5 and 9 on the North
side.
TELEPHONE: Pay telephones are located
at the stadium ticket offices at Gates 1 , 5, 9,
13, top decks.
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The public
address system is intended primarily for
spectators' information concerning the
game. Please do not request the use of the
public address system to make social con-
tacts.
NOTICE: Solicitation for any purpose is
prohibited at an athletic contest in Clemson
Memorial Stadium.
EMERGENCIES
First Aid stations are located at the follow-
ing places: South Side—Under Section J;
North Side—Under Section T; North Top
Deck—Under Section K; South Top Deck
—
Under Section E.
HANDICAPPED: Special entrances have
been provided at Gates 1 , 5 and 1 3 for the
handicapped.
WILL-CALL: Will-call tickets can be picked
up at the ticket office at Gate 9.
PASS-OUT HAND STAMPS: Pass-out
hand stamps will be available at Gates 1 , 5,
7, 9, 11, and 13 and the top decks. Any
person leaving the stadium other than with
a team pass must have his or her hands
stamped, as well as admittance stub, to be
readmitted to the stadium.
Gates 4, 6 and 8 are closed prior to the
games and are opened for exit purposes
only.
RESTROOMS: Ladies' and men's rest-
rooms are located between the stands and
can be reached by exit from portal.
LOST & FOUND: If any article is lost or
found, please report it to the Gate 1 or Gate
1 information booths.
CONCESSION STANDS: Concession
stands are located beneath all stands and
can be reached from any portal.
PROHIBITED ITEMS: The following items
are prohibited in Memorial Stadium:
umbrellas, folding chairs, chaise lounges,
food and beverage containers of any type,




Trained nurses are on hand during each
game. Should a doctor be needed, ask any
usher, who knows the seat location of doc-
tors. Ambulances are located at Gates 1 , 5,
8, and 13.
WHAT TO DO IF EMERGENCIES ARISE:
Please step back and give the organized
EMS personnel room to work. Well-inten-
tioned attempts to help by untrained per-
sons interfere with the efficiency of the EMS
system.
Most emergencies occurring at the stadium
result from pre-existing medical conditions.
Bring your medical identification card or
wear medical identification jewelry.
INSECT STINGS: Common at outdoor
events. Treat immediately with ice and seek
medical advice. If allergic, carry a kit from
your physician with you.
HOW TO RECOGNIZE A HEART
ATTACK: The symptoms of a heart attack
vary, but the usual warning signs are:
1 . Uncomfortable pressure, fullness,
squeezing or pain in the center of your
chest lasting for two or more minutes.
2. Pain spreading to the shoulders, neck,
jaw, arms, or back.
3. Dizziness, fainting, sweating, nausea,
and/or shortness of breath.
EXPECT A DENIAL: Frequently heart
attack victims deny they are having a heart
attack. The event is frightening or they don't
want the embarrassment of a false alarm.
Therefore, they delay getting help by ignor-
ing their symptoms or rationalizing, "It's just
indigestion."
New therapies have been developed that
can minimize heart damage and save lives
if treatment begins within the first few hours
of symptom onset. "Time is muscle." Get
help or get to a hospital immediately
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency calls
are received in the Security Booth.
HE STADIUM EMERGENCY PHONE
NUMBER IS (864) 656-2999.
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1998 Bowl Schedule
Bowl Dats TV Lopal Tiinp rCII lli^l|JCllllO
Las VGgas Dec. 1 y bbrN b.oU pm b 1 WAu #2 or 3 vs At-Large
Motor uity uec. do CCDMO 8 pm ET MAC Champion vs At-Large
Jeep Aloha uec. do o.oU am b 1 Pac-10 #4 vs At-Large
Mele Kalikimaka uec. do boriM O.oU pm b 1 WAU #d or o vs pac-1 #5
Insight.Com uec. do bbrN / pm b 1 Dig bast #3 vs Dig 12 #5
Sunshine Classic Dec. 29 TD O1 DO "7- OA fc-\t-v-» |_ 17.0L) pm b 1 AUG #4 VS Big Ten #6
Music City Dec. ^ODMbbrN 5 pm bl SEC VS At-Large
Builders Square Alamo Dec. 29 rODMbbrN o.oO pm bl Big 12 #4 VS Big Ten #4
Culligan Holiday uec. oU bbrN 8 pm ET \ A / A 44- -i ^ HA JJ.O r^:» HO liOWAU #1 or rac-10 #2 vs Dig 12 #3
Humanitarian Dec. 30 bbr Nil 4 pm ET n I m \ A /A A X JJ. H ..A Ai. 1Dig West #1 vs At-Large
Sanford Independence Uec. ol ^ODMbbrN O.OA n n-v l~~r"O.oU pm b 1 bbu VS At-Large
AAA/tquitaDie Lioerty uec. ol bbrN H -on CT1 .oU pm b 1 uonterence UbA #i vs bbc
unicK-TM-A reacn uec. o 1 PCDMtor N pm b 1 AUU ffo VS bbU ff4
Norwest oun uec. ol Ubb ^ pm b 1 rac-iu ffo VS Dig len #0
OUUll IWcblcl 1 1 Dyil OUllUll Ian 1 PHY 1 -Qn nm PT1 .OU pm c 1 \A/Ar^ ii1 /^r Do/-- in #0 \/c Din ^0 #0WAU ff 1 or rac- 1 U nd vs Dig 1 d ifd
CompUSA Florida Citrus Jan. 1 ABC 1 pm ET SEC #2 vs Big Ten #2
Toyota Gator Bowl Jan. 1 NBC 12:30 pm ET ACC #2 vs Big East #2
Outback Jan. 1 ESPN 11 am ET SEC #3 vs Big Ten #3
Rose Jan. 1 ABC 2 pm ET Bowl Championship Series
Nokia Sugar Jan. 1 ABC 8:30 pm ET Bowl Championship Series
FedEx Orange Bowl Jan. 2 ABC 8 pm ET Bowl Championship Series
Tostitos Fiesta Jan. 4 ABC 8 pm ET Bowl Championship Series
National Championship
AU-PRO CEKTER
When you're calling the plays for an Important
conference, trade show, banquet or meeting, you
need a center who understands your signals and
is ready to respond. That's why meeting planners
all across the country make their calls to Palmetto
Expo Center. With more than 420,000 square feet
of meeting and exhibit space, 8,000 square feet of
pre-function and registration area, a 3,500-
square-foot outdoor courtyard, and 2,500 well-lit
parking spaces on site. Palmetto Expo Center is
set to tackle events of practically any size and
scope. It's a snap to stage and service virtually
every aspect of your event because our lineup
includes a fully equipped catering kitchen,
banquet seating and service for up to 2,500
people, sophisticated light and sound systems,
and a staff that's trained to make the handoff
smoothly with no fumbles or penalties.
Textile Hall Corporation, owner of Palmetto Expo Center, is
the proud donor of the Textile Bowl Trophy, presented each
year to the winner of the Clemson-North Carolina State
game in honor of the textile graduates of these two fine
universities.
When you 're making your game plan,
put the all-pro center on your team.
PALMETTOEXPO CENTER






















ability to be a leader.
That's what brought
Sanders Bros., Inc. to
the front. And that's
what will keep us there.
Sanders Bros., Inc.
\ INDUSTRIAL CONTRACTORS SERVING INDUSTRY SINCE 1955






















Sanders Bros.. Inc. Po.st Office Box 188. Gaffney. South Carolina 29342 • 864-489-1 144 • Fax: 864-487-6163
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IPTAY is widely regarded nationally as the father of
Athletic Fundraising. It all started in 1934 and from a pri-
vate meeting of a small group of Clemson supporters has
sprung into an organization that raised a record
$9, 1 43,045 last year. The organization plays a major role
in ensuring that all 19 of the varsity sports at Clemson are
given the maximum amount of scholarships offered by the
NCAA.
The organization also has helped finance facilities that
contribute to the well-being of student-athletes on and off
the field. Vickery Hall is a 27,000 square foot facility that
houses the tutoring and advising programs for student-ath-
letes. It is a major reason Clemson student-athletes have
had their highest ci'mululative GPA on record for five con-
secutive semesters.
While IPTAY is primarily concerned with athletic
fundraising, the mission of Clemson University has not
been overlooked. The IPTAY Academic Scholarship
Endowment was created to help meet the need for more
academic scholarships for non-athletes who are highly
qualified academically. The IPTAY Academic Scholarship
Fund is presently the largest scholarship endowment of its
kind at Clemson, currently helping over 30 students at
Clemson.
IPTAY Executive Director George Bennett has continued
to keep Clemson among the best in the nation in terms of
fund-raising by the establishment of the IPTAY Endowment
Program. In April of 1994, he kicked off the beginning of
the endowment of positions program at the 85th birthday
celebration for former Clemson Coach Frank Howard. The
endowments are secure with a $100,000 donation paid
over a five-year period.
'This is a chance to broaden the horizons of IPTAY," said
Bennett. "It gives an individual or a group of people an
opportunity to endow a position that meant something dur-
ing their college days, or to honor a person at a position.
The money being endowed is going to secure our future as
the interest is used to carry on our program forever."
The first endowment was for the head football coach
position to honor the legendary Frank Howard. Howard
coached football at Clemson 39 years, 30 as the head
coach. Duhng his tenure the Tigers won 165 games, 100
of which were against conference foes. "Former players
and friends of Coach Howard made donations over the
cost of attending the celebration program and that was
enough for the endowment. Their gifts were a way of per-
manently thanking Coach Howard for all that he did for
Clemson.
"Following Coach Howard's birthday party we began to
look for an individual to help us support and promote the
program and Bill Hudson's name came up. He was an out-
standing player at Clemson who has been equally suc-
cessful in the business world. We went to him and
explained the program and its goals and that we were
looking for his leadership to help get the program going,
and he accepted."
Hudson, a 1956 graduate, was a three-year letter win-
ner at tackle who played professionally for the Montreal
Alouettes, the San Diego Chargers, and the Boston
Patriots. He earned Pro Bowl honors in 1962. Mr. Hudson
sees this program growing into a large part of Clemson's
athletic funding. "When other people see information on
the endowment program and learn what it is about this pro-
gram will grow. Success builds on success. People who
are looking to honor a friend or family member now have a
great means to do that."
Besides the Hudson's family endowment four other foot-
ball endowments were made and one manager's position
in the first year. Now there are over 50
positions endowed. The goal of the pro-
gram is to get every position endowed.
"From the free safety to the number-
three player in women's tennis, we hope
to have every position endowed," said
Bennett.
"We will likely use the Avenue of
Champions as a physical place to honor
these people further for the positions
they have endowed. That will have
plenty of space, so we will be working to
have as many endowments across all of
our sports.
"The personal satisfaction that they
helped Clemson University, specifically
the Athletic department, and that they
are securing its future are the main rea-
sons for becoming involved."
And with more involvement Clemson
will have a very secure future for gener-
ations to come.
standing with current IPTAY Executive Secretary George Bennett (second from left) are three
















Eddie N. Dalton, Director
W. G. DesChamps, Jr., Director
Dr, R.C. Edwards, Sr, Director
F. Reeves Gressette, Jr.. Director
IPTAY Past Presidents
Lewis F. Holmes, Jr., Director
FE. Hughes, Director
Dr. G.J. Lawhon, Jr., Director





Dr. J.H. Timmerman, Director
IVIarshall Walker, Director
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR-BOBBY ROBINSON
IPTAY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR-GEORGE BENNETT
ASSOCIATE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR-BERT HENDERSON
ASSOCIATE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR-BOB IVIAHONY
denotes Representative Emeritus (CO) denotes County Chairperson (VRC) denotes Vice-Regional
denotes County Chairman Emeritus (RC) denotes Regional Chairperson Chairperson













* Jake Meeks (CC)
* D. Gray Suggs (VC)
- Bill Alexander








- George M. Ducworth
- J Tom Forrester
Elizabeth Garrison





Arthur M Klugh. Ill
James F Little
- Harry Major







- Robert G Sharpe
Mark D Wilson
Greenwood County
• Wayne Bell (CC)
• Dr F E. Abell, Jr
Nick P. Anagnost
Lewis Bagwell















Jennings G. McAbee (CC)
TC Faulkner Jr
Oconee County
' Sammy Dickson (CC)









' Dr W Ted Nimmons
Ernest M. Riley






Terry L Long (CC)
John Q Adams III




Dr Val S. Dyches
• Robert E Dye





Roddey E Gettys, III
L. Earl Gilstrap, Jr.
Danny Gregg
Bob Guerreri






* F H Inabnit. Jr
- Edwin L Kirby, Jr
R Frank Kolb
* Kenneth C Looper
Tom Lynch
" Russ Madray





* James V. Patterson
John Peters
Jenny Reeves








- Joseph J. Turner, Jr.
- K N Vickery
* Ed West
* Joseph A West
* David F Whittemore, Jr.














- R S Campbell, Jr





-* James R. Sanders, Jr
Greenville County
* James E. Vissage, Jr (CC)
* Benjamin M. Evatt (VC)
* Sandy Kirkus (VC)
Bill Barbary








*- Miles E Bruce
Charles A. Bryan, Jr.
Jody Bryson
* Joel L. Bullard
Ben Clauss
* Donald J Coggins
* Jack Coggins
' Larry B Copeland
' James M Crawford
* Walter B. Crawford
* Gordon S. Davis
- William Lem Dillard
Marl< DuBose
Robert M. Dubose






* Preston T. Garrett, Jr.
* Clark Gaston, Jr
Robert Gettys
- Joe D. Gibson
* Mike Glynn










- W.M Manning, Jr
*- Seabrook Marchant
Edward O. McCameron
* James T McCarter




* William Neal, Jr
- William H. Orders
Milton Ozmint
- J.F Palmer
- I.N. Patterson, Jr
Jim Pillar
George M. Plyler
- C Evans Putman
* Bobby W. Ramsey
* Bruce Reeves







* Robert G. Sharpe, Jr
* John G. Slattery
Tim Strom
- Joseph D. Swann





- S. Gray Walsh
* Kermit M Watson
Robert B. Whorton
David Wilkins




Henry V Blalock (CC)
+ J R Adair
Ira J Bedenbaugh
• W Fred Chapman, Jr.
* James A Coleman
* Ted Davenport
- Henry M, Paris Sr
* Larry Garr
• Frank Templeton III
Richard Townsend
+ Dr, N Carl Wessinger
Spartanburg County
Max P Gregory (CC)
Kendall K. Alley
William A Blackwood. Jr.
John L Brady, Sr.
- John B. Cornwell. Jr.











•- W A. Hudson
Randy Judy
- A P Kerchmar
Harry W Kinard
Jetf Lancaster




Dr B. Lee Smith
Wesley A Stodard




Dr H Russell Caston. Jr (CC)
H S. Harris. Jr
Carl E Carson. Jr.
William M, Howell
- Thomas E Mack






3710 Landmark Dr #408
Columbia. SC 29204
Aiken County
Alan D Gregory (CC)
Anderson L Baxley
Richard L Boyleston
* John R (Bob) Brooks
Johnny L Cagle




- Elbert Hines Hamilton
* Steven Holt
* Warren E Kenrick
Thomas McElmurray
* Gerald W Metts
John G Molony
Sam O'Neal
- Alan M Tewkesbury III
Judith Warner




- E O Dukes, Jr
- J W. Gilliam, Jr.
Lewis F Holmes Jr
* Lewis F Holmes III
Watson Rhodes
" Theo Reginal Williams
Lexington County
* J.Tom Shell (CC)






• R Hugh Caldwell




H Ralph Corley, Sr
John L Fulmer, Jr




James D Head III
Bob Householder, Jr
- Warren Craig Jumper






• Lee Harold Witt, Jr
Newberry County
M Larry Longshore (CC)
- T M Abrams
W Edgar Baker
- Earl J Bedenbaugh





C H Ragsdale III






• F McCord Ogburn, Jr (CC)
- Jack W Brunson
George Bullwinkel, Jr
• William P Cate
-* Phillip C Chappell, Jr
Henry Chastain
Rhonda Collins
Judge Michael R. Davis
James W Engram
Carlos Gibbons, Jr
• Don E Golightly
- Lawrence M Gressette, Jr






James P McKeown III
David Mitchum
David Pressley
Crawford E Sanders III
Steve Searcy
L.W Smith
- Mrs Davis O Smith
Paul E Thacker Jr




- Alfred B Coleman
- James A, Derrick
- Benjamin H, Herlong











Dr Sam Stone (CC)
+ Edward C Abell
George R. Fleming
Sam Frazier










Dr Hubert C Baker DDS (CC)
- J W Carter
Robbie Clanton
Marion D Hawkins. Jr
George A. Hutto. Jr
Warren Jeffords
William P Kennedy
Coy "C C " Kirby
-' Dr Glenn J Lawhon. Jr
William B McCown III
- Harry M. McDonald
- Dr M B Nickles, Jr.
- Bill Reaves
• John C Walker
Fairfield County
Dr Phillip C Wilkins (CC)
-' Louis M Boulware
' Jerry Brannon
- J K Coleman
-* Forest E Hughes, Jr




Dr Kenneth W, Carson DDS
Joseph C Jackson
- Thomas F McNamara. Jr
George Singleton, Jr
+ J F Watson
Lancaster County
• Joe H. Lynn (CC)
- W P Clyburn
Steven Epps, Sr
Frank Ferguson
Marion D Lever Jr.




Green Deschamps II (CC)
- W G Deschamps, Jr
Pete Player
D/larlboro County
Mark S Avent (CC)
+ C E Calhoun
Dan McNeil
York County
Jack D Cox (CC)




Fredrick W Faircloth III
- E M, Georger






James H Owen, Jr
- James C Rhea, Jr
• Ben R, Smith, Jr
Craig Thomas
- G G, Thomas, Sr
• Dr Roger Troutman











• Don A, Nummy (CC)
F Marion Dwight. Sr
• Joseph M Ott
Leigh Ann Preacher
Barnwell County
Clinton C Lemon, Jr (CC)
H M. Anderson












• H Wayne Dewitt (CC)
Robert H Dangerfield, Jr.
• Nolan L Pontiff, Jr
Calhoun County





• Jack T Day (CC)
Don Austell




H L. Dukes, Jr,
Jack Fanning
- M Dreher Gaskin
Beverly Haters
Al Hitchcock






S C. McMeekin, Jr
- David M, Murray, Jr
• Carl Poole
John H Price, Jr
•- Phil Prince
- Carl S Pulkinen
- Paul Quattlebaum, Jr
• Glenn Rickborn
- A B Schirmer Jr
Fred Schrimpf
- Nicholas C Sottile
Dr J R Stout
Forest Suggs





James R White, III (CC)
-• Jack W Carter, Sr
Paul Pye
Dr Sam Hazel
- B. George Price, HI




• Gene W Dukes
H. Clyde Odom




Dr Jerry Frank Crews, Jr (CC)
Harry L Foy
Winston A Lawton, Jr
- Winston A, Lawton
Jasper County
Roy Pryor Jr (CC)
Orangeburg County
Lawrence L Weathers (CC)
Dr. Julius W, Babb III
William B Bookhart, Jr
Larry W Dyar
Jesse Eargle
L Taylor Garick III
F Reeves Gressette, Jr
Billy Higginbolham
W C Higginbotham, Jr
Roger Horne
- Edgar C. McGee
Fletcher M, Riley, Jr
Dan M Robinson, Jr
- J M Russell, Jr,
James M. Russell III
Karen Wimberly
- Russell S, Wolfe, II
John H. Holcombe, Jr.
Director, District VI
DISTRICT VI
John H Holcombe, Jr Director
PC Box 1977
Myrtle Beach, SC 29578
Clarendon County





- Dr Wyman L Morris
Samuel E Plowden
H B Rickenbaker
- Horace F Swilley
Dillon County
• Carole Arnetle (CC)
John Alford
Billy Daniel








L. Chappell Jones (CC)
Rufus M Brown
Clyde S. Bryce, Jr
Richard Cassidy
Marvin Cockfield
-• Dr W L, Coleman
- Frank A. Douglass, Jr
• Charlie Grace IV
Dr Larry Grubb













- Allen P Wood
- Edward L Young
Georgetown County
• H E Hemingway Jr (CC)
Tommy Branyon
Glenn A. Cox




- Samuel M Harper
- A H Lachiotte, Jr.
Horry County






- John H Holcombe, Jr





- Robert (Bob) Wilder, Jr
-• R S. Winfield
tt^arion County
• Edward Spivey (CC)
Troy Carroll Atkinson III




- Joseph L Powell
Sumter County
James F Kinney (CC)
Ricky Alford
' Connie Bell
- Jonn J Britton. Jr




- W T Fort. Jr.
Elliott (Bill) Lynam
Williamsburg County
Samuel E Drucker (CC)
Alan Chandler
* Dr W,C. Cottingham
Fred P. Guerry, Jr
Michael Mahoney




DISTRICT VII - North Carolina
Mary Anne Bigger. Director





























































DISTRICT VIII - Georgia
Dr Jim Bostic, Director
















































480 E, Parkins Mill Rd,
Greenville, SC 29607
South East Region





















































Aug. 51 Texas A&M
Kickoff Classic
Sept. 5 Western Carolina Boston College James Madison Ohio University





Sept. 12 Virginia Tech at Northwestern at N.C. STATt New Mexico .State FLORIDA STATE Navy
(Thurs . Sept 10)
Sept. 19 at FLORIDA
STAFF
at West Virginia at Stanford at Baylor CLEMSON




Temple GEORGIA TECH at DUKE
at NORTH
CAROLINA




MARYLAND at WAKE FOREST at N.C. STATE at CLEMSON Pittsburgh GEORGIA TECH DUKE
at FLORIDA
STATE
at N.C. STATE WAKE FOREST at GEORGIA TECH at MARYLAND





















WAKE FOREST N.C. STATE at DUKE at MARYLAND at GEORGIA
TECH
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SS • *So. 99 or • 'So.
Darrel Crutchfield A A Woodrow Dantzler
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CB • 'Jr. 21
Jason Flanders
TE • 'Fr.
FS • Jr. 73 C • 'Sr. 23DoMarco Fox "70
Jason Gamble OO Rod Gardner 40 ^''^'^'^^ '^^^'^^ OO Deke HerrinWR • 'So. FS • 'Fr. 83 M/R • *Sf.
41
Seniors Holland Postell (left) and
Jason Gamble (right) hope to anchor
the offensive line in 1998.
C Jason Holloman ^4 Corey Hulsey
f D DT 'So. ' I OG • Jr.
V L /J
Freddie James QO Terry Jolly
</U DT'*So. 57^ MG • So.
Chris Jones 07 Kevin LairdOf //.e • Sr. O f P/HO • 'Sr. LawyerWR • Jr. Travis MacklinFB • 'Sr.
1^ Marcus Martin Jolin McDermottI WR - So. Of
^ r.
or • 'So.
OC Damonte McKenzie A COO or ''Jr. HO Harold MeansILB • Jr. 50 lV/7/ /Werr/«OG • 'Fr. 68 Joedy
Mitchell
OT • *Jr
CO Theo Mougros Siade NagleDO MG • *So. I O Oe • 'Fr 45





Senior defensive tacfde Donald Broomfield is
one of ttie reasons Clemson tias had
outstanding rusliing defenses in recent years.
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OG • Fr. 64 Jeremy CarrollC'Fr. 46 Chad CarsonILB • Fr.
36 l//nce CiurciuRB ' Fr. Pat CyrgalisTE ' Fr Nick EasonOLB • Fr Nathan GillespieDT • Fr.
Iv
72 David HaseldenOT • Fr.
22 Gary JohnsonTB • Fr 46 l-3zzaraP/PK • Fr. 89 Jason LeMayTE • Fr. Bryant McNealOLB • Fr. 62 Henry OwenLS • Fr.
16 Joe Don ReamesCB ' Fr Travis RobertsILB • Fr.
Jackie Robinson
WR • Fr 96 Brandon RouseOLB • Fr Matt
Schell
QB • Fr




Clemson fans look forward to seeing tough, hard-nosed football
when they come to Death Valley or travel to other schools to watch
their Tigers in action. But some of the Tigers' most intense com-
petition and action doesn't take place on autumn Saturday's and it
doesn't take place on a field. Take a peek into the Clemson
Strength Training Room at almost any time of day, almost any day
of the week, at any time of the year, and you will see the Tigers
building the foundation for their pursuit of a championship.
Perhaps the most impressive characteristic of the facility is its
size. Several years ago, it was enlarged to an astounding 1 1,000
square feet, making it one of the largest in the nation. Two years
ago, it was expanded to 14,000 square feet. The facility boasts two
full lines of Nautilus machines and over 12 tons of weights. The
large number of machines and free weights allows the weight room
to be used by athletes from several other different sports at the
same time, without anyone having to wait in line at a particular sta-
tion.
Within the last year the dumbell area and leg strength area
were expanded and the facility saw the addition of the Austin Leg
Drive Machine.
The plush atmosphere provides an interesting contrast to the
physical exertion that takes place in the facility. When an athlete
enters the etched glass doors, he is greeted by plush, wall-to-wall
carpeting, walls lined with mirrors, ceiling fans, and music from a
26-speaker sound system - a worthy backdrop for well over
$500,000 worth of state-of-the-art equipment.
Four color television monitors are also positioned throughout
the facility. These monitors are used for training and instruction, as
Tiger strength coaches film the athletes and work with them on
form correction.
The strength training staff spends long hours working around
the various schedules of each sport and even takes the facility on
the road when the Tiger football team plays in a bowl game.
Recently, the operation of the strength training facility was
enhanced by the addition of a new computerized program. Tiger
strength coaches are now able to enter all the current strength
data on an athlete, and the computer will generate a 10-week con-
ditioning program that will help the athlete reach optimum results.
Lifter-of-the-Year Strength All-Americans
1985 Kenny Flowers, TB 1981 Jeff Davis, LB
John Phillips, OG Jeff Bryant, DT
1986 Ty Granger, OT Lee Nanney, OT
1987 Mark Drag, MG 1983 William Perry, MG
1988 Jeff Bak, C 1984 Kenny Flowers, TB
Mark Drag, MG 1985 Jim Riggs, TE
1989 Levon Kirkland, OLB 1986 Ty Granger, OT
1990 Arthur Bussie, DT 1987 Danny Pearman, TE
Curtis Whitley, C 1988 Donnell Woolford, DB
1991 Ashley Sheppard, OLB 1989 Vince Taylor, LB
1992 Warren Forney, DT 1990 Levon Kirkland, OLB
1993 Ed Glenn, TE 1991 Mike Brown, C
Stephon Wynn, TE 1992 Brentson Buckner, DT
1994 Ed Glenn, TE 1993 Stacy Seegars, OG
1995 Patrick Sapp, OLB 1994 Nelson Welch, PK
1996 Raymond White, MG 1995 Brian Dawkins, SS
1997 Jason Gamble, C 1996 Raymond White, MG
% 1997 Lamont Hall, TE
a
Clemson Strength Staff: (L to R) Ruben Mendoza. Joe Wilson.
Russell Patterson. Larry Greenlee. Joey Batson. Jason Smallen.












By Julie Prince Pare
Artists always see the big picture, and
for senior cornerback Michael Allen, the big
picture is more than football.
Besides playing cornerback on the
Clemson football team, Allen is also an
accomplished artist. He has always had
the interest in drawing, but he does not
know exactly what sparked this interest. "I
just know my talent is a gift from God," he
says.
Once Allen got to Clemson, this love of
drawing turned into a career objective.
"When I got to school, I decided I wanted to
make money doing something I loved to do,
and for me, that's drawing," he says. "I've
always wanted to be involved in something
that allowed me to use my artistic ability.
Architecture is the ideal thing."
As a part of Clemson's design major,
each design student is required to spend a
certain amount of time in studio class each
week.
"My design classes take up so much
time," Allen says, "that often I have to leave
early for practice then go back to class
after practice."
Allen's favorite drawings are portraits he
has done of others, but he says he does
not get to spend much time on drawings
other than the ones he has to do as part of
his class requirements. "There is not much
time left for my personal drawings, but I
have done several design projects that I
like," says Allen.
A native of Conway, SC, Allen came to
Clemson as a quarterback but has proven
to be one of the Tigers' most versatile ath-
letes, playing both offense and defense.
He played the 1995 season as a running
back, picking up 17 yards off seven carries
and pulling down five catches for 23 yards.
All five receptions were against Virginia
and were the most by a Clemson running
back in a game in the last 12 years.
Allen moved to free safety as a sopho-
more and earned starts versus Duke,
Georgia Tech and Maryland. Clemson won
all three games. For the season, Allen
recorded 13 tackles, including 10 first hits,
and was third on the team with two caused
fumbles.
Last season Allen was moved to the
cornerback position by the Tiger coaching
staff.
"It doesn't matter what position I play,"
says Allen, "i just play the best that I can at
every position. Everything that I can do to
help the team, I will do."
In 1997 Allen started eight of Clemson's
12 games at cornerback. He finished sec-
ond on the team and fourth in the ACC with
1 1 passes broken up. Allen had six tackles
and an interception in the Tigers' opening
day victory over Appalachian State and
had two passes broken up against Florida
State, Maryland and Duke.
His best performance of the season
came at Wake Forest, where he had four
tackles and three passes broken up, a pri-
mary reason Clemson stopped the
Deacons' passing attack and came away
with a 33-16 win.
Against Auburn in the Peach Bowl, Allen
came off the bench to record four tackles in
22 plays. He finished the season with 539
snaps at cornerback, 169 more plays than
any other Clemson cornerback.
Allen's versatility continues to one other
area on the playing field — kickoff returns.
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Last season Allen returned one kickoff for
18 yards, pushing his career average to
22.4 yards per return. As a sophomore he
returned four kicks for 94 yards, including a
career-high 34 yard return.
Allen has played in 35 of the Tigers' last
36 games, including 1 1 as a starter, and he
is the only player on Clemson's active ros-
ter with a pass reception and an intercep-
tion over his career. He is also one of only
two current players who has earned a letter
on both offense and defense over his
career.
This season Allen looks to extend his
hold on the cornerback position. In the
1998 spring game, he had three passes
broken up, the most by any player during
the game.
But, once again, Allen sees the big pic-
ture, and there is more in the picture than
just his football successes. He was award-
ed the Jefferson Pilot Auto Parts
Community Service Award from the ACC
during the November 8 Game of the Week
last season.
Allen is the president and an original
member of the Clemson football program's
LIFELine organization, a peer group that
was established in 1996 to organize com-
munity service activities for the team.
LIFELine (Leaders in Football and
Education) began with 12 players, chosen
by academic advisor Laurie Haughey and
Bill D'Andrea, the Director of Clemson's
Student-Athlete Enrichment Program.
Allen was second on the team
and fourth in the ACC in passes
broken up with 11 in 1997.
One of LIFELine's
purposes is to show the
positive side of the
Clemson football team.
New members are
chosen each year by the
group to replace the
members that graduate.
Currently there are 19
participants, each cho-
sen on the basis of the
values they have estab-
lished such as leader-
ship, honesty, dedica-
tion, positive attitude,
good work ethic, respon-
sibility and self-disci-
pline.
Through the efforts of
LIFELine, the Clemson
football team is making
a difference in the lives
of area children. The I
team has hosted "High ^
—
Five Day," where chil-
dren come to Vickery
Hall for pizza and a movie. The children
then have a contest to see who can give
the best high five to the Tiger mascot.
Other projects include helping build
homes for Habitat for Humanity and work-
ing with Helping Hands of Clemson. The
1996 team donated money from their bowl
funds to buy Christmas gifts for two chil-
dren, and last season's team participated in
"Career Dress Day," where sponsors
donate money based on the number of
team members that participate. The team
is currently working with a Helping Hands
home in Six Mile, helping the children there
grow a garden.
The children are not the only ones who
benefit from LIFELine. "My favorite part is
working with the kids," says Allen.
"Everyone thinks this is just for the kids, but
I think I get a lot out of it, too. The kids are
so excited to see us, and the excitement
that shows on their faces makes me feel
good."
LIFELine members meet once a month
to plan community service projects, but
also to discuss issues affecting the football
team. This group hopes to avoid problems
before they arise by resolving matters early.
Dr. Steven Madden, a professor in Speech
and Communication Studies, leads the
group in a seminar in conflict resolution,
teaching the athletes negotiation and per-
suasion skills.
Allen believes the effect of LIFELine has
filtered onto the field as well. "This is a very
close-knit team, and everyone has had a
positive attitude about workouts and about
practice," he says. "This season's team
knows how important it is to work together.
I can't make any predictions on how we will
be this year, but I think this is a team that
will do well."
As Allen looks back over his time as a
Tiger, he knows he made the right choice in
coming to school at Clemson. "My recruit-
ing visit made a big difference in my deci-
sion to come to Clemson. The people that
were here showed a lot of love for one
another. I could tell this was a very close-
knit team, and that is what I wanted to be a
part of," he says.
He admits that his senior year has come
too soon. "The senior year came fast," he
says. "I'm really starting to feel the excite-
ment. Now I know what it is to have the
Clemson tradition. After being here four
years, my blood runs orange, too."
As for next year, Allen's future depends
on his football opportunities, but he still
sees the bigger picture. "If I'm not playing
next year, then I plan to go to graduate
school," he says.
Allen's future could take any direction. "I
don't like any one aspect of architecture or
drawing any better than another. For me,
I'm just looking forward to having a finished
product and being able to walk by it and
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Thomas Green Clemson believed that
South Carolina needed an institution of high-
er education dedicated to science and agri-
culture. With his belief came the foundation
that was laid for Clemson Agricultural
College. On April 6, 1888, Thomas Clemson
died, leaving most of his estate to the state of
South Carolina with the purpose of establish-
ing a college that would teach scientific agri-
culture and the mechanical arts to the young
people of South Carolina.
The college formally opened its doors in
1893 with an enrollment of 446 students. As
an all-male military school, the college quick-
ly became recognized across the nation as
an important part of the national system of
state universities and land-grant colleges. In
1955 Clemson became a civilian co-educa-
tional college. As the school expanded its
academic offerings and research pursuits,
the state Legislature renamed the college
Clemson University in 1964.
Today, Clemson is much more than
Thomas Clemson could have ever envi-
sioned. The campus is located on 1400
acres of beautiful rolling hills on what once
was the plantation of former U. S. Vice-
President John C. Calhoun. Landmarks such
as Fort Hill, the former home of the
Clemsons and the Calhouns, Tillman with its
clocktower, the statue of Thomas Green
Clemson and the outdoor amphitheater all
help retain the air of tradition.
• According to Money magazine's edi-
tion of "Your Best College Buys Now,"
Clemson ranks in the top 50 nation-
wide and the top 15 in the Southeast
among the nation's best college values.
• Clemson was the only state-supported
institution in South Carolina to be
included in the 1997-98 edition of
Peterson's Competitive Colleges: Top
Colleges for Top Students.
• Clemson was the only South Carolina
institution to be selected for inclusion
in America's 50 Best College Buys,
1998-99, in U.S. News and World
Report.
• The School of Textiles will celebrate its
centennial anniversary in 1998-99.
• Clemson's faculty includes 33 Fulbright
Scholars and 59 endowed chairholders
and named professors.
• Clemson's six-year graduation rate is
traditionally 20 points higher than the
national average for public universities.
• The Clemson University Career Center
was one of 19 institutional sites to offer
the world's first ever virtual reality job
fair.
• Clemson is seventh among all state
agencies and second among four-year
institutions in South Carolina for achiev-
ing 93.3 percent of its overall goal in hir-
ing minority faculty and staff (source:
S.C. Human Affairs Commission).
• The Program for Educational
Enrichment and Retention (PEER)
helped bring Clemson's graduation rate
of African American engineering stu-
dents to the 13th highest in the nation,
earning its director a Presidential Award
for Excellence in Science, Mathematics
and Engineering Mentoring.
• Clemson's College of Engineering and
Science grants more than two-thirds
of all engineering degrees in South
Carolina and enrolls nearly 75 percent
of the state's engineering students.
• As a primary member and fiscal agent
for the National Textile Center, the
School of Textiles, Fiber and Polymer
Science is one of the foremost leaders
in textile education and research in the
nation.
Clemson's education programs pro-
duce more math and science teachers
than any other college or university in
South Carolina.
The School of Nursing & the Joseph F.
Sullivan Center for Nursing and
Wellness received a Blue Cross/Blue
Shield Award of Merit for Excellence in
Research for collaborative efforts to
reach health needs of underserved
populations.
The School of Architecture has a high-
er percentage of faculty recognized as
Fellows in the American Institute of
Architects and more Distinguished
Professors as recognized by the
National Association of Collegiate
Schools of Architecture than any of the
135 accredited schools of architecture
in the country.
The Department of Graphic Communi-
cations is one of the leading programs in
the country producing graduates for the
printing, publishing and packaging indus-
tries. The program traditionally enjoys a
100 percent placement rate for graduates
and has classroom and laboratory facili-
ties equipped with the latest technology
Through the efforts of the departments
of Math Sciences, Mechanical
Engineering and others, Clemson was
one of only five university sites selected
in a nationwide competition to receive a
NASA grant for research and instruc-
tional activities in Multidisciplinary
Design and Analysis Methodologies.
The Department of Parks, Recreation
and Tourism Management ranks among
the top three programs of its kind in the
nation.
The interdisciplinary R. H. Brooks
Sports Science Institute offers intern-
ships, research projects and service
programs in motorsports engineering,
sports management, sports marketing
and sports communication.
The Pearce Center for Professional
Communication helps students prepare
for professional communication chal-
lenges through faculty workshops, inter-
disciplinary collaboration and outreach
to industry and public schools.
The Clemson University performing arts
students have appeared at Carnegie
Hall National Cathedral and the Lincoln
Center by invitation.







(Percentage Basis, min 15 games)
Rk. School Record Pet
1. Georgia Tech 18-8 .692
2. Southern Cal 25-13 .658
3. Penn State 21-11 .656
4. Florida State 16-8-2 .654
5. Oklahoma 20-11-1 .641
6. Arizona State 10-6-1 .618
7. Alabama 28-17-3 .615
8. Notre Dame 13-9 .591
9, Syracuse 10-7-1 .583
10. Mississippi 15-11 .577
11. Auburn 14-10-2 .577
12. Washington 13-10-1 .563
13. Tennessee 21-17 .553
14. UCLA 11-9-1 .548
15. CLEMSON 12-10 .545
Tommy West holds the 1993 Peach
Bowl Championship trophy.
Clemson's Bowl History (12-10)
Year Bowl Site Opponent WL Score
1939 Cotton Dallas, TX Boston College W 6-3
1948 Gator Jacksonville, FL Missouri w 24-23
1950 Orange Miami, FL Miami (FL) w 15-14
1951 Gator Jacksonville, FL Miami (FL) L 0-14
1956 Orange Miami, FL Colorado L 21-27
1958 Sugar New Orleans, LA LSU L 0-7
1959 Bluebonnet Houston, TX TCU W 23-7
1977 Gator Jacksonville, FL Pittsburgh L 3-34
1978 Gator Jacksonville, FL Ohio State W 17-15
1979 Peach Atlanta, GA Baylor L 18-24
1982 Orange Miami, FL Nebraska W 22-15
1985 Independence Shreveport, LA Minnesota L 13-20
1986 Gator Jacksonville, FL Stanford W 27-21
1987 Citrus Orlando, FL Penn State W 35-10
1988 Citrus Orlando, FL Oklahoma W 13-6
1989 Gator Jacksonville, FL West Virginia W 27-7
1990 Hall of Fame Tampa, FL Illinois W 30-0
1991 Citrus Orlando, FL California L 13-37
1993 Peach Atlanta, GA Kentucky W 14-13
1995 Gator Jacksonville, FL Syracuse L 0-41
1996 Peach Atlanta, GA LSU L 7-10
1997 Peach Atlanta, GA Auburn L 17-21
Clemson became the first ACC team to
defeat Oklahoma in the 1989 Citrus Bowl.
Perry Tuttle helped Clemson to the National Championship
clinching victory over Nebraska in the 1982 Orange Bowl.
9^ow the Tigers RaTTlT Nationally"
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For all the right reasons
Hall of Fame Inductees by Brian Hennessy
OBED ARIRI CHIP CLARK
Football, Soccer
1976-80
"I am like a leaf blown about by the wind; I never know where life's road
will take me." Those are the sentiments of former Tiger placekicker Obed
Ariri during his time at Clemson, words that enabled the outgoing student-
athlete to accomplish more than he ever dreamed of as a kid in his home-
town of Owerri, Nigeria.
"We used to play soccer with apples and oranges in the streets of
Nigeria," Ariri recalls. "That was really convenient because we just grabbed
another off the tree when we kicked one up too badly. I could play the game
all day and even go without eating so I could keep on playing."
Ariri, now 42, arrived at Clemson in 1976 to play soccer after hearing
from Coach I.M. Ibrahim in a letter expressing interest. Amazingly, getting
an education was so important to Ariri that he came to Clemson without a
scholarship. Ariri lettered on the soccer field as a freshman in 76 and net-
ted 15 goals.
When the 1977 school year came around. Tiger football head coach
Charley Pell noticed Ariri's strong foot and invited him to try his talents on
the gridiron. When Jimmy Russell, who was the first-team starter entering
the season, was injured, Ariri took over the kicking duties and booted his
way into the Tiger record books.
At the end of his career, Ariri set or tied nine NCAA records for field goal
kicking and scoring. During his four-year career, in which he played in 47
games and started 44, he scored 288 points, which still ranks second on the
all-time Tiger scoring list. His 63 career field goals was tops in the nation at
the time and his 23 field goals in 1980 was the best in the country as well.
The 23 field goals also still stand as the ACC single-season record. It was
the first time a Tiger led the nation in any statistical category. Ariri also ful-
filled the wishes of his mother by receiving his degree in industrial man-
agement before his playing days at Clemson were over.
Perhaps the 5'-9" kicker's most memorable moment came at Virginia in
1980. With the score tied 24-24 and 11 seconds left, Ariri lined up for a
game-winning 52 yard field goal. Clemson was 19-0 all-time versus the
Cavaliers entering the game, so one would think there was a tremendous
amount of pressure riding on the senior's shoulders. But in a strange
sequence in the middle of a timeout to ice Ariri, instead of keeping to him-
self or going to the sidelines, he approached the Virginia players at the line
of scrimmage. He then taunted the Virginia players and told them to try and
stop him. Sure enough, Ariri's boot sailed through the uprights with six sec-
onds remaining and gave the Tigers a 27-24 victory The win marked the
largest fourth quarter comeback in Clemson history, as the Tigers were
down 24-10 after three quarters. In the post-game interviews, Ariri was
asked to explain if he felt pressure. He said, "Pressure, you call that pres-
sure? Playing for your country in front of 120,000 fans in the World
Cup.. .now that's pressure."
Ariri also garnered attention on the soccer field at Clemson. He lettered
under Coach Ibrahim in just two seasons, 1976 and 1979, but still netted 32
goals and had six assists.
Arih was a seventh round draft pick of the Baltimore Colts in 1981 and
played two seasons for the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. Although his profes-
sional football career did not pan out, #1 will always be remembered as one
of the best kickers in college football history.
Football, Basketball, Golf, Track & Field
1942-43, 1945-46
To say Chip Clark was diverse is an understatement. All Tiger fans that
followed the athletic programs in the 1940s know that he played four differ-
ent sports, football, basketball, golf, and track & field. But there is a lot more
about Clark that people do not know.
Clark, who's father died at a young age, was strongly influenced by his
mother as a youth. The native of Lexington, NC, came to Clemson in 1942
after Walter Cox and Banks McFadden came to his home and urged him to
bring his talents to Tigertown.
When he arrived at Clemson, he played football and basketball, and par-
ticipated in track & field as a freshman in the 1942-43 season. In the years
during World War II, freshmen could play athletics at the collegiate level. In
football, he played the left end position at 168 pounds on both offense and
defense, and started nine games. He also garnered All-Southern
Conference honors. When the football season ended, he laced up his
sneakers and played for the Tigers on the hardwood. He would have played
baseball too if it were not for his demanding schedule. He is still the only
athlete in Clemson history to serve as team captain in three different sports.
Clark then put his athletic career on hold when he went into the Air Force
in '43 as the War intensified. He received his bomber's pilot wings, and was
so good that he was made an instructor and kept in the United States. By
the time his service was done, he had spent 29 months in the Air Force and
was qualified to fly every bomber in existence including the new B29, which
he was training tor to fly over Japan had the war continued.
On the way home from his discharge from Texas in 1945, Clark stopped
at Clemson the day before the football season opener against Presbyterian
to see Coach Howard. Coach Howard insisted on Clark suiting up and for
him to stay for the remainder of the season. When Clark arrived home one
week late, his mother was furious because she had enrolled him at North
Carolina, where he would have played with UNC great Charlie "Choo-Choo"
Justice. Clark ended up starting eight games the rest of the season, and
played opposite fellow 1998 Hall of Fame inductee Eddis Freeman.
Later that school year, he lettered again in basketball and was the team
captain. Clark then played his fourth sport when he restarted the golf pro-
gram with three other students and also was its' team captain. In their first
year, the golf team beat eventual national champion LSU.
In his senior season on the gridiron in 1946, Clark was on excessive
rehabilitation due to "serious pulled muscles" and struggled, despite starting
five games and scoring four touchdowns. He wanted more playing time, but
Coach Howard was afraid of permanent injury He still managed to receive
Honorable t\/lention All-America honors.
Clark received his degree in textile engineering in 1947, He drew inter-
est from the Pittsburgh Steelers, but decided to take a job with the Celanese
Corporation and later rose to become its Executive Vice President for Fiber
Marketing. All in all. Chip Clark experienced more in the span of five years
than many people do in their lifetimes.—information provided by Arthur Spiro
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EDDIS FREEMAN KIM GRAHAM
Football, Basketball, Golf
1943-46
Eddis "Fireball" Freeman lettered at Clemson in three different
sports, still one of just 15 athletes in Tiger history to do so. The
Greenville, SC native earned eight letters combined at Clemson in
football, basketball, and baseball. He lettered from 1943 to 1946 in
football, 1944 to 1946 in basketball, and 1945 in baseball.
Freeman played in the 1942 Shrine Bowl in Charlotte, and was
named All-State and All-Southern in high school football, as he played
for Greenville High School at a modest 135 pounds. He attended
Greenville High at the same time as Clemson SID legend Bob Bradley.
Freeman started at the end position at a meager 150 pounds in his
four years at Clemson. He was also picked to the South Carolina All-
State football team at Clemson. Freeman was a teammate of fellow
inductee Chip Clark and former Tiger great and former Clemson
President Phil Prince.
On the hardwood, Freeman led the 1945 team with an 11.1 scoring
average, as he played three seasons under Rock Norman. He set the
freshman free throw percentage mark at Clemson as well.
After his playing days. Freeman coached more than 22 years at
Chester, Greer, Gaffney, and Hillcrest High Schools. His teams won
three state championships in both basketball and golf. Freeman was
the coach for Upstate All-Star teams in both football and basketball.
He later became the first athletic director of Mauldin High School in
Greenville in 1973, where he served for one year.
Freeman died of a heart attack one year later at the age of 50 on
June 11, 1974.
Gil Gillivan, the former sports editor at the Greenville Piedmont,
remembered Freeman. "He was a low-keyed, witty, conversationalist.
He could be equally enthusiastic about persons and situations which
impressed him. He was explosive and tough, but in private, he seemed
like a mild person who would be slow to get angry."
After his death, Mauldin High School dedicated the home football
field as Freeman Field, "because of his love for the Mauldin communi-
ty, his exemplary spirit of good sportsmanship, his strong dedication to
high school athletics, and his love for Mauldin High School," stated for-
mer principal Marilyn Koon in a pre-game ceremony. "We hope that in
the future those who come to participate on Freeman Field will devel-




Kim Graham was one of the best sprinters in Clemson history, not
because she dominated at one particular distance, but because she
ran three different distances and thrived at every one. Her hard work
and determination at Clemson in the 100, 200, and 400 meter events
resulted in her making one of three spots on the U.S. team at 400
meters in the '96 Olympics in Atlanta, and winning a gold medal at the
1995 World Championships. Although she was at her best in the
shorter sprints, she would later find out what distance she would exel.
Four-hundred meters was the last distance Graham thought she
would excel in as a youth. "At first I hated it," recalls Graham. "My dad
(Herman) made me run the 400 meters, and I would cry and say
'please don't make me do itl' But he would tell me I could do it, and I
would go out there and win all the time. When I would cross the finish
line, my Dad would come pick me up and call me 'Champ'."
After winning countless high school races, Graham brought her
speed to the Tiger track program in 1990. She was a 15-time ACC
champion in four seasons and was the MVP of four of her six ACC
indoor and outdoor championship meets, still a conference record.
She also was a four-time ACC Most Valuable Performer, more than any
tracK athlete in ACC history.
Graham, now 27, came from a family with many college athletes.
Her father played football and ran track at Virginia State, and her two
sisters, Kathy and Sonja, both played volleyball, while Kathy also ran
track. Kim's brother. Jay, also played at the collegiate level, but on the
gridiron, where he was a standout tailback at Tennessee in the mid 90s.
Former Tiger women's track coach Wayne Coffman remembered
Graham, who received a degree in sociology from Clemson, as a Dr.
JekyI and Mr. Hyde type person. "When you would talk to Kim, she was
so easy-going and mild. When it was time to compete, she got keyed
up and focused in on what she's going to do. We literally rode Kim
Graham to three ACC titles. She was quite a competitor."
Her professional training resulted in a spot in the 4X400 meter relay
at the 1995 World Championships at Goteborg, Sweden. Graham ran
the leadoff leg and sped out to an early lead. She handed off to her
teammate; and after 222 seconds, Graham had a gold medal. At 24
she had won what few have ever won.
When the 1996 U.S. Olympic Trials rolled around in mid June, she
was disgusted to see that she was picked to finish eighth in the 400
meters, in which a top-three finish was needed to make the Olympic
squad. She silenced the critics with a blistering time of 50.87 to place
third. Her motivation and kick in the last 30 meters allowed her to beat
out her teammate from the previous summer to wear the red, white,
and blue, and. ...Clemson colors in the Olympics.
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DILLARD PRUITT BILL SPIERS
Golf
1981-84
Dillard Pruitt was a key part of Clemson's rise to prominence in golf in
the 1980s, as he starred with the Tigers in 1981-84. His leadership helped
Clemson win its first ACC Championship in 1982.
"My fondest memory at Clemson was winning the ACC Championship in
'82," recalls Pruitt. "It was the first ACC Golf Championship for Clemson and
whenever you are a part of the first championship team, it is special."
Among Pruitt's marks that he set include being the first Clemson three-
time golf Ail-American and AII-ACC performer His 71.94 stroke average in
1984 still stands today as the third best single-season scoring average in
Clemson history. Also, his 73.44 career stroke average is seventh best in
the Tiger record books.
In his freshman season, Pruitt had a teammate named Larry Penley.
Three years later Penley became the Tiger golf coach and has led Clemson
to 15 NCAA Tournament appearances in 15 seasons. "Dillard will never
admit it, but he is the sole reason Clemson golf was put over the top," says
Penley. "Dillard has helped Clemson attain success in the last 10 years
because of what he did back in the 80s. He was very visible on the (PGA)
tour and has made Clemson an easy sell."
Pruitt's start in professional golf started in odd fashion. "It took me a
while to get my (PGA) card, probably longer than it takes many guys out of
college," Pruitt said. "The key for me was going to Europe. In 1986 and
1987, I played well over there because I just didn't feel the pressure. When
I had a bad round in Europe, I didn't worry about it. I figured no one was
going to find out. As a result, I learned to relax and be confident."
Three years later back in the states his hard work overseas paid off. He
became the first Tiger to win a PGA tour event, as he captured the 1991
Chattanooga Classic. His winnings for the weekend totaled $126,000. He
also finished 1 3th in the 1 992 Masters, where it was his life-long dream to
play, and ranked second on the tour in driving accuracy in 1993. The 1993
season saw Pruitt make 20 of 26 cuts as well.
His down to earth attitude towards his attention-filled sport in his seven
years on the tour never got in the way of how he viewed his peers. "Playing
with people like Jay Haas and Curtis Strange was memorable." Pruitt said.
"But playing in a group with Arnold Palmer for the first time has to be one of
the greatest golf experiences of my life." That statement came in the late
summer of '92 after a Wednesday practice round for the PGA
Championship.
Haas and Pruitt have a connection deeper than just golf, as the two are
brother-in-laws. Pruitt's sister, Jan, is married to Haas and helped to give
Pruitt an insightful look at the life of a PGA professional. Pruitt's wife, Fran,
also graduated from Clemson.
Pruitt still keeps in contact with Clemson Athletic Director Bobby
Robinson, who was head coach his first three years at Clemson. "Dillard
was a tremendous player in the three years I coached him," recalls
Robinson. "He was instrumental in the 1982 ACC Championship run, which




Bill Spiers just couldn't get enough! After hitting .345 in his first two sea-
sons on the diamond at Clemson, an ad in the school newspaper from then
head coach Danny Ford caught his attention. It read, "We are concerned
about our punting situation. If there is a student reading this who can punt,
please call me at the office. We aren't looking for any (Dale) Hatchers, just
someone who can average about 40 yards with a four second hang time."
That single point in time led to Spiers trying out, making the squad, and
becoming the starting punter in 1986, where he averaged 39.2 yards per
punt. Despite playing on the gridiron just one season, his 39.2 punting aver-
age ranks 12th all-time at Clemson.
Despite his instant football fame, baseball has always been his first love.
As a freshman in 1985, he hit .380 in 171 at bats at a variety of positions.
In his sophomore season, his power numbers improved, as he hit 1 1 dou-
bles, five triples, 12 home runs, and stole 35 bases to go along with 53 RBIs
and a .322 batting average.
In 1987, Spiers led the ACC with 1 1 triples, while hitting .290 and steal-
ing 1 6 bases as the Tiger shortstop. The 1 1 triples still stand today as the
most ever in a single-season in Clemson history. The Sporting News
tabbed Spiers as a First-Team Ail-American.
Spiers was a First-Team AII-ACC selection on the field in '87. He also
was a member of the ACC Academic Honor Roll in '87, one of just 12 base-
ball Tigers to ever accomplish that dual feat in the same season.
In his Clemson career. Spiers accumulated 17 home runs, 119 RBIs, 34
doubles, 17 triples, and 60 stolen bases in just three seasons. Spiers was
drafted in the first round (13th pick overall) of the '87 June draft by the
Milwaukee Brewers.
After stints in the minor leagues in 1987 through the first months of
1989, Spiers made his Major League debut on April 7, 1989 at Detroit at the
third base position. He played a total of eight seasons in the Brewers' orga-
nization, six of which were played in Milwaukee.
His career was jump-started when he signed with the Houston Astros
before the 1996 season. After hitting .252 in 122 games in '96, he blos-
somed in '97, hitting a career high .320 with 27 doubles and 48 RBIs in 132
games. He has been near the .300 mark this season as well.
Spiers, now 32, attended Wade Hampton Academy near his hometown
of Cameron, SC, where he starred in both football and baseball. He quar-
terbacked Wade Hampton to two straight state championships, throwing for
over 2,000 yards in each campaign. In all, he earned 1 1 varsity letters.
Spiers came from an athletic background. His brother, Michael, lettered
four times in baseball at Clemson in the late 80s and early 90s as an out-
fielder Michael was also the 1991 ACC Tournament MVP. Their father. Bud,
like Bill, was a shortstop for the Tigers in the 1957-59 seasons. Ironically,
Bill holds the Clemson single-season record for fielding percentage by a
shortstop (.950) while Bud holds the second best mark (.947), which he set
in 1958.
He and his wife, Laura, have two children; daughter Ashley (4) and son
William James IV (10 months). They reside in Spiers' hometown of
Cameron, SC in the off-season.
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The toughest game of all is the game of Ufe. And the ACC grooms
winners on the field and in the classroom. That's why NationsBank
is proud to support the conference.
As an Official Corporate Partner of the ACC, NationsBank sup-
ports 23 ACC championship events, helps provide scholarships and
assists community projects, such as ACC Operation Outreach.
Through academic and athletic achievement, ACC schools like
Clemson continue to make a positive impact in the communities they
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^ Men% Soccer
by Sam Blackman
The burning question around the
Clemson Soccer Program is "why
not?".
After advancing to the NCAA
Tournament's Final Eight last year, and
with eight starters returning joined by a
talented corp of newcomers reporting
to camp, the question is, "why not go
farther this year?".
"Obviously, having met with the play-
ers and the coaching staff the message
is loud and clear," said Trevor Adair who
is entering his fourth season as head
coach of the Tigers. Last year he guid-
ed the Tigers to a 11-7-3 record overall
and a 12th position in the final NSCAA
poll. "With a few breaks last year we
would have advanced to the Final Four.
We could go there this year and
beyond.
"Our first goal is to compete for a
national championship. And if we com-
pete for a national championship we
should be able to be in the hunt for the
AGO championship.
"This year is our best chance to
achieve these goals and it is something
that we feel we can do. This team has
the talent to compete for the national
title. Getting there is something we can
achieve. Our goals are five tier.
"First, we must develop team chem-
istry similar to last year as soon as pos-
sible. Next, win the AGG regular sea-
son championship, and win the AGG
Tournament. Our ultimate goal is to
reach the final four and win the nation-
al championship.
"Those are lofty goals that are set in
the sequence of the season, but that is
what we are looking to achieve. That is
what we play for each season, and I
want all our players to have that desire
every season."
Glemson advanced to the NGAA
Tournament's Elite Eight last year and
lost to eventual champion UGLA in the
quarterfinals. After tough wins over
UNG-Gharlotte and South Garolina in
the first two rounds, the Tigers lost to
UGLA 2-1 in a tough battle at Los
Angeles, GA. The postseason success
was no surprise to Adair.
"It was not a surprise that we
advanced that far and I don't say that
boastfully. All along I thought we had
the potential to go far. I felt playing
against the toughest schedule in the
country both at home and away
had its advantages. The players
had seen the best and seen the
improvements they had made, and
we knew they were in the position
to be as good as anybody.
"Our players were extremely
disappointed at the end of the sea-
son and they were hoping for
another opportunity to play Indiana
in the Final Four after getting beat
3-0 at Indiana earlier in the year.
"With us making so many
improvements and progress it
would have been interesting to see
how that game would have turned
out. I knew all along that if this
team would gel and come together
we would be very successful."
One of the questions for this
year's team is the position of goal-
keeper after losing first-team Ail-
American Matt Jordan.
"Obviously one of the keys will be
replacing our goalkeeper Matt Jordan.
Josh Gampbell hasn't had a lot of
game experience. We are doing every-
thing we can to get him as many games
as possible before the start of his junior
year. We need him to be more consis-
tent, get the players to have confidence
in him and himself. If he plays up to his
potential we will be in great shape. He
has worked tremendously hard and he
has been very patient. I know his
patience will pay off.
"The second key will be to develop
chemistry and team dynamics as quick-
ly as possible. It's a new team from
last year with quality newcomers. The
dynamics will be different and we must
work on developing a positive team atti-
tude."
The Tigers have an excellent recruit-
ing class coming in and according to
Adair, "it could be his best yet at
Glemson."
"There will be a lot of players push-
ing for positions and with the transfers
and freshmen coming into camp, we
have an experienced recruiting class.
It's by far the best recruiting class we
have had as far as numbers and quali-
ty since I have been here. These play-
ers can come in and have major
impacts right away. We have six talent-
ed new field players on the squad. The
competition for starting spots will make
it very interesting in the preseason.
"We will have a lot of speed and
Wojtek Krakowiak should be an important
piece of the puzzle for the Clemson 's Run at
the NCAA Championship. With Krakowiak
having a goal or assist in a game, the Tigers
had an 8-0-2 record in 1997.
attacking power along with balance.
We attacked well last year. The way we
played gives us a chance to move peo-
ple forward. I think the recruits are not
only going to add to the experience but
elevate the experience level. We are
going to be a deep team in the defense,
midfield, and up front with more people
able to score goals. Wojtek Krakowiak
is not going to be the only one our
opponents will have to key on this fall.
Other players can get the job done.
"Scoring will be balanced. I expect
John Wilson to step up and improve on
his goal scoring. Bob Gavanagh had a
great season as a freshman in 1997.
Newcomers Scott Bower, Jon
Magnusson, and Ross Goodacre give
us plenty of weapons and speed to get
the ball across the flank. We will have
a lot of players going forward. We need
to continue to improve our transition-
getting people forward quickly into the
attack. We can do this with our added
speed.
"On defense we were very satisfied
last year especially with the job Matt
Elliott, Pablo Webster, and Mike
Potempa did last year. Newcomer Alan
Woods will be a great addition. We will
have 10 defenders on the team this
season, all of whom could see playing
time. We have four starters returning
and they know our style and what
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Name Pos. Hgt. Wgt.
Hometown/High School or Junior College
RAHIM ABDULLAH OLB 6-6 234
Jacksonville Beach, FiyFletcher HS
DYMON ADAMS TB 6-0 230
Fletcher, NC/Ellsworlh (lA) JC
KEITH ADAMS- ILB 5-11 200
College Park. GA/Westlake HS
MICHAEL ALLEN SS 5-11 195
Conway, SC/Conway HS
ALEXARDLEY CB 5-10 171
Tallahassee, FLVLincoln HS
JAVIS AUSTIN RB 5-11 214
Clemson, SC/Daniel HS
MATT BAILEY WR 6-4 220
Stone Mountain, GA/Stone Mountain HS
BRENT BANASIEWICZ OG 6-3 302
Monticello, FUAucilla Christian HS
HOWARD BARTLEY OLB 6-2 205
Decatur, GA/Southwest DeKalb HS
ALTROY BODRICK LB 6-0 210
Cameron, SC/Fairfield Central HS
DONALD BROOMFIELD DT 6-4 294
Olustee, FiySaker County HS
TERRY BRYANT DE 6-4 258
Savannah, GA/Johnson HS
JOVONBUSH MG 6-5 287
Hardeeville, SC/Jasper County HS
MATT BUTLER OT 6-4 296
Belmont, NC/South Point HS
GARYBYRD OG 6-4 318
Stone Mountain, GA/Stone Mountain HS
JEREMY CARROLL 6-5 313
Dalton, GA/Dalton HS
CHAD CARSON ILB 6-2 222
Newnan, GAA/Voodward Academy
ROBERT CARSWELL 88 6-0 208
Lithonia, GA/Stone Mountain HS
GARY CHILDRESS DT 6-3 260
Nashville, TN/McGavock HS
O.J.CHILDRESS ILB 6-2 243
Nashville, TN/McGavock HS
VINCE ClURCIlj;' RB 6-0 223
Paramus. NJ/Saint Joseph's Regional HS
DARREL GRUTCHFIELD CB 6-1 176
Jacksonville, FURaines HS
PATCYRGALIS TE 6-0 238
Kearny, NJ/Kearny HS
WOODROW DANTZLER QB 5-11 200
Orangeburg. SC/Orangeburg-Wilkinson HS
ADRIAN DINGLE DE 6-3 277
Holly Hill, SC/Holly Hill-Roberts HS
WILLDINKINS RB 6-3 218
Sumter. SC/Wilson Hall HS
NICKEASON OLB 6-3 233
Lyons, G/VToombs County HS
ANTWAN EDWARDS CB 6-1 210
Starkville, MS/Starkville HS
WESLEY ELLIS TE 6-4 265
Pemberton, NJ/Pemberton Township HS
DAVID EVANS CB 5-8 179
Abbeville, SC/Abbeville HS
JASON FLANDERS TE 6-4 208
Mount Pleasant, SC/Wando HS
DoMARCOFOX FS 6-1 176
Philadelphia, MS/Neshoba Central HS
JASON GAMBLE C 6-3 300
Wichita, KS/Hutchinson (KS) CC
ROD GARDNER WR 6-4 217
Jacksonville, FURaines HS
NATHAN GILLESPIE DT 6-3 290
Dallas, NC/North Gaston HS
CHARLES HAFLEY FS 6-1 196
Pompano Beach. FUEly HS
DAVID HASELDEN OT 6-7 301
Clover. SC/Clover HS
DEKE HERRIN WR 5-10 195
Clemson, SC/Daniel HS
JASON HOLLOMAN DT 6-3 262
Decatur, GA/Lakeside HS
COREY HULSEY OG 6-6 335
Lula, G/VNorth Hall HS
FREDDIE JAMES DT 6-0 263
Saint Stephens, SC/Saint Stephens HS
GARY JOHNSON TB 5-11 205
Bessemer City, NC/Cherryville HS
TERRY JOLLY MG 6-2 299













































# Name Pos. Hgt. Wgt.
Hometown/High School or Junior College
57 CHRIS JONES ILB 6-0 225
Monroe, G/VMonroe Area HS
37 KEVIN LAIRD P/HO 5-10 167
Brandon, MS/Brandon HS
84 MAL LAWYER WR 6-0 187
Moncks Corner, SC/Berkeley HS
89 JASON LeMAY TE 6-4 246
Black Mountain, NC/Owen HS
48 TRAVIS MACKLIN FB 6-1 245
Pittsburgh. P/VPerry Traditional Academy
17 MARCUS MARTIN WR 6-3 202
Free Union, V/VWestern Albemarle HS
67 JOHN McDERMOrr OT 6-6 278
Woodstock, GA/Sequoyah HS
35 DAMONTE McKENZIE DT 6-2 272
Lake City, SC/Lake City HS
91 BRYANT McNEAL OLB 6-5 216
Swansea, SC/Swansea HS
45 HAROLD MEANS ILB 6-0 223
Spartanburg. SC/Spartanburg HS
50 WILLMERRITT^ OG 6-3 274
Easley SC/Wren HS
68 JOEDY MITCHELL OT 6-6 295
Conyers, GA/Heritage HS
60 THEOMOUGROS MG 6-2 270
Tarpon Springs, FUTarpon Springs HS
18 SLADENAGLE QB 6-0 199
Lake Charles, LA/Barbe HS
62 NEELYPAGf^ OG 6-4 293
Aiken, SC/Aiken HS
34 DEXTRA POLITE CB 6-0 185
Moultrie, G/VGeorgia Military College
70 HOLLAND POSTELL OT 6-6 293
Summerville, SC/Summerville HS
55 DARIUS RAPLEY ILB 6-0 228
Piedmont, SQGreer HS
16 JOE DON REAMES^ CB 5-10 185
Seneca, SC/Seneca HS
29 DAVID RICHARDSON PK 6-1 187
Clemson, SC/Daniel HS
58 TRAVIS ROBERTS ILB 6-0 215
Folkston, GA/Charlton County HS
82 JACKIE ROBINSON WR 6-1 185
Orangeburg, SC/Orangeburg-Wilkinson HS
43 RYAN ROMANO PK 5-10 180
West Palm Beach, FUCardinal Newman HS
54 KENZI ROSS ILB 6-1 214
Fort Valley G/VPeach County HS
96 BRANDON ROUSE ' OLB 6-2 250
Darlington, SC/Darlington HS
15 MATTSCHELL QB 6-1 201
Covington, G/VEastside HS
81 MIKESETH WR 6-0 180
Sumter SC/Sumter HS
61 AKIL SMITH OT 6-4 280
Richmond, V/VFork Union Military Academy
6 BRYANT SMITH PK 6-4 200
Florence,.-SC/South Florence HS
31 CHAD SPECK SS 6-0 205
Nashville, TN/Christ Presbytenan Academy
14 BRANDON STREETER QB 6-3 197
Gettysburg, P/VGettysburg HS
63 MARK STRIEWING OG 6-2 283
Blacksburg, SC/Blacksburg HS
44 JOHN THOMPSON RB 5-10 213
Ponte Vedra, FUFIetcher HS
78 BRADY WASHBURN OT 6-6 280
Seabrook, TX/Fayetteville (AR) HS
88 TJ.WATKINS- TE/LS 6-3 257
North Augusta, SC/North Augusta HS
7 JUSTIN WATTS^ WR 6-0 203
Florence, SC/South Florence HS
19 WAYMON WHITE WR 6-2 211
Decatur, G/VDecatur HS
32 QUINCY WICKER RB 5-9 233
Winnsboro. SC/Fairlield Central HS
3 BRAXTON K. WILLIAMS FS 6-2 202
Greensboro. NC/Dudley HS
26 TERRY WITHERSPOON FB 6-0 260
Monroe, NC/Monroe HS
25 BRIAN WOFFORD WR 6-1 170
Spartanjpurg, SC/Spartanburg HS
59 KYLE YOUNG C/LS 6-3 280
Clemson, SC/Daniel HS















































When Clemson Has the Ball
CLEMSON OFFENSE
LT MATT BUTLER 77
LG COREY HULSEY 71
C JASON GAMBLE 73
RG BRENT BANASIEWICZ 74
RT HOLLAND POSTELL 70
TE WESLEY ELLIS 85
SE MARCUS MARTIN 17
QB BRANDON STREETER 14
TB TRAVIS ZACHERY 8
FB JAVIS AUSTIN 5
FLK MAL LAWYER 84
PK DAVID RICHARDSON 29
VIRGINIA TECH DEFENSE
DE COREY MOORE 56
DT NAT WILLIAMS 92
DT CARL BRADLEY 77
DE JOHN ENGELBERGER 96
OLB LORENZO FERGUSON 6
ILB MICHAEL HAWKES 43
ILB JAMEL SMITH 46
FCB LOREN JOHNSON 12
ROV PIERSON PRIOLEAU 20
FS KEION CARPENTER 1
BCB IKE CHARLTON 3
P JIMMY KIBBLE 95
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
1 ANTWAN EDWARDS CB 26 TERRY WITHERSPOON FB 53 RAHIM ABDULLAH OLB 78 BRADY WASHBURN OT
2 DYMON ADAMS TB 27 KEITH ADAMS ILB 54 KENZI ROSS ILB 79 GARY BYRD OG
3 BRAXTON K. WILLIAMS FS 28 ALEX ARDLEY CB 55 DARIUS RAPLEY ILB 80 MATT BAILEY WR
5 JAVIS AUSTIN RB 29 DAVID RICHARDSON PK 56 O.J. CHILDRESS ILB 81 MIKE SETH WR
6 BRYANT SMITH PK 30 DARREL CRUTCHFIELD CB 57 CHRIS JONES ILB 82 JACKIE ROBINSON WR
7 JUSTIN WATTS WR 31 CHAD SPECK SS 58 TRAVIS ROBERTS ILB 83 DEKE HERRIN WR
8 TRAVIS ZACHERY TB 32 QUINCY WICKER RB 59 KYLE YOUNG C/LS 84 MAL LAWYER WR
9 ROBERT CARSWELL SS 33 DAVID EVANS CB 60 THEO MOUGROS MG 85 WESLEY ELLIS TE
10 MICHAEL ALLEN SS 34 DEXTRA POLITE CB 61 AKIL SMITH OT 86 NICK EASON OLB
11 WOODROW DANTZLER QB 35 DAMONTE MCKENZIE DT 62 NEELY PAGE OG 88 TJ. WATKINS TE/LS
12 DOMARCO FOX FS 36 VINCE ClURCIU RB 63 MARK STRIEWING OG 89 JASON LEMAY TE
13 PAT CYRGALIS TE 37 KEVIN LAIRD P/HO 64 JEREMY CARROLL C 90 FREDERICK JAMES DT
14 BRANDON STREETER QB 40 CHARLES HAFLEY FS 67 JOHN MCDERMOTT OT 91 BRYANT MCNEAL OLB
15 MATT SCHELL QB 42 ALTROY BODRICK ILB 68 JOEDY MITCHELL OT 92 TERRY JOLLY MG
16 JOE DON REAMES CB 43 RYAN ROMANO PK 70 HOLLAND POSTELL OT 93 TERRY BRYANT DE
17 MARCUS MARTIN WR 44 JOHN THOMPSON RB 71 COREY HULSEY OG 94 DONALD BROOMFIELD DT
18 SLADE NAGLE QB 45 HAROLD MEANS ILB 72 DAVID HASELDEN OT 95 JOVON BUSH MG
19 WAYMON WHITE WR 46 CHAD CARSON ILB 73 JASON GAMBLE C 96 BRANDON ROUSE OLB
21 JASON FLANDERS TB 47 HOWARD BARTLEY OLB 74 BRENT BANASIEWICZ OG 99 GARY CHILDRESS DT
22 GARY JOHNSON TB 48 TRAVIS MACKLIN FB 75 NATHAN GILLESPIE DT
23 ROD GARDNER WR 50 WILL MERRITT OG 76 JASON HOLLOMAN DT
25 BRIAN WOFFORD WR 52 ADRIAN DINGLE DE 77 MATT BUTLER OT
When Virginia Tech Has the Ball
VIRGINIA TECH OFFENSE
LT DEREK SMITH 74
LG DWIGHTVICK 57
C KEITH SHORT 52
RG JOSH REDDING 79
RT DAVE KADELA 76
TE DEREK CARTER 85
SE RICKY HALL 82
QB AL CLARK 5
TB LAMONT PEGUES 7
FB CULLEN HAWKINS 42
FLK ANGELO HARRISON 83
PK SHAYNE GRAHAM 17
CLEMSON DEFENSE
RUSH ADRIAN DINGLE 52
DT DONALD BROOMFIELD 94
MG GARY CHILDRESS 99
DT DAMONTE MCKENZIE 35
BAN RAHIM ABDULLAH 53
ILB CHRIS JONES 57
ILB O.J. CHILDRESS 56
CB ALEX ARDLEY 28
SS ROBERT CARSWELL 9
FS DOMARCO FOX 12
CB ANTWAN EDWARDS 1
P KEVIN LAIRD 37
VIRGINIA TECH
1 KEION CARPENTER FS 26 RONYELL WHITAKER CB 56 COREY MOORE DE 88 ANDRE DAVIS FL
2 TYRON EDMOND LB 27 JARRETT FERGUSON FB 57 DWIGHTVICK OG 90 JASON BERISH DE
3 IKE CHARLTON CB 30 TEE BUTLER LB 58 MATT WINCEK OT 91 CALEB HURD H
4 ANDRE KENDRICK TB 31 REGGIE SAMUEL SE 59 ANTHONY LAMBO OT 92 NAT WILLIAMS DT
5 AL CLARK QB 32 WAYNE WARD TB 60 DAVID CAMPBELL OG 93 BROWNING WYNN TE
6 LORENZO FERGUSON LB 33 STEVEN HUNT FS 61 STEVE DEMASI C 94 CHAD BEASLEY DT
7 LAMONT PEGUES TB 34 BRIAN WELCH LB 62 TIM SCHNECKER C 95 JIMMY KIBBLE P/K
8 PHILLIP SUMMERS LB 36 CHRIS STEADLEY FB 63 JOE MARCHANT C 96 JOHN ENGELBERGER DEAT
9 ANTHONY MIDGET CB 37 CHRIS KREBS ROV 68 CLIFF ANDERS DS 98 DERRIUS MONROE DE
11 DENNY RANDOLPH QB 38 SHYRONE STITH TB 69 MATT LEHR OT 99 CHRIS CYRUS DE
12 LOREN JOHNSON CB 40 BEN TAYLOR LB 71 DAVID PUGH DT
13 DAVE MEYER QB 42 CULLEN HAWKINS FB 72 DANIEL NIHIPALI OG
14 NICK SORENSEN FS 43 MICHAEL HAWKES LB 74 DEREK SMITH OT
15 MARCUS GILDERSLEEVE FL 45 BENNY WOLFE FB 75 ROBERT ADAMS OT
16 CORY BIRD ROV 46 JAMEL SMITH LB 76 DAVE KADELA OT
17 SHAYNE GRAHAM PK 47 RYAN SMITH DE 77 CARL BRADLEY DT
18 MICHAEL VICK QB 48 KEN HANDY SE 79 JOSH REDDING OG
19 GREG SHOCKLEY FL 49 DEREK PINIELLA FB 80 GREG MYERS TE
20 PIERSON PRIOLEAU ROV 51 RON COOK DE 82 RICKY HALL SE
21 EMMETT JOHNSON SE 52 KEITH SHORT C 83 ANGELO HARRISON FL
24 LARRY AUSTIN CB 53 JASON BUCKLAND DT 85 DEREK CARTER TE
25 SHANE BEAMER DS 55 JERMAINE HINKSON OT 87 BOB SLOWIKOWSKI TE
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Pos. Ht. Wt. CL No. Name Pos. Ht. Wt. CI.
OT 6-4 274 Jr. 37
Hometown/High School























DS 5-11 194 *Jr. 63
Woodbridge, VA/Woodbridge
JOE MARCHANT C 6-3 289 Jr.
DT 6-5 273 *Fr. 13
Centerville, UT/Viewmont
DAVE MEYER QB 6-3 210 •So.
Ramsey NJ/Ramsey
ANTHONY MIDGETDE 6-3 235 *Sr. 9 CB 5-11 189 Jr.
ROV 5-10 210 *So. 98
Clewiston, FLVCIewiston
DERRIUS MONROE DE 6-4 238 So.
DT 6-2 291 Jr. 56
Tallahassee, FL'Godby
COREY MOORE DE 6-0 218 •Jr.
Brownsville, TN/Haywood
GREG MYERSDT 6-1 243 Sr. 80 TE 6-2 240 •So.
LB 6-0 190 *So. 72
Wapwallopen, PA/Crestwood




6-2 300 *Jr. LAMONT PEGUES TB 5-9 205 •Sr.
Thomasville, NC/Thomasville
FS 6-0 205 Sr. 49 DEREK PINIELLA
Tampa, FUJesuit
FB 6-1 246 •Fr.
TE 6-2 250 So. i 20 PERSON PRIOLEAU ROV 5-10 192 Sr.
Alvin, SC/Macedonia
CB 6-0 198 *So. 71 DAVID PUGH DT 6-3 278 •Fr.
Madison Heights, V/VAmherst County























FL 6-1 198 *Fr. 62
Ladysmith, V/VCaroline
TIM SCHNECKER C 6-0 275 Jr.





Glen Allen, V/VPatrick Henry
BOB SLOWIKOWSKI



















FB 5-9 196 *Fr. <f 74
Pittsburgh, PA/Central Catholic
DEREK SMITH OT 6-6 303 •Sr.




LB 6-2 232 •Jr.
FL 5-7 165 •Jr. 47 RYAN SMITH DE 6-2 240 •Sr.
PK 6-0 190 Jr. 14
Upper St. Clair, PA/Upper St. Clair
NICK SORENSEN FS 6-3 206 •So.




FB 5-8 220 •So.
SE 5-9 172 Sr. 38 SHYRONE STITH
Chesapeake, V/VWestern Branch
PHILLIP SUMMERS
TB 5-8 203 •So.
FL 6-1 180 Sr. 8 LB 6-0 191 •So.
Clewiston, FL/Clewiston
LB 6-0 232 •Jr. 40 BEN TAYLOR
Bellaire, OH/Bellaire
LB 6-2 214 Fr.























H 6-2 196 Jr. 34
Plant City, FLVPIant City
BRIAN WELCH
Fairfax, VA/Oaklon
LB 5-11 233 •Fr.
SE 6-4 195 Fr. 26 RONYELL WHITAKER
Norfolk, VA/Lake Taylor
NAT WILLIAMS
CB 5-10 172 Fr.















































Credit Cards, You Can
Charge Like A Tiger and
Know That It's All forA
Good Cause - Clemson.
When you get your paws on the Clemson
Alumni Association MasterCard or Visa card,
you'll get an orange glow all over because you
support Clemson University programs each
time you use the card to make a purchase. And,
with No-Annual Fee, you can afford to show
your support - often.
So, rest assured, with acceptance at more than
1 2 million places and cash access at over
200,000 ATM's you'll never fumble.
Go the extra yard! With MBNA America and







TTY users, please call 1 -800-833-6262
Or apply on-line at: wvAv.webapply.comXclemson.
When calling, please mention priority code JI63
There are costs associated witti the use of this credit card You may contact the issuer and administrator of this program, MBNA America' Banl^, to request
specific information about the costs by calling 1-800-847-7378 or by writing to PO Box 15020, Wilmington, DE 19850 fvlasterCard is a federally registered
service mark of MasterCard International, Inc . used pursuant to license MBNA America ts a federally registered service mark of MBNA America, N A
©1 998 MBNA America Bank AD-08-98-0 1 33
the possibilities
How far can you see when you stand at an empty stretch of Lake Hartwell shoreline?
Clyde V. Madren, John E. Walker Jr. and James F. Martin could see quite a ways—
to a world-class conference center, golf course and inn.
Through the vision and gifts of these three men and others, visitors to Clemson University and the area
can hold meetings at the state-of-the-art Madren Conference Center, play golf at the championship Walker Course
and stay in luxury at the newest addition to the complex. The James F. Martin Inn.
As an added bonus, these facilities are living laboratories for study being conducted in parks, recreation and
tourism management, and they helped create a professorship in the College of Business and Public Affairs.
On a clear day you can see forever.
CLEMSONUNIVERSITY
Are you pre|Mirecl






Upward mobility used to
be a fact of Me. But life has




why TIAA-CREF has become
the largest retirement system
in the world, based on assets
under management. We offer
mutual funds and IRAs, plus
pension, investment, insurance,
and personal annuity savings
plans that can help you build
the kmd of future you've always
imagined—maybe even better.
Can 800 226-0147 for more
complete information, including
charges and expenses, plus a
free Personal Investing Kit.
It contains prospectuses for
our variable annuities and
mutual funds. Please read them
carefully before you invest or
send money. TIAA-CREF.
Financial services exclusively




for those who shape it.^
Women's Soccer
by Sam Blackman
Never before has the Clemson
women's soccer team had it so good.
The 1998 squad will feature the
most talented, deepest squad yet in
the brief, but successful Lady Tiger
soccer program.
With the return of nine starters
from the 1997 Final Eight team and a
cast of talented newcomers, it's no
wonder that Head Coach Tracey
Leone is more than optimistic.
"We are lucky to be in the position
we are in because our first senior
class left a great legacy and tradition
that we have been able to build upon,"
said Leone. The Lady Tigers have
been to the NCAA Tournament each
year in the four-year history of the
program. In addition, the Lady Tigers
have been ranked in 44 straight polls
since the middle of the 1994 season,
the first year that Clemson fielded a
women's soccer team.
"We have a lot of starters returning.
This core returning was able to train
together for the entire spring, which
was really nice. We used to be inex-
perienced, young, and the 'new kid on
the block' and we had to build our
leadership every year. Now we are at
the point where we are very experi-
enced. We will have our most experi-
enced team yet, and our senior class
is going to be incredibly talented, and
they are going to have a big impact on
and off the field.
Our leadership has come a long
way and it continues to improve.
Everything is starting to fall into place
for our program."
Clemson advanced to the NCAA
Tournament's Final Eight last season
after wins over Georgia and UNC-
Greensboro in the first two rounds of
the NCAA Tournament at Clemson.
The Lady Tigers lost to Santa Clara in
California 3-0 for the right to advance
to the Final Four and finished the sea-
son with a 15-7 record overall and a
4-3 mark in the tough Atlantic Coast
Conference.
The record was quite an accom-
plishment, because of the 1 5 wins, six
were achieved against top-25 teams.
One challenge that the Lady Tigers
have facing them is the lack of an
experienced goalkeeper. Gone
from last year's team are
Suzanne Putnam (0.96 GAA)
and Meredith McCullen (1.44
GAA).
"We have a large recruiting
class and we are also trying to
replace what we will be losing
after this season. We are in the
position where our freshmen are
going to be challenged and are
going to have to fight to break
into the lineup. We will have the
most experienced 10 field players
we have ever had, and we will
have a very young, but great
goalkeeping group."
Clemson scored 47 goals last
year and this total should be
improved with the top four scorers
returning.
"We should be an even better goal
scoring team. It should be very simi-
lar to last year's team but hopefully
better. With players like Jennifer
Crawford, Sheri Bueter, Sara Burkett
and Beth Keller returning to run the
attack, we should be a very potent
team
"With the return of Julie and Nancy
Augustyniak, there should be even
more punch to our attack. We will def-
initely be an attack-oriented team that
is fun to watch, but at the same time
we should be a very solid defensive
team since our backs have played
together for some time now.
"This year we may play three in the
back and three up front. We are more
capable this year since our backs
have played zonally together for
almost two years. We have a hard
working team with excellent team
speed. I also feel this team will be
very athletic, the best we have ever
had.
"We will be very good fundamental-
ly. Technically we have improved so
much and we added some very skill-
ful players. The skill level continues to
improve every year. Tactically our
decision making has also come a long
way. We were able to improve in the
spring because we had the core
group of our team at practice every-
day. Everyone is talking about the fall,
we are looking forward to the season.
Enthusiasm is high and it should be."
Junior midfielder Belli Keller and the Tigers
hope to earn their fifth consecutive NCAA
Tournament bid in 1998.
Clemson has two excellent strikers
coming back to campus in Sheri
Bueter (Senior) and Jennifer Crawford
(Junior). Crawford scored a team
high 17 goals, and had two assists for
36 points. Sheri Bueter scored five
goals and had nine assists for 19
points.
"We are excited about our front
runners. Jenny Crawford is one of the
best goal scorers in the country She
has a knack for scoring goals. She
has to be one of the best players in
the box in the country. Jenny has
great mentality and confidence that is
so vital in her success.
"Bueter is an all-conference and
All-South performer. She is our
fastest player and opens up the game
for us. She is extremely creative, and
this spring, she became more of a
goal-scoring threat. Every time she
touches the ball she is dangerous and
lethal."
Clemson has another tough sched-
ule in 1998. Last year the schedule
was ranked the third toughest in the
country, and many of the same oppo-
nents are listed for 1998. The Lady
Tigers will also play host to the ACC-
SEC Challenge in early October.
Kentucky, South Carolina, William &
Mary, Nebraska and Dartmouth are
the non-conference opponents that





1998 FOOTBALL RADIO NETWORK
"Where To Listen" Chart
ABBEVILLE WMTY-FM 103,5 HARTSVILLE WHSC-FM 98.5
ANDREWS WWKT-FM 98.3 HENDERSONVILLE WMYI-FM 102.5
AIKEN WAJY-FM 102.7 HILTON HEAD WHBZ-FM 99,7
ALLENDALE WBAW-FM 99.1 KERSHAW* WPUB-FM 94,3
ANDERSON WMYI-FM 102.5 KINGSTREE WWKT-FM 98,3
ASHEVILLE, NC WMYI-FM 102.5 LAKE CITY WHLZFM 92,5
BAMBURG WBAW-FM 99.1 LANCASTER WRHI-AM 11340
BARNWELL WBAW-FM 99.1 LAURENS WMTYOFM 103,5
BATESBURG WLXC-FM 98.5 LEXINGTON WLSC-FM 98.5
BEAUFORT WHBZ-FM 99.7 LORIS WSEA-FM 100.3
BISHOPVILLE WKHT-FM 93.7 McCORMICK WMTY-FM 103.5
CAMDEN WCAM-AM 1590 MARION WHLZ-FM 92.5
CAMDEN* WPUB-FM 94.3 MANNING WHLZ-FM 92.5
CHARLESTON WQNT-AM 1450 MYRTLE BEACH WSEA-FM 100.3
CHARLOTTE, NC WAGI-FM 105.3 NEWBERRY WMTY-FM 103.5
CHERAW WCRE-AM 1420 NORTH MYRTLE WSEA-FM 100.3
CHESTER WAGI-FM 105.3 ORANGEBURG WIGL-FM 102.9
CLEMSON WCCP-FM 104.9 PICKENS WCCP-FM 104.9
COLUMBIA WLXC-FM 98.5 RIDGELAND WHBZ-FM 99,7
CONWAY WSEA-FM 100.3 ROCKHILL WRHI-AM 1340
DARLINGTON WHSC-FM 98.5 SALUDA WMTY-FM 103,5
DILLON WHL2-FM 92.5 SAVANNAH, GA WHBZ-FM 99,7
EASLEY WMYI-FM 102.5 SENECA WGOG-FM 96.3
FLORENCE WHLZ-FM 92.5 SIMPSONVILLE WFIS-AM 1600
FOUNTAIN INN WFIS-FM 1600 SPARTANBURG WMYI-FM 102,5
GAINESVILLE, GA* WDUN-AM 550 SUMMERVILLE WHBZ-FM 99,7
GAFFNEY WAGI-FM 105.3 SUMTER WKT-FM 93,7
GEORGETOWN WHLZ-FM 92.5 UNION WAGI-FM 105,3
GREENVILLE WMYI-FM 102.5 WALHALL WGOG-FM 96,3
GREENWOOD WMTY-FM 103,5 WALTERBORO WHBZ-FM 99,7
HAMPTON WBHC-AM 1270 WINNSBORO WAGI-FM 105,3
HAMPTON WBHC-FM 103,1 YORK WBZK-FM 980
• = Partial Schedule
^ TIGER TALL GATE SHOW^
Join Joe Erwin and MY102,5's Love & Hudson on the lawn at Littlejohn
before each home game for the Tiger Tailgate Show, With music, guests,
giveaways, and a l<ids' area, the Tiger Tailgate Show is fun for the whole
family!
1998-99 COACHES' TV AFFILIATE LIST









































Clemson Football with Tommy West
September 6, 13, 20, 27
October 4,11,18,25
November 1,8,15,22








Tuesday 2;30pm Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee
Washington, D.C., Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia
Flonda
Durham/Chapel Hill; Raleigh/Wake Forest; Cary/Selma
Durham/Chapel Hill; RaleighAA/ake Forest; Cary/Selma
Durham/Chapel Hill; Raleigh/Wake Forest; Cary/Selma
Home Team Sports Thursday 3:30pm*
The Sunshine Network Tuesday 4:00pm*
Time Warner Cable Wednesday 1 0:00pm
(North Carolina) Friday 10:00pm
Saturday 12:00noon
*Based on 1997-98 Schedule - 1998-99 Days and Times to be announced
Duane Evans, the One-Man-Band, sings here with Whitney Walters
of the Paw Patrol. Joining Whitney on the Bell Atlantic Mobile golf
cart this season is Clemson legend, Perry Tuttle.
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David Treadwell was an All-American at
Clemson in 1987, graduate in 1988, Pro Bowl
player with the Denver Broncos in 1989, and
earned his law degree in 1996.
1952 - Ray Mathews, HB, Pittsburgh 1989 - Michael Dean Perry, DT, Cleveland Browns
1953 - Ray Mathews, HB, Pittsburgh David Treadwell, PK, Denver Broncos
1961 - Bill Mathis, RB, New York Jets Johnny Rembert, LB, N. England Patriots
1961 - Bill Hudson, DT, San Diego Chargers 1990 - Michael Dean Perry, DT, Cleveland Browns
1963 - Bill Mathis, RB, New York Jets 1991 - Michael Dean Perry, DT, Cleveland Browns
1976- Charlie Waters, DB, Dallas Cowboys 1993 - Michael Dean Perry, DT, Cleveland Browns
1977- Charlie Waters, DB, Dallas Cowboys Donnell Woolford, Chicago Bears
1978 - Charlie Waters, DB, Dallas Cowboys 1994- Michael Dean Perry, DT, Cleveland Browns
1980 - Jerry Butler, WR, Buffalo Bills Chester McGlockton, DT, LA Raiders
1981 - Dwight Clark, WR, San Francisco 49ers 1995 - Chester McGlockton, DT, Oakland Raiders
1982 - Dwight Clark, WR, San Francisco 49ers 1996- Chester McGlockton, DT, Oakland Raiders
1983 - Jeff Bostic, C, Washington Redskins Michael Dean Perry, DT, Denver Broncos
1985 - Kevin Mack, RB, Cleveland Browns Terry Allen, TB, Washington Redskins
Dale Hatcher, P, Los Angeles Rams Chris Gardocki, PK, Indianapolis Colts
1987 - Kevin Mack, RB, Cleveland Browns Levon Kirkland, OLB, Pittsburgh Steelers
1988 - Johnny Rembert, LB, N. England Patriots 1997 - Levon Kirkland, OLB, Pittsburgh Steelers
Terry Kinard, FB, New York Giants Chester McGlockton, DT, Oakland Raiders
Tiger Thirst Touchdown!
Quench that Tiger Thirst with thefreshest milk in Tiger Territory!
We take extra steps to ensure you always have
the best tasting milk every time.
lOWFAT MB*
Look for MayGeld Milk
in Gallons, Half Gallons,
Quarts and Pints
Dairy Farms and Visitor Centers • Athens, TN • Braselton, GA
1-800-MAYFIELD
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Virginia Tech ^ Virginia Wake Forest
S. 5 at Clemson S. 5 East Carolina S. 3 at Auburn S. 5 at Air Force S. 5 Miami (OH)
S. 12 S.C.State S. 12 at Clemson S. 12 Maryland S. 10 Navy S. 19 at Stanford
S. 19 Samford S. 19 at Miami S. 19 Clemson S. 26 at Clemson S. 26 Georgia Tech
S.26 at VMI S. 26 Pittsburgh S. 26 at Duke 0. 3 App. State 0. 3 Clemson
0. 3 West. Carolina 0. 8 at Boston Coll. 0. 3 San Jose State 0. 10 Duke 0. 10 Pittsburgh
0. 10 at App. State 0. 17 Temple 0. 17 at Georgia Tech 0. 17 at Maryland 0. 24 at Wake Forest
0.17 The Citadel 0. 24 at UAB 0. 24 N.C. State 0. 24 North Carolina 0. 31 at Florida State
0.24 atE.Tenn.St. 0.31 West Virginia 0. 31 at Wake Forest 0. 31 Virginia N. 7 ividi yicii tu
N. 7 Ga Southern N. 14 at Syracuse N. 7 at Florida State N. 7 at N.C. State N. 14 at Virginia
N. 14 at Wotford N.21 Rutgers N. 14 North Carolina N. 14 Florida State N. 21 at Duke
N. 21 Chattanooga N. 28 Virginia N. 28 at Virginia Tech N 21 at Georgia Tech N. 28 N.C. State
Florida State ^m^NC state Georgia Tech
s. 5 James Madison A. 31 Texas A&M S. 5 West. Carolina S. 3 Ohio University S. 5 Boston College S. 5 Ball State
s. 12 at Virginia (Kickoft Classic) S. 12 at Northwestern S. 12 Florida State S. 12 New Mexico St. S. 12 Georgia
S. 19 at West Virginia S. 12 at N.C. State S. 19 at Florida State S. 19 at Baylor S. 26 at UNC S. 19 Marshall
S. 26 Temple S. 19 Duke S. 26 Virginia 0. 1 Syracuse 0.3 Duke S. 26 Mississippi St.
0. 3 Florida State S. 26 Southern Cal 0. 3 at Georgia Tech 0. 10 Georgia Tech 0. 10 at N.C. State 0. 3 at Mississippi
0. 10 at Clemson 0. 3 at Maryland 0. 10 at Wake Forest 0. 17 Duke 0. 17 Virginia 0. 1 1 at Kentucky
0. 17 Wake Forest 0. 10 at Miami 0.17 at N.C. State 0. 24 at Virginia O. 24 Florida State 0. 17 Arkansas
0. 31 Georgia Tech 0. 17 Clemson 0. 24 Clemson 0. 31 at Clemson 0. 31 at Maryland 0. 24 at Vanderbilt
N. 7 at UNC 0. 24 at Georgia Tech 0. 31 at Vanderbilt N. 7 Wake Forest N. 12 at Clemson 0. 31 Tennessee
N. 14 at Duke 0. 31 North Carolina N. 14 Maryland N.21 at Maryland N.21 Wake Forest N. 14 at Florida
N. 21 N.C. State N. 7 Virginia N. 21 North Carolina N.28 at UNC N. 28 at Georgia N. 21 at Clemson
N. 14 at Wake Forest
N. 21 Florida





With more than 700 locations
across the South, Regions can meet
your banking needs whether





« J\ 11 K«« Have you heard the secret about pristine
land available on Lake Hartwell? A place to celebrate
nature... a place for healthy living...^tiHWater. Featuring
200 acres of forested land. Secluded lakefront Lots. A
Woodland Lake Community that offers luxury living
in a beautiful natural setting. Nature trails
situated on more than 28 acres of preserved natural
area bordering protected Clemson University prop-
erty... wildlife in its natural habitat...enjoy a swim or a
tennis match at the newly opened nei£fhborhood
recreation center. Select your corner of the forest
from the main ^ti'lWater property or the exclusive
HorseHead Point enclave. Come, enjoy life—be a proud
•..haven on earth.part of StillWater
5tillWater.
A Woodland l_ake Coni^iunity
Ju5t4 minutesfrom Oemson on [_a!<e Martwei
Please call 888-0900 for a private appointment to visit the property.
^ Fulure Sched
With the higher caliber of play in football
within the ACC has come an increased
demand for ACC games to be televised. In
order to give the conference as much expo-
sure as possible, the ACC adopted a policy in
1993 of determining football schedules in
December of the year prior to the following
football season.
The procedure allows ACC alumni and
fans throughout the country to become famil-
iar with ACC institutions, their football pro-
grams and student-athletes. More television
exposure directly translates into more talent-
ed high school football players aware of the
high quality of ACC football and correspond-
ingly better athletes enrolling at ACC schools.
Finally, higher viewership produces more
rights fee dollars from the networks to sup-
port each institution's athletics program and
the 2,500 student-athletes currently receiving
scholarship assistance at ACC institutions.
We apologize for the inconvenience that
this policy places on those of you who are
making long term plans during the football
season. We thank you for your support of
Clemson football and the ACC and appreci-
ate your patience.
Here is a look at the Clemson non-con-
ference schedule thru the year 2005. The
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iNOvemoer at South Carolina
2000
September 1 D at Texas A&M
ou Missouri
1 ft
1 o oouiri odroiirid
2001
September 1 Central Florida
October 6 Tulane
November 17 at South Carolina
2002
August 31 at Georgia
September 7 Ball State
November 23 South Carolina
2003
August 30 Georgia
September 6 Middle Tennessee St
November 22 at South Carolina
2004
September 18 Texas A&M
October 9 at Tulane
November 20 South Carolina
2005
September 3 Auburn
September 10 N.E. Louisiana
November 19 at South Carolina
Julie's Jewels & Gifts
Clemson Collection
Julie's Jewels & Gifts of Greenville offers a wide
variety of Tiger jewelry and novelty items. The
items above, as well as many others are available in
sterling silver, 14K gold, lOK gold or gold filled.
Start your football season off right with something
special from our unique Clemson collection.
Please call for additional information
or to place your order by phone.
(864) 288-9068
579 Haywood Rd, GreenviUe SC
Monday - Friday 9:30 - 5:30 Saturday 9:30 - 3:00
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^ Memoriol Stadium
In 1 991 , two very special anniversaries
in the Clemson football tradition were
observed. Not only did the 1991 season
mark the 10th anniversary of Clemson's
National Championship season, but it
also marked the 50th birthday of the
place where the Tigers won six games
that season: Memorial Stadium.
In the first 56 years of Memorial
Stadium, Clemson has a record of 197-
74-7, including a 32-11-1 ledger over
the last seven seasons. Clemson had a
16-game unbeaten streak at home
between 1990-92 and has a career win-
ning ratio of 72.0 percent.
The stadium has definitely been good
to the Tigers who call it home, but the sta-
dium was constructed against the advice
of at least one Clemson coach. Just
before head coach Jess Neely left for
Rice University after the 1939 season, he
gave Clemson a message. "Don't ever let
them talk you into building a big stadium,"
he said. "Put about 10,000 seats behind
the Y.M.C.A. That's all you'll ever need".
Instead of following Coach Neely's
advice, however, Clemson officials decid-
ed to build the new stadium in a valley on
the western part of campus. The place
would take some clearing-there were
many trees, but luckily there were no
hedges.
The crews went to work: clearing, cut-
ting, pouring, and forming. Finally, on
September 19, 1942, Clemson Memorial
Stadium opened with the Tiger football
team thrashing Presbyterian College, 32-
13. Those 20,000 seats installed for
Opening Day would soon grow; and grow
and grow. This year Clemson celebrates
its 57th year in this outstanding facility
When the ohginal part of the stadium
was built in the early 40's, much of the
work was done by scholarship athletes,
including many football players. The first
staking out of the stadium was done by
two members of the football team, A.N.
Cameron and Hugh Webb. Webb
returned to Clemson years later to be an
architecture professor, and Cameron
went on to become a civil engineer in
Louisiana.
The building of the stadium did not
proceed without a few problems. One
day during the clearing of the land, one
young football player proudly announced
that he was not allergic to poison oak. He
then commenced to attack the poison
oak with a swing blade, throwing the
plants to and fro. The next day, however,
the boy was swollen twice his size and
had to be put in the hospital.
There are many other stories about
the stadium including one stating that
Frank Howard put a chew of tobacco in
each corner of the stadium as the con-
crete poured.
Howard says that the seeding of the
grass caused a few problems. "About 40
people and I laid sod on the field," he
says. "After three weeks, on July 15, we
had only gotten halfway through.
"I told them that it had taken us three
weeks to get that far, and I would give
them three more week's pay for however
long it took. I also told them we would
have 50 gallons of ice cream when we
got through. After that it took them three
days to do the rest of the field. Then we
sat down in the middle of the field and ate
up that whole 50 gallons."
Howard says that on the day of the first
game in the stadium, '1he gates were
hung at 1 :00 pm and we played at 2:00
pm." But that would be all of the con-
struction for a while. Then in 1958,
18,000 sideline seats were added and, in
1960, a total of 5,658 West end zone
seats were added in response to increas-
ing attendance. With the large end zone,
"Green Grass" section, this expansion
increased capacity to about 53,000.
Later, upper decks were added to
each side of the stadium as crowds
swelled-the first one in 1 978 and the sec-
ond in 1 983. This increased capacity to
over 80,000 which makes it one of the 10
largest on-campus stadiums in the coun-
try.
The effect spiraling inflation has had in
this century can be dramatically seen in
the differences in stadium construction.
The original part of the stadium was built
at a cost of $125,000 or at $6.25 a seat.
The newest upper deck was finished in
1 983 at a cost of $1 3.5 million, or $866 a
seat.
Through the years. Memorial Stadium
has become known as "Death Valley." It
was tagged this by the late Presbyterian
coach, Lonnie McMillian. After bringing
his PC. teams to Clemson for years and
getting whipped, McMillian said the place
was like Death Valley. A few years later
the name stuck.
On November 16, 1974 the playing
surface was named Frank Howard Field
for the legendary coach because of his
long service and dedication to the
University
Luckily, the stadium wasn't built behind
theY.
Varsity ChGCrloadcrS Front Row: L to R - Trina Jackson, April Landingin, Emily Frame, Erin Lynch (captain), Caci Riddle,
Marianne Herr, Kendall Odom, Dana Galli, Carey Molin. Back Row: L to R - Pat Michaels, Shane Thompson (captain), Jeremy
King, Jay McAdams, Adrian Greene, Jason Mann, Stephen Barrett, Eric Jones, Bryan Cooke, Kelli Petty Holcombe (coach).
Introducing the AT&T Student Advantage Card.
It's a calling card. It's a student discount card. It's a really big idea.
Here's some major news for college students. Now, starting a relationship with AT&T
means you can stay connected and save on shopping and travel, all with one card:
the AT&T Student Advantage Card. It's an AT&T Calling Card with special student
rates— with no hidden per call service charge.' It's also a free one-year membership
in Student Advantage? the largest student discount program ever That's a $20 value
and it gets you serious savings at over 20,000 places like Tower Records, Amtrak®
and Staples. The AT&T Student Advantage Card, It's just one of the big ideas we
have in store for you as an AT&T customer
It's all within your reach.' ART
* Refers to AT&T One Rate* College Plan, Additional 30^ surcharge applies to calls placed from pay
phones, Temns and conditions apply Call for details Student Advantage is a registered trademark of
^ .Monagers
4v»
Front Row (LtoR): Leslie Young, Marcey Payne, Amy Southern, Leslie Clayton
Back Row (L to R): Darrien Harrison, Steven Scott, Jason Allen, Jim Bickley, Abe Reed, Trey Anthony, Mike Campbell,
Hampton Taylor, Josh Wise
^ Trainers
Front Row (L to R): Steve Czarsty Shuana Cobb, Kindra Poole, Bridget Sitterle, Rhett Clark, Mario Fersner




Nickname: Hokies, Fighting Gobblers
Colors: Chicago Maroon/Burnt Orange
Stadium Name/Capacity: Lane Stadiunn/50,000
Turf: Natural Grass
President: Dr. Paul Torgersen
Enrollment: 25,000
Head Coach/Alma Mater: Frank Beamer/Virginia Tech '69
Record at School/Years: 68-56-2/1 1 years
Career Record/Years (4 yr. schools only): 1 10-79-4/17 years
Assistant Coaches (Alma Mater/Pos): Billy Hite (North Carolina at Chapel Hill/Asst.
Head Coach and Running Backs), Bud Foster (Murray State/Def. Coor. and Inside
Linebackers), Rickey Bustle (Clemson/Off. Coor. and Quarterbacks), Jim Cavanaugh
(William & Mary/Outside Linebackers and Safety), Danny Pearman (Clemson/Tight
Ends), Bryan Stinespring (James Madison/Off. Line and Recruiting Coor.), Lou West










1998 Honor Candidates: Al Clark (QB), Jimmy Kibble (P), Derek Smith (OT), John
Engelberger (DE), Lament Pegues (TB), Jamel Smith (LB), Shayne Graham (PK),
Pierson Prioleau (ROV), Shyrone Stith (TB)
Dr. Paul Torgersen Jim Weaver Frank Beamer
President Athletic Director Head Coach




9 Anthony Midget C £J Corey Moore Lamont Pegues ^ ^\ Pierson Q Josh Redding
CB'Jr. OO DE''Jr. § TB ' *Sr Prioleau #5/ OG • *So.
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5& j.PT^^YJndowme^^^
Friends and Former Players endowed the Head Football Coach Position to honor Coach Frank Howard
in celebration of his 85th birthday.
The Bill Hudson Family endowed a Tackle Position on the Clemson Tigers Football team.
Mr and Mrs. David Merritt endowed a Wide Receiver Position on the Clemson Tigers Football Team in honor of Perry Tuttle.
An anonymous donor endowed Clemson Football's Single Wing Right Guard Position to honor Walter Cox.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Dalton endowed the Manager's Position for the Clemson Tigers Men's Basketball Team.
An anonymous donor endowed the Placekicking Position on the Clemson Tigers Football Team.
Ray Clanton endowed the Left Guard Position on Clemson's Single Wing Football Team.
Stuart McWhorter endowed the Tiger Mascot.
David and Stanley Riggins endowed the Quarterback Position on the Clemson Tigers Football Team.
An anonymous donor endowed the Tiger Mascot.
Leighton Cubbage endowed a Defensive Back Position on the Clemson Tigers Football Team to honor Jimmy Ness.
JohnT. Mundy endowed a Forward Position on the Clemson Tigers Men's Basketball Team.
The Mahaffey Brothers endowed the Center Position on the Clemson Tigers Men's Basketball Team in honor of their
Mother and Father — Howard T. & Louise Mahaffey.
Mark and Barry Avent endowed the Head Coach's Position for the Clemson Tigers Men's Basketball Team to honor Rick Barnes.
Sam and Kitty Pringle endowed the Tiger Cub to honor their grandchildren.
Sam and Kitty Pringle endowed the Point Guard Position on the Clemson Lady Tigers Basketbnali Team.
Bill and Elaine Howiler endowed the Third Base Positiono n the Clemson Tigers Baseball Team.
MBNA created an endowment to aid the IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
Jerry and Frances Chapman created an endowment to aid the IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
Billy and Betty Poe endowed the Wingback Position on Clemson's Single Wing Football Team.
Bill and Bess Cecil, Sr. created the "Bess & David William Cecil, Sr. Endowment for Coordinated IPTAY and Architectural
Scholarship's and Fellowships."
An anonymous donor endowed the Power Forward Position on the Clemson Tigers Men's Basketball Team.
Dean and Ann Coleman endowed a Linebacker Position on the Clemson Tigers Football Team.
Frank and Mary Black endowed a Tight End Position on the Clemson Tigers Football Team in honor of Tommy West.
Franklin and Pat Green created an endowment to aid the IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
Tom and Bernice Grimball endowed the Manager's Position for the Clemson Tigers Baseball Team.
Dr. Jack L. Green endowed the Point Guard Position on the Clemson Tigers Men's Basketball Team in honor of his
Mother and father — Mr. and Mrs. Jack L. Green, Sr.
Vernon and Joan Merchant created an endowment to honor the Slab Five in memory of his
Mother and Father — Vernon and Ruth Merchant, Sr.
Billy and Ann Powers created an endowment to honor the Slab Five.
Jack and Jane Shaw created an endowment to honor the Slab Five.
An anonymous donor created an endowment to honor the Slab Five.
IPTAY Donors contributed to an endowment to honor the Slab Five.
James A.Turner, Annie Alexander Turner and Megan Ashley Turner endowed a Shooting Guard Position on the
Clemson Men's Basketball Team in honor of Bruce Martin.
Jimmy Key and Family endowed the Head Coach's Position on the Clemson Tigers Baseball team to honor Bill Wilhelm.
Tom and Jane Burton endowed the Equipment Manager's Position.
Drs. Anne and Gene Kirkley endowed the Golf Team Room at the Walker Golf Course.
Jim and Carolyn Willis Creel endowed a Majorette Position with the Clemson University Tiger Band.
John T. Mundy endowed the Captain's Position with the Clemson Men's Tennis Team.
Dr. Randy Smith endowed the Center Position on the Clemson Tigers Football Team in honor of Joe Waldrep.
Mrs. Florence G. Geiger endowed the Punter's Positionon the Clemson Tigers Football team in honor of her late husband,
Martin H. Geiger.
Mr. Albert McAlister endowed the Long Snapper's Position on the Clemson Tigers Football team.
Gene and Carole Gilfillin endowed a Graduate Assistants' Position.
Perry and Caroline Gill endowed the Football Manager's Position in honor of Frank Baldwin, Jr.
Dick and Marie Herbert created an endowment for a naming opportunity for the Littlejohn Coliseum Renovation Project.
Dean and Ann Coleman endowed a Trainer's Position in honor of Bert Henderson.
Walter and Ann Hunter created an endowment for a naming opportunity for the Littlejohn Coliseum Renovation Project.
Wendell and Linda Sease created an endowment to honor a two-sport athlete in honor of Bob Paulling.
Lloyd and Millie Gurley endowed a position for a graduate scholarship for Clemson student athletes.
Bill and Betty Monroe endowed the Head Swimming Coach's Position at Clemson in honor of former
Tiger Swim Coach Carl McHugh.
Dick and Dottie Hoffmann endowed the Manager's Position of the Clemson Men's Soccer Team.
Dick and Dottie Hoffmann endowed the Head Coach's Position in Men's Track to honor Bob Pollock.
An anonymous donor endowed the Forward Position of the Clemson Tigers Men's Basketball Team in honor of Greg Buckner.
An anonymous donor endowed the Power Forward Position on the Clemson Lady Tigers Basketball Team.
Robert S. Brown endowed the Shooting Guard position on the Lady Tiger basketball team in honor of Amy Geren.
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$5000 FIKE Scholarsh
1 ifp DnnnrQ IN MEMORY OF
ANONYMOUS JACK R. MILLER BY
ASHEVILLE NC PHILIP & CELESTE PRINCE
MOUNT PLEASANT SC
D HARDING STOWE &
RICHARD B STOWE JOHN & CAROL HOPKINS
BELMONT NC ALEXANDRIA VA
DAVID BISHOP MICHAEL N BYRD
PAWLEYS ISLAND SC PALM BEACH GARDENS FL
DAVID & SANDY MEEK
TOM A 1 IR 1 YWrH
1 VJIVI a LID LI i>iUn
GREER SC CLcMbUN bO
DEFENDER INDUSTRIES WGREG TERRY
COLUMBIA SC CONOVER NC
EILEEN K ADDIS WHALEY FOODSERVICE
GREENVILLE SC REPAIRS INC
IN MEMORY OF LEXINGTON SC
CHARLES G. LUCIUS JR
DILLON SC
Donors IN MEMORY OF CHARLES G LUCIUS
JIM & JULIE ACKER JR
GREENVILLE SC DILLON SC
EILEEN K ADDIS ERNEST S KNIGHTON
GREENVILLE SC EDENTON NC
HERBERT R ALLEN TOM & LIB LYNCH
CHARLESTON SC CLEMSON SC
ASHMORE BROTHERS ED & LIB MCCAMERON
GREER SC MAULDIN SC
D L AYDLETTE JR JOHN N (NICKY) MCCARTER JR
CHARLESTON SC COLUMBIA SC
DR AND MRS JAMES D BEARDEN III ELLISON SMCKISSICKJR
SPARTANBURG SC GREENVILLE SC
RICK L BEASLEY BILL AND SUZANNE MISIAVEG
DARLINGTON SC GREER SC
DAVID BISHOP PEELER'S DAIRY
PAWLEYS ISLAND SC GAFFNEY SC
BOWERS FIBERS INC IN MEMORY OF JACK R MILLER BY
CHARLOHE NC PHILIP & CELESTE PRINCE
MOUNT PLEASANT SC
LARRY D BRIGHT
GREER SC WALLY ROBERTSON
MOORE SC
MICHAEL N BYRD





DEFENDER INDUSTRIES CONOVER NC
COLUMBIA SC
CHRIS TOLLISON
DUMMOND GLOVER DEVELOPMENT EASLEY SC
MARSHALL E WALKER
ALPHARETTA GA
DR&MRS JOSEPH E FEWELL JR ROCK HILL SC
HICKORY NC
WHALEY FOODSERVICE REPAIRS INC




JOHN & CAROL HOPKINS CONSUMER CARE DIV
ALEXANDRIA VA HIGH POINT NC
THE KENT MANUFACTURING CO
PICKENS SC
Life Donors
ALLEN K WOOD JR
CLEMSON SC









C L BENTON & SONS M L & A WATTS HUCKABEE
MYRTLE BEACH SC ROCK HILL SC
C HEYWARD MORGAN MARVIN & BILL BANTON
GREENVILLE SC DUNCAN SC
CHARLES & MARTHA SPENCE MICHAEL & SUSAN CAMPBELL
GREENVILLE SC CLEMMONS NC
CLYDE & DORA BIGBEE MR & MRS EUGENE P WILLIMON
GREENVILLE SC CLEMSON SC
COTECO MR & MRS FRANK J MCGEE
MYRTLE BEACH SC CLEMSON SC
D RAY CASH MR & MRS GEORGE B HILTON
SIMPSONVILLE SC CONCORD NC
DAVID W SPROUSE MRS DAVIS SMITH
ANDERSON SC COLUMBIA SC
DAVID T CRAIG MRS RALPH E COOPER
BLACKVILLE SC COLUMBIA SC
U^JlNnLU 0( OMT LC nwwixCn MR K, MRC; RIPHARD T TnWM'?FMn
LAURENS SC LAURENS SC
nONWA MFRPK IDNIF^UWIMI'irt IVILnk/lX Jwl<lCO MR<^ Wll 1 lAM P KAY IRIvino vviLLirAivi r ixrti jn
VIENNA VA MELINDA KAY
L'UINI^iM oVvir 1
BELTON SC
FRIPP ISLAND SC MR & MRS JOE F HAYES
L/n 0( ivino onnnLLO r oncivvo GREENVILLE SC
COLUMBIA SC MRS W A LAWTON
ESTILL SC
ANDERSON SC MR & MRS RAY O'BRIAN CARTER
F fi nil "^TRAP CHAPIN SC
PISGAH FOREST NC MR & MRS JOHN R SMITH
ncARnF RARRARA R PATHY HII 1 ANDERSON SC
ANDERSON SC MR & MRS WAYNE R DAVIS
RRANT'^ TFVTII F'? INP SALEM SC
SPARTANBURG SC MR & MRS JAMES E BOSTIC
H MIPHAFI WFRR MDn ivnLfnALL vvcdd ivil/ GREER SC
ATLANTA GA MR & MRS JOHN A WALTER
HFMRY TRAMMFI 1 SIMPSONVILLE SC
PHARI OTTF NP MR A UR^ nil lAM H PRIPFivtn o Ivino JULiniN n rntwd
IN MbMUHY U|- FHANCUIb DAVID FLORENCE SC
PRAY MR A MR'? THOMA'? Ci MPIRRI'? IR Aivin cx ivino f nwiviMO \J iviwnnio jn o
BY DAVID A GRAY ASHLEY
LEXINGTON SC ANDREWS SC
IN MEMORY OF JERRY C JACKSON PICKENS DENTAL ASSOC PA
SPARTANBURG SC PICKENS SC
JACK D COX R ALLEN STEVENS
ROCK HILL SC ANDERSON SC
JACK T HARDIN RAYMOND S WATERS
GREENVILLE SC SPARTANBURG SC
JAMES M ZACHRICH JR RICHARD A SCHWARZ
GREENWOOD SC DOUGLASVILLE GA
JAMES SATTERFIELD RUBY E POOLE
WEST UNION SC MULLINS SC
JAMES CTHIGPEN T JAMES BELL JR MD
SUMMERTON SC HARTSVILLE SC
JERRY E DEMPSEY THOMAS F KICKLIGHTER JR
GREENVILLE SC N CHARLESTON SC
JIMMY KGERRALD THE SALVADOR V SOTTILE FAMILY
BRENTWOOD TN MOUNT PLEASANT SC
JOHN R HINES TIM MAHON
ORLANDO FL GRAY COURT SC
JOHN DTICE TOM S MILLFORD
ROCKY FACE GA CLEMSON SC
JOE & TODD MONTROSS-NAUS TOM & JOANN GARRETT
ANDERSON SC GREENVILLE SC
JOHNRFULPJR WILLIAM H MATHIS
SANDY SPRINGS SC ATLANTA GA






ROY D ADAMS MEMORIAL






GEORGE & NANCY ALLEY
IRMO SC




AMERICAN FEDERAL BANK FSB
GREENVILLE SC






ASSOCIATED DATA SERVICES INC
ROCK HILL SC




TC ATKINSON III & FRIEND
MARION SC








MARVIN & BILL BANTON
DUNCAN SC
DR W RONALD BARRETT
GAFFNEY SC










T JAMES BELL JR MD
HARTSVILLE SC
MR & MRS ROGER BENJAMIN
LIBERTY SC
















MR & MRS THOMAS C BREAZEALE
KNOXVILLE TN







W K BROWN TIMBER CORPORATION
HODGES SC
THE R L BRYAN COMPANY
COLUMBIA SC
BUDWEISER OF ANDERSON #1
COLUMBIA SC
JACK & JEAN BURCH
GREENWOOD SC
IN MEMORY OF DR CLAUDE
WALDRON BOLEN
HOPKINS SC






MICHAEL A & SUSAN F CAMPBELL
CLEMMONS NC




























MRS J K COLEMAN
WINNSBORO SC
DR E D CONNER/W H CONNER
MACON GA





ERNIE, SARA & ALISON COOPER
COLUMBIA SC












DR&MRS CHARLES F CREWS
COLUMBIA SC









MR & MRS WAYNE R DAVIS
DELTA ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS




MARTHA & FLETCHER DERRICK
ALEXANDER W DEMASI
CHARLESTON SC














JOHN S EFIRD JR
SIMPSONVILLE SC








DR B R EWING
ANDERSON SC
FAIRFAX DIMENSION CO INC
FAIRFAX SC























BETHEA DISTRIBUTING CO INC
DILLON SC




JAY & KELLY BLACKMON
LANCASTER SC
RONALD AND REBA BLACKMORE
CHARLESTON SC


































CARLOS GIBBONS JR, DOUGLAS
EVANS, JAMES SPARKS
COLUMBIA SC
RICHARD H GETTYS JR
ROCK HILL SC

















KEN & SARAH GORDON
GASTONIA NC




IN MEMORY OF FRANCOIS DAVID
GRAY BY DAVID A GRAY
LEXINGTON SC






































JAMES R HENDRICKS JR
CHARLOTTE NC




LOUIS P& JULIA A HERNS
MOUNT PLEASANT SC
GEORGE, BARBARA & CATHY HILL
ANDERSON SC






FRANCIS M HIPP FOUNDATION
GREENVILLE SC












LEWIS & EVA HOLMES
EVANGELYON HOLMES RAINSFORD
TRENTON SC
MR & MRS EDWARD A HOOD JR
GREENWOOD SC




M L & A WATTS HUCKABEE
ROCK HILL SC








WILSON AND ANN HUNTER
GREENWOOD SC
MR & MRS LEONARD L HUTCHISON
MOUNT PLEASANT SC
DICK HENDLEY-IH SERVICES INC #1
GREENVILLE SC
DICK HENDLEY-IH SERVICES INC #2
GREENVILLE SC





















GRADY R JONES MEMORIAL
BELTON SC
IN MEMORY OF MR & MRS RALPH
JONES/MORGAN JONES
GREENWOOD SC
TRIPP JONES MD/ANNE B JONES
COLUMBIA SC
MRS WILLIAM P KAY JR
MELINDA KAY
BELTON SC












WES L AND JUDY KOCH
SALEM SC
DR G J LAWHON JR
HARTSVILLE SC
LAWTON LUMBER CO., INC.
EASLEY SC






MR & MRS LEEFLEMERE
EASLEY SC










MR & MRS VF UNDER JR
COLUMBIA SC
"IN MEMORY OF ELBERT L BAILES"
SENECA SC








MALPHRUS CONSTRUCTION CO INC
HILTON HEAD ISL SC
CV MARCHBANKS JR
CLEMSON SC






































"WE WILL KEEP THE TIGER SPIRIT
ALIVE"
PROSPERITY SC
JOE & TODD MONTROSS-NAUS
ANDERSON SC













MR & MRS THOMAS MORRIS JR
& ASHLEY
ANDREWS SC
STEVE & AMANDA MUDGE
MURRELLS INLET SC










ROY R & JOYCE C GATES JR
WOODRUFF SC














PALMETTO LOOM REED CO
GREENVILLE SC
MRS E RAYMOND PARKER
GAFFNEY BROADCASTING INC
GAFFNEY SC
J B PATE JR MD
BISHOPVILLE SC




CAROLINEJORDAN & WILL PEELER
GAFFNEY SC
PICKENS DENTAL ASSOC PA
PICKENS SC
JOHN, MARGARET & LESLIE PITNER
CHAPIN SC
PITTMAN STEXT MACH & SUP
GREENVILLE SC




R B POND JR
DARLINGTON SC






DONALD & MARGARET PRAH
PENSECOLA FL
PREMIER INVESTMENT CO INC
GREENVILLE SC
JOHN H PRICE JR
MOUNT PLEASANT SC




















CHARLES F RHEM JR
GREER SC








LAURA & JODIE ROBERTS
CHESTER SC
ROBERT W ROBINSON JR
CLEMSON SC
















MR & MRS STEVE SCRUGGS
GREENVILLE SC


















DR ROBERT S SMALL
JOHNSON SMALL
GREENVILLE SC






MR & MRS JOHN R SMITH
ANDERSON SC












CHARLES AND MARTHA SPENCE
GREENVILLE SO












J E STEWART BLDRS INC
AIKEN SC

























IN HONOR OF MR & MRS W P (PAP)
TIMMERMAN
HARTSVILLE SC
DR R SIMS TOMPKINS
COLUMBIA SC










AM TUCK INC #1
BRADLEY SC
IN MEMORY OF JERRY C JACKSON
SPARTANBURG SC








WALKER & WHITESIDE INC
TAYLORS SC
MR & MRS JOHN A WALTER
SIMPSONVILLE SC






H MICHAEL WEBB MD
ATLANTA GA




DON V WHELCHEL & STANLEY RIGGINS
CHARLOHE NC
R BRUCE WHITE/JOSEPH E HARPER
TRAVELERS REST SC
ROBERT J WILLIAMS JR
ATLANTA GA
MR & MRS CHARLES P WILLIMON
GREENVILLE SC




D I WILSON COMPANY
GEORGETOWN SC










WRENN MACHINE TOOLS INC
WEST COLUMBIA SC



























CAPT J R COTTINGHAM
RALEIGH NC































DR STEVEN R ROSS
FLORENCE SC
DR& MRS WILLIAM E DUKES
CLEMSON SC
DR & MRS CLARENCE E COKER JR
MANNING SC
DR EDWIN C HENTZ
CHESTER SC
E T (TOM) SALISBURY
SUMMERVILLE SC
























HO WEEKS SR MEMORIAL
WEST COLUMBIA SC











IN MEMORY OF ALBERT G COURIE JR
COLUMBIA SC
IN HONOR OF E S MCKISSICK "BUBOr
GREENVILLE SC
J G MILLER JR
GREENVILLE SC
J R SWETENBURG JR
CLINTON SC




























JONES TRACTOR CO INC
SPARTANBURG SC
JOHN B HOLCOMBE JR
MYRTLE BEACH SC
NC
KFVIN M RARTH PAT & MARSHA NOBLES
FLORENCE SC N MYRTLE BEACH SC
1 ARRY 1 Wni FF R A ROWFN IR
LANCASTER SC MACON GA
1 AWRFMPF V CITARKFY IR R 1 KIIN7 INCn L iwji')^ U O
ATLANTA GA GREENVILLE SC
1 1 nVD W PIIR<^FR RAMONA T GRAVELYllrMVIWI'IrV 1 VJI inv
GREENSBORO NC SUNSET SC
RICHARD X MARSHA COAKLEYni\./i ix ivioi loi in owf^i\i_i_ i
FLORENCE SC SUMMERVILLE SC
1
1 ITHFR ROI IFK ROBERT E DYEli\_/l-/L_lll 1 Ly 1 l_
GREENVILLE SC EASLEY SC
MARK A TFRRl Ml! 1 FR RORpRT A (51 PMN
CLEMMONS NC GREENVILLE SC
MARGARET C, SI OAN ROBERT A TAYLOR JR
GREER SC ANDERSON SC
MAP X 91 NAN MCDARm RONAl D 1 MCCOYnWI'if^LL/ J IvIOwWI
SALEM SC GREENVILLE SC
MAX A RITA GRFGORY RUTH BROADWELL1 lO 1 1 1 I-" 1 ^wTl L/ V V L- L. L.
SPARTANBURG SC GREENWOOD SC
RUSSELL S WOLFE IIn OOL O VV\^U1 L_ II
GREENVILLE SC ORANGEBURG SC
MR X MRS HENRY H PERKINS IIIIVll t <J( IVII \\J 1 ll_l<ll II III L_l IIMIlO Ml S C MCMEEKIN MEMORIALO w 1 VIOIVIL.L.1 M 1 1 IVIL.IVIV^I Ilr^^
SIMPSONVILLE SC CHARLESTON SC
MR S, MRS FARl F W MAXWFI 1 IR SANDERS WALDO WATTSo/ii'iwL.i lo Vfm-uv./ vvni i o
MARTINEZ GA TAYLORS SC
MRS 01 IVFR 1 SNAPP IR SAMUFI SCOTT GREENE
HOUSTON TX GREER SC
MR K MRS lAMFS A RRDWN IR SAM A RRIGHAM THOMASOr IVI 01 UniVJl irAlvl 1 1 IVylVlf^O
FLORENCE SC KNOXVILLE TN
MR & MRS MARK S RICHARDSONIVII 1 U IVII lyj IVIOI ll\ O 1 I V./I Ir^l lL/>tJ\v/l'l SAM & HARRIET LIGONla^rMvi LX 1 ir\i II 11^ 1 ^iwwii
CHARLOTTE NC GREENVILLE SC
MR S MRS R lACK DILL IR SARA MADDEN MORRISOni 1/1 IVIFVLyL/l_1 '1 IVlVi.'l 11 NO
GREENVILLE SC GREENVILLE SC
MR R MR9 1 FWI9 RARWFI 1 9rnTT n parpfntfr
U/ADC CUQAI C or SIMPSONVILLE SCOI VII O Vi/I v V 1 L.I_L_ OW
MDc cDMccT FUGFNF 1 FSI IF SOUTHFASTFRN Fl EC DISTRS INC
fipnOf^C AMMA 1 COI IP\JI_WFl^L. 0( r^l>ll<l/^ l_^OL.(i_ GREENVILLE SCVJMi— I— liVIL-l-l— OV-'
CLEMSON SC jpoDpi
1 1 ANKFORD INSURANCE
MR & MRS SANDY KIRKUSiviii u( iviiiiaJ wrM')i_/i imiiinuu GREENVILLE SCV^1IL_l_l'lVI _ .L. \J\J
GREENVILLE SC THOMAS M RROSNAN1 t iWlvInO IVI OnWOl irM "I
MR & MRS BOB WEATHERS ASHEVILLE NC
HILTON HEAD ISLAND SC Tup KRFSS FAMII
Y
It It r\nt.oo miviiLi
MR S MRS CARl M LUND ISLE OF PALMS SClO L \J\ rr^ ivio ow
CENTRAL SC THOMAS K NORRIS
1 1 1's^ivino i\ i"j\./nMio
MR & MRS JACK L ATKINSON SURFSIDE BEACH SC
GREENVILLE SC THURMON W MCI AMR
1 1 luniviwiN vv ivioumviLJ
MR X MRS NEB CLINE IR IITTip RIVER SCi_i 1 1 LL ni i_n oo
GREENVILLE SC
uRC FRANCFS G ROATWRIGHT MFMORIAIivino 1 nnivvi-o \j L}\jf^\ vvniwi 1 1 ivii_iviwniHL GRFFNIVII 1 FVjni_L.I\V LLl_ Ow
CLEMSON SC lUMIVlT & LloA LlNOn
MR X MRS KFRMIT M WATSONivin 01 Ivino r\[_mvii i (vi vvrAi owim V.'LCIvlOWl N \J\j
JOE B MAFFETT \M ADTUI ID PDCU'IMP IIIVv An 1 nun tnofMINt III
GREENVILLE SC WF^T nOl UMRIAVVL_0 1 OWLUIVILJIA Ov
MR & MRS T CARROLL HOLCOMBE vvALI tn D L/nAvVrUnU
ANDERSON SC fiRFFNVII 1 FU^L_l_l^lvlLI_C. 0\>
MR & MRS G GORDON GREENWOOD WAVMP a RPTTV AMM RnRPPQOMvvATNC a DC! 1 T ANIN nUDCnoUI'J
ASHEVILLE NC WFAVFRVII 1 F NC
MR & MRS CEPHUSWLONG \A/H 1 lAA/I n CTI ID/^ICVvlLLIAIVI D o 1 Unulo
FLORENCE SC GRFFNIVII 1 F SC
MS E J BLACKWELL \M\\ 1 lAM A rn\ PMAMVvlLLIAM A UULtMAIN
MAULDIN SC GREENVILLE SC
PAUL M DUNNAVANT JR WILBUR N BAUMANN III
ORANGEBURG SC TRACYS LANDING MD
PAUL GAUGHF WILLIAM G THOMAS
SUMTER SC COLUMBIA SC
Donors CHARLES L POWELL
ABBEVILLE ABBEVILLE SC
MRSWMCDUPRE HERBY ROSENBERG & FAMILY
ABBEVILLE SC ABBEVILLE SC
JOHN L HILL IV GEORGE MSPEER JR
ABBEVILLE SC ABBEVILLE SC
MRS MRS JAMES B JONES JR MR & MRS RUFUSCSHERARD
ABBEVILLE SC CALHOUN FALLS SC
NICK & SALLY LOMAX GENE POWELL
ABBEVILLE SC DONALDS SC
MRSTCMILFORD DR&MRS JOHN L GUY

































H ODELL WEEKS JR
AIKEN SC








DR W GAMEWELL WATSON
NORTH AUGUSTA SC





MRS CARROL H WARNER
WAGENER SC
ALLENDALE














JAMES B & MARILYN L
BROYLES
ANDERSON SC






















DR M RAY GILLESPIE
ANDERSON SC











MR 8, MRS T CARROLL HOLCOMBE
ANDERSON SC
JON & LIZ HOLMES
ANDERSON SC
SHIRLEY HUITT& SONS INC
ANDERSON SC
DR CHASE P HUNTER
ANDERSON SC






DR& MRS WILLIAM RKARPIK
ANDERSON SC
DAVID C& SHEILA T KING
ANDERSON SC




MRS MRS CHARLES D LINDLEY
ANDERSON SC
























IN MEMORY OF FRAZ
& HENRY H CARTER
ANDERSON SC















DR KENNETH W SMITH
ANDERSON SC




LARRY E STONE CONST CO
ANDERSON SC
J C & SHELBY STORY
ANDERSON SC
































MR & MRS D MICHAEL GREER
BELTON SC










































MR & MRS GEORGE E MARION
WILLIAMSTON SC
MR & MRS PHILIP E WILLIAMS
WILLIAMSTON SC
BAMBERG
HENRY F BAMBERG III
HENRY F BAMBERG IV
BAMBERG SC





























HILTON HEAD ISL SC
MR & MRS BOB Y WEATHERS
HILTON HEAD ISL SC
BERKLEY
JIM & JEN WILLIAMSON & FAMILY
GOOSE CREEK SC
Heyward Fort
DR PETER E MYERS IV
MONCKS CORNER SC
CALHOUN
IN MEMORY OF "STUMP" BLACK
& HONOR OF "LimE STUMP"
BLACK
CAMERON SC
MRS ELDONVHAIGLER JR &
SONS
CAMERON SC


















































ISLE OF PALMS SC
EDWARD A ROSE III
ISLE OF PALMS SC
FRANKLIN R WELCH MEMORIAL
ISLE OF PALMS SC
PHIL & MARY BRADLEY
JOHNS ISLAND SC
FOR KYLE M HICKMAN BY



















E M SEABROOK JR
















MR & MRS WAYNE JONES/
LESLIE & PAMELA
BLACKSBURG SC





















DR EDWIN C HENTZ
CHESTER SC
WILLIAM P (DUB) JOHNSON
JOHNSON-LAURA MAE INC
CHESTER SC















HW SHEPHERD AND SONS INC
RICHBURG SC
CHESTERFIELD
JAMES CJR&W KIRK CRAWFORD
CHERAW SC











DR& MRS CLARENCE ECOKERJR
MANNING SC
G H FURSE JR
MANNING SC
COLLETON
MRS, MRS TOMMY HYDRICK
RUFFIN SC




IN MEMORY OF JIMMY MITCHELL
BY MRS, MRS MITCHELLS
GRACE ANN
WALTERBORO SC




FRANK M FLOWERS 8. SONS
DARLINGTON SC
HUBERT C BAKER DDS
DARLINGTON SC










DAN ASKINS CO INC
HARTSVILLE SC




















G JAMES WILDS III
HARTSVILLE SC
MRS MRS RICHARD LBAIRD
SOCIETY HILL SC
DILLON
CAROLE AND JAY ARNEHE
DILLON SC






LAURENS W& ANNE H FLOYD
DILLON SC
DORCHESTER












MR S, MRS JOEY N WESTBURY
SAINT GEORGE SC
RICHARD S, MARSHA COAKLEY
SUMMERVILLE SC
MR S, MRS DAVID COLEMAN
SUMMERVILLE SC

















MRS, MRS LEWIS F HOLMES III
JOHNSTON SC



















DR WILLIAM N BOULWARE
FLORENCE SC
91













DR J M DAVIDSON
FLORENCE SC








BOB & JANELLE HICKS
FLORENCE SC
















DRSTW 8, WE PHILLIPS
FLORENCE SC









































































MR S, MRS JACK L ATKINSON
GREENVILLE SC
MR AND MRS H MARVIN AYRES
GREENVILLE SC
MRS, MRS JAMES H BARNES JR
GREENVILLE SC
MRS, MRS LEWIE L BATES JR
GREENVILLE SC


















BONITZ CONTRACTING CO INC
GREENVILLE SC
W HOWARD BOYD JR
GREENVILLE SC
JOHN V BOYEHE JR
GREENVILLE SC
C H BRANYON PIPE COMPANY
GREENVILLE SC






CHARLES A BRYAN JR
GREENVILLE SC





















































RIC AND DODIE DAVIS
GREENVILLE SC
MRS STRATTON A DEMOSTHENES
GREENVILLE SC
MRS MRS R JACK DILLJR
GREENVILLE SC






EDWARD F DURHAM JR
GREENVILLE SC
W FRANK DURHAM JR
GREENVILLE SC



















FREEMAN & MAJOR, ARCHITECTS
GREENVILLE SC
GARRISON J BUILDING SERVICE
GREENVILLE SC


















N HOLDER & ASSOCIATES
GREENVILLE SC








WILLIAM S IVESTER SR
GREENVILLE SC












CHARLES E & GAYLE M KEY
GREENVILLE SC




















MR & MRS LG LEWIS JR
GREENVILLE SC






















ROBERT L MCLEOD JR
GREENVILLE SC

















ORDERS DISTRIBUTING CO INC
GREENVILLE SC












DOUGLAS F PATRICK &
ROBERTO HOPKINS
GREENVILLE SC
























DAVID R PRICE PHD
GREENVILLE SC
JOHN F RENFRO III
GREENVILLE SC





























JAMES E SNIPES JR
GREENVILLE SC
SOUTH CAROLINA BOX INC
GREENVILLE SC























"IN HONOR OF MR & MRS WP
(PAP)TIMMERMAN"
GREENVILLE SC






JIM AND JACKIE VAUGHN
GREENVILLE SC
EARLE W SARGENT MEMORIAL:
BY CAROLINA BELTING CO
GREENVILLE SC
WACHOVIA BANK OF N.A.
GREENVILLE SC






























RON L & DIANE E DAVIS
GREER SC








































ALLEN & LUCY WALCHER
GREER SC




MS E J BLACKWELL
MAULDIN SC
CAROLINA SPRINKLER CO INC
#2
MAULDIN SC






MR & MRS RICHARD L WATSON
ASHLEY
MAULDIN SC
R B WHORTON IV/A B CROSS/
T N LAWSON/J L WALKER
MAULDIN SC








T D & MARY DORSEY
PIEDMONT SC
MR & MRS LLOYD M EARGLE
PIEDMONT SC
JULIAN M LANGSTON JR
PIEDMONT SC








WILLIAM R ALEXANDER JR
SIMPSONVILLE SC












MRS MRS WESLEY COKER
SIMPSONVILLE SC



















GAINES & KAREN MASSEY
SIMPSONVILLE SC











CAROLYN & STEVE PEARCE
SIMPSONVILLE SC








JOHN L SEABROOK III
SIMPSONVILLE SC











BILL & MARIAN BARBARY
TAYLORS SC
LARRY DEAN BRIGHT JR
TAYLORS SC




















MR & MRS DOUG KINGSMORE
MIKE KINGSMORE
TAYLORS SC








MR & MRS CHARLES R NIVER
TAYLORS SC



















C/OT&S BRASS & BRONZE WORKS
TRAVELERS REST SC















MR AND MRS DANNY BROTHERS
GREENWOOD SC



























MR & MRS BILL MADDEN




N AMERICAN CARBIDE OF SC INC
GREENWOOD SC





















DENNY & CAROLE COLEJR
HODGES SC











WINSTON A LAWTON JR
ESTILL SC
DR JERRY FRANK CREWS JR
HAMPTON SC





































MRS MRS ROBERT SANSBURY
MYRTLE BEACH SC




PETER BAND CAROL TBARR
N MYRTLE BEACH SC
SPANN S MANOS
N MYRTLE BEACH SC
MR & MRS DAVID NOBLES
JANICE PRITCHARD
N MYRTLE BEACH SC
PAT & MARSHA NOBLES
N MYRTLE BEACH SC











MR & MRS STEVE T MCLAUGHLIN
CAMDEN SC






MICHAEL L & WINDY SAHERWHITE
CAMDEN SC











DR AND MRS JOHN R HOWELL JR
KERSHAW SC






















MR AND MRS DAVID RAMAGE
CLINTON SC
MRS CLARENCE WSENN&
DICK M VAUGHAN JR
CLINTON SC
J R SWETENBURG JR
CLINTON SC













MIKE D HELLAMS MEMORIAL
LAURENS SC











WARDEN J MCKENZIE MEMORIAL
BISHOPVILLE SC
LEXINGTON
CHEVIS AND DARLENE HARTLEY
BATESBURG SC
MR HL ALLEN JR
CAYCE SC










MR & MRS WILLIAM M HAMILTON
CHAPIN SC
MR & MRS HARRY J JOHNSON SR
CHAPIN SC











RHONDA AND JOEL COLLINS
COLUMBIA SC
































C J CARTERAT E GARRISON III/
EERHODEN/LS TOMPKINS
LEXINGTON SC








THOMAS C AND BARBARA A
GUESS
LEXINGTON SC












W L MONTS JR
LEXINGTON SC




























W ARTHUR ERSKINE III
WEST COLUMBIA SC










MRS MRS RONALD TIMMS
WEST COLUMBIA SC





J THOMAS HUNTER JR
MARION SC
J T HUNTER III
MARION SC
MR & MRS JOSEPH L POWELL
MARION SC














CUniNG EDGE LAWN CARE
SERV
NEWBERRY SC















ARTHUR E NOWELL JR
RICHLAND SC
MR & MRS JAMES A BLACK
SALEM SC
94
FOSTER & NANCY CATHCART
SALEM SC
DONALD AND DAGNY HARRIS
SALEM SC
ELLIS M & MARY ANN IVEY
SALEM SC








DR GEORGE RAND CINDY BRUCE
SENECA SC


















JAMES AND DONNA MCCUBBIN
SENECA SC
S K ROGERS DMD PA
SENECA SC





JOSEPH WM TURNER JR
SENECA SC














OCONEE MACHINE & TOOL CO INC
WESTMINSTER SC
THRIFT BROTHERS LUMBER CO
WESTMINSTER SC
ORANGEBURG
MARION J SMITH JR
CORDOVA SC
MR & MRS HD FOLK
HOLLY HILL SC




DR JEROME B DEGEN
ORANGEBURG SC























DR JAMES L WELLS
ORANGEBURG SC









PAUL & BETTY DAVIS
CENTRAL SC
DEAN & BILLY FINLEY
CENTRAL SC




DR B J SKELTON
CENTRAL SC




JOHN Q ADAMS JR&








GEORGE & NANCY BENNETT
CLEMSON SC
HAL & ANITA BLACKWELL
CLEMSON SC
DR & MRS LLOYD H BLANTON
CLEMSON SC
MRS FRANCES G BOATWRIGHT
MEMORIAL
CLEMSON SC







J C & NANCY COOK
CLEMSON SC






CONSTANTINE & JO CURRIS
CLEMSON SC
GLEN G DAVES MD
CLEMSON SC






































MRS ERNEST EUGENE LESLIE
GEORGE & ANNA LESLIE
CLEMSON SC
TOMMY & LISA LYNCH
CLEMSON SC




JOHN & DEANA MCENTIRE
CLEMSON SC
MIKE AND ANGELA NEWTON
CLEMSON SC




HH PERKINS JR/HH PERKINS III
CLEMSON SC








WALTER S & ESTHER S RIEKER
CLEMSON SC
GEORGE & MARGARET RODGERS
CLEMSON SC






MR & MRS TONY R STAPLETON
CLEMSON SC
COL & MRS E N TYNDALL
CLEMSON SC
DR& MRS HENRY EVOGEL
CLEMSON SC
LES & KAREN WALDEN
CLEMSON SC




MR & MRS EF WEST
CLEMSON SC

















































ROY & MARTHA JOHNSON
EASLEY SC
DAN & LIBBY JONES
EASLEY SC






















EASLEY OB-GYN ASSOCIATES PA
EASLEY SC






ANGELA & BRAD SIMPSON
EASLEY SC




CURTIS & LALANE WELBORN
EASLEY SC




TIM & LISA GOSSETT
LIBERTY SC






CARL F JR & PEGGI MARTIN
PICKENS SC
ED AND BECKY PARRIS
PICKENS SC





















































RAYMOND E COBB JR
COLUMBIA SC
IN MEMORY OF ALBERTO
COURIEJR
COLUMBIA SC
J LEWIS CROMER AHY
COLUMBIA SC






























A FRANK LEVER III
COLUMBIA SC
DR BENJAMIN D MASSEY
COLUMBIA SC

















WALTER M PATRICK JR
COLUMBIA SC
H L "SKEEr PEAKE
COLUMBIA SC
BUDWEISER OF ANDERSON SC
COLUMBIA SC




ESTATE OF BOB ROBINSON
COLUMBIA SC












DR HOWARD EUGENE SMITH
COLUMBIA SC




























MRS FRANCES L CHAPPELL
HOPKINS SC
PHILIP C CHAPPELL JR
HOPKINS SC








SAMUEL AND STEVEN CHAPMAN
SALUDA SC
DARRELL & KAREN QUARLES
SALUDA SC
SPARTANBURG
MRS, MRS RAYMOND ANDERSON III
BOILING SPRINGS SC













R EVEREHE & ELAINE MCABEE
INMAN SC
THOMAS E & ANGELA RAGAN
ROSE MITCHELL
INMAN SC
RON & JOANN NEWTON
LANDRUM SC
DART & KAREN COLLINS
JUSTIN & JENNIFER SALLEY
LYMAN SC




JOHN T DUNCAN SR
MOORE SC










MR & MRS DAVID G DENNIS
PAULINE SC























MACK & MELBA ALMAN
SPARTANBURG SC



































CHARLES F GRANT JR
SPARTANBURG SC
CHARLES & SHIRLEY GRAY
BOILING SPRINGS SC
SPARTANBURG SC








WILLIAM A HUDSON II
SPARTANBURG SC














E LEWIS MILLER JR
SPARTAi'JBURG SC
MR & MRS TIM MILLER
SPARTANBURG SC











JOHN A REAGAN III
SPARTANBURG SC
MR & MRS JOHN A SCHWARTZ
SPARTANBURG SC




















DR LARRY B WHITE
SPARTANBURG SC






















CHARLIE R BOYLE JR
SUMTER SC









A FRIEND OF CLEMSON"
SUMTER SC








BEN E & DELORIS G GRIFFITH
SUMTER SC




MRS OLIVE G MCLEOD
SUMTER SC




































SAM RAMSEY CAIN III
CLOVER SC
















JAMES F COX JR
ROCK HILL SC
R & MRS CHARLES H
CRAWFORD JR
ROCK HILL SC








MR & MRS JAMES SGUSTIN
ROCK HILL SC
























J C (TOY) RHEA III
ROCK HILL SC
CHARLES & ASHLEY SEGAL
ROCK HILL SC

















MR & MRS G GORDON GREENWOOD
ASHEVILLE NC
















MR & MRS CLARK I ABRAMS
GARY NC
JAMES E AUGHTRY III
CHARLOTTE NC
KITTY & HEYWARD BELLAMY
CHARLOHE NC



































MR & MRS MARKS RICHARDSON
CHARLOTTE NC































































STEPHEN & TRAGI PALMER
HICKORY NC
DR BRUCE ALLEN SIMMONS
HICKORY NC






























































CURTIS & LOUISE KIMBRELLJR
WAYNESVILLE NC




WILLIAM A MCDANIEL III
WINSTON SALEM NC









CHRISTINA D & MICHAEL N PAGE
ALPHARETTA GA



















LAWRENCE V STARKEY JR
ATLANTA GA


















JAMES E CORNWELL JR
CLARKESVILLE GA
WILLIAM F EVANS JR
COLUMBUS GA
MR & MRS JONATHAN L HEMMINGS
COLUMBUS GA
RAYMOND I MCFADDEN JR
COVINGTON GA




































ROBERT P HOWARD JR
KENNESAW GA




JIM & BETTY BASINGER
LAVONIA GA




WILLIAM R HEATLEY JR
LAWRENCEVILLE GA
















R A BOWEN JR
MACON GA
WILLIAM P BETCHMAN SR
MARIETTA GA






LEE AND DEANNE FULLERTON
MARTINEZ GA
John Mclntyre












































THE UNKNOWN TIGER TIFTON GA
TIFTON GA





























WILLIAM & JOANN SALLEY
CHATTANOOGA TN








TERRY M AND SUSI EASLER
CO DOWN BT 18 OBD N.IRELAND
CHARLES R GREGORY
COLORADO SPRINGSCO












DOCKH AND AMELIA A SKIPPER
EUFAULA AL













































JERRY T USHER JR
MIDLOTHIAN VA
CHARLES L SULLIVAN JR
MINNEAPOLIS MN













































MR & MRS JOHN CRENSHAW
TAMPA FL




MR & MRS EDWARD J FOSTER
TUPPER LAKE NY








MRS HORACE S BERRY
MRS FRANCES G BOATWRIGHT
MEMORIAL
MR & MRS TED W CRAIG
MR & MRS CLIFF ELLIS
JAMES H GULLY
BOB & PAT HARMON





MR & MRS WAYNE MITCHELL








DAVID AYERS & BOB SHIRLEY






MRS JOHN A PRINCE
JENNY ROSENBERG
MR AND MRS LLOYD E SAMMONS
MR AND MRS EDDIE WSEIGLER III
MR 8, MRS WILLIAM PSEIGLER
MIKE WARD
M EARLE WILLIAMSON










JOHN R& NANCY T BROOKS
BRUCE & SUE BROWN
GERALD & MARY BROWN
ALVIN & PEGGY BRYAN
WOODS WBURNEH
MRS STARR C BUSBEE
EARL R BUTLER
JOHNNY L CAGLE




REV ROBERT L COLLUM
WMCORLEYJR
KEVIN T COUNTS
EDWARD S DOROTHY COURSEY
H C COWARD & SON
E WALKER & PAMELA Y CROSBY
ROBERT F DANSBY JR
J C DAVIDSON
HENRY E DELK JR
JOHN E DICKENSON
H D DICKERT
WILLIAM R DILL JR
JAMES E DUFFY
DAVID G DURANT III
DANNY 8> JAN EPTING
A G 8, G G EVANS
DONALD L & PAUL FULMER
ROBERT G GANH
GEORGE-RIVERS FUNERAL HOME INC
DONALD W GIBSON
DEANNA GOODLOVE
JAMES CECIL GREENE JR
ALAN & DOUG GREGORY
JAMES M GREGORY
MR&MRSWILLIAM AHALLMAN
ANTHONY & STEPHANIE HAMMOND
JAMES L& SUSAN DHENDRIX




DAVID L& ALICE WJHANT
ANDREW JOHNSON
WARREN AND MARGARET KENRICK
EUGENE HKNEECEJR
WILLIAM H KNEECE





RICHARD L MEYER JR
DR&MRS MICHAEL H MILLER




SAMUEL 8, SARANNE ONEAL
H GLENN PARKER
ROBERT M PATE SR





MR & MRS J RAY SAVERANCE
ROBBIE AND LEIA SCOn




WILLIE AND CINDY SIZEMORE
MR & MRS ALAN M TEWKESBURY
GARY S THORNTON




MATT &. SUSAN WEST
MELVINVSLUNEHESYONCE
ALLENDALE
SAM M RICE III




T N 8. SARAH ALEXANDER
ALLIED SIGNAL LAMINATE SYSTEMS
ALLSTATE INSURANCE
MR 8, MRS BAYLIS ANDERSON
ANDERSON PEDIATRIC GROUP
R H ANDERSON
ROY AND SUSIE ANDERSON
JIM H AUSTIN III
DR E E BAILLIE
RANDY 8, JANET BARNETTE
JIMMY BAYNE
JENNIFER 8, TIM BENSON
TERRY 8, JOANNE BRADY
MATT P BRANDEL RPT DIR
AARON T BRIGMAN
JAMES M BROADWELL
MR 8, MRS RONNIE L BROCK
BILLY & PATRICIA BROWN






















MR 8. MRS GREGORY K CLODFELTER
CURTIS E COLLINS
MRS MRS JAMES CCONNELL













DR LEONARD W DOUGLAS
ROLAND 8. NANCY DRAKE
TOMW DUNAWAY JR
GEORGE H DURHAM JR
JOHN 8, JANE DYER
ELECTRIC MOTORS & DRIVES INC










MRS WALTER L GAILLARD




MRS ROBERT H GARRISON SR
GEORGES DRIVE INN








MRS JULIAN L HARBIN
WHAREJR
HARLEYDAVIDSON OF ANDERSON




















DR CARL H JONES III
DELBRA S JONES
KATHY MORRIS
DR DAVID KELLEY PA
WAYNE T KENNEDY
DR WILLIAM E KENNEDY
GARY C KIDD
DAVID 8, PENNY KING
MR & MRS RAYMOND A KING
ROBERT B KING JR
OLIN S 8, BEHY KIRKPATRICK
ARTHUR M KLUGH III
GEORGE J KNIGHT
STEVEN M KRAUSE/JODY M YOUNG
LAZER CONSTRUCTION CO INC
MR 8, MRS JAMES W LOGAN JR


















MR 8. MRS JOHN A MILLER JR
MR & MRS L PAUL MILLER
MARK JACKSON MIZZELL
HBRUD AND JOANNE K MOORE
DR P S MOWLAJKO
JERRY P MURDOCK





D K OGLESBY JR
TIM OWENS
NATHAN PADGEH
MRS J W PARKER
LUTHER & MARY PEARSON
DR AND MRS RALPH K PEDEN
J NORMAN PHILLIPS
HAROLD A PICKENS 8. SONS INC #1
VICTOR H POORE
Don Neal
BILLY L RAGSDALE SR
MRSARRAMSEUR
RAMSEUROILCOINC
JAMES E REEVES JR
RANDY AND ANGEL;\ REEVES
MATHIAS B RICHARDSON
MJRICHBOURG







MR & MRS BARRY ROE
JAMES & DORIS ROGERS
MR AND MRS GREGG S ROWE
BOBBY R ROWLAND









THOMPSON A SMITH JR





MIKE AND LEIGH STROUD
MR & MRS PHILSUDDETH
D GRAY SUGGS











TRI COUNTY BAHERY SALES
DR A J TURNER




WELLS ALUMINUM CORP BELTON DIV
CHARLES L&EUINE WEST
MIKE & MARIAN WEST
HUMPHREY WWHELCHEL
WILLIAM B WHITE




SYDNEY & EWINE WILSON
1ST ALJ\RM SECURITIES INC
BAMBERG
CLAUDE MCCAIN







MRS MRS TED W CRAIG
MR & MRS HOWARD DICKINSON III
CLINTON CALHOUN LEMON JR
"A FRIEND FROM WILLISTON"
FREDERICK D MIXON













CHARLES M GRAINGER JR
J LOUIS GRANT
ROBINSON GRANT & CO
BEHY HAIGH
WILLIAM C HALL SR
J HOMER JONES
BILLY & LORRAINE l;\RISEY
JOHNNY L & ANN LEE
WARREN H OWEN







JAMES R COLEMAN JR/JAMES R








MRS WINONA H PEAGLER
NOLAN & GERRY PONTIFF
CARL E POOLE III
JAMES H ROZIER JR
MRS HUGH THAMES
TYLER BUILDERS INC





WILLIAM H BULL & SONS
S H HOUCK & SON
JAMES M MOSS III & SON





HERBERT R ALLEN JR
L MICHAEL ALLSEPJR/BC HOOD
DON & JOYCE AUSTELL
AUTO SUPPLY S EQUIPMENT
DURWOOD E BACH









COL A O'NIEL CROCKER
KEVIN DAUGHTERY
CHRISTINE A & JAMES S DAVIDSON
THE DEVELOPMENT GROUP INC
JOHN D DOSCHER JR
HL DUKES JR
J CLINTON DUNN
LAWRENCE E EVANS II
CHRISTINE FAENZA
ROBERT D FAIREY







ANDREWS & CHERYL GROVES
MR&MRSJOHNRGRUBBSJR





W HOWARD ROLL III







MARSHALL A LEAMAN JR
THOMAS E LYNN
JONATHAN S AND SHERRI MCCALL
DAVID L MORROW
MURDEN TILE COMPANY
DAVID M MURRAY JR
JOHN MYERS
THOMAS & DEBORAH NELSON






BILLY AND JUNE REYNOLDS
GLENN TRICKBORN
MR & MRS JOSEPH RIGTER
G EDDIE RODELSPERGER
ROGERS & BROWN CUSTOM
BROKERS INC
TRUMAN DAVID ROPER JR
RICHARD W ROSS JR
DR JACK SAMPLE
BELTON SANDERS




RAY V SEGARS JR
T L SHEALY JR





SOUTHERN LUMBER & MILLWORK
CORP
MARSHALL STITH
JOSEPH D THOMPSON JR MD










DEWEY B WELCH JR
RICHARD E WHEELER
H WAYNE WILLIAMS
W ROBERT WISE III
CHEROKEE
RICHARD & KATIE BAINES
BROWN PACKING CO INC
LARRY L CAMPBELL
MR/MRS WILLIAM E CAMPBELL JR
DR J M CARROLL
JOHNOCHILDERSJR
BEN M CLARY






MR AND MRS WH GREENE
HARRIS BROTHERS
B R KERNELS
ROBERT W LE MASTER
HARRY D MARTIN




JAMES G 8. ANITA NESS
DAVID A PARKER
BARRY S PAHERSON
WILLIAM J PEELER JR
JONATHAN D SARRAH
JEFF STOCKS
MR & MRS SAM L TAYLOR
CHESTER
J H ANDERSON

















G PATRICK WHITESIDES III
CHESTERFIELD
H MALLOY EVANS JR
DANNY C HOLLEY
STEPHEN RAY JACKSON
STEPHEN WILEY LOVE JR
WILLIAM D MAHHEWS JR









HUGH L & MARY DUBOSE
MARION E DUBOSE IV
JULIUS R EADON III
ROBERT B FLEMING JR
THEODORE B GARDNER














FRANK E BALDWIN JR
LARRY BERRY/DR SAM HAZEL-
DANIEL GRAHAM BUCKNER
MR & MRS JACK W CARTER SR
DANIEL &LYNAHM CROSBY
WILLIAM C HAMILTON
W WALTER HAYNES MD
WILLIAM T HOWELL
KIRKLAND S JOHNSTON &
JOHN B JOHNSTON
LESTER P JORDAN III




J RYAN WHITE JR
DARLINGTON







ROBERT H GOODSON JR
A FAMILY OF TIGERS SUPPORTERS
JOHN S GRANTHAM JR
HENRY DGUNTER
JAMES MHINSON







GARNER & MICHELLE JONES




PETER L MCCALL JR










MRS, MRS SAM WELSH JR
WEST OIL COMPANY












MR & MRS ROBERT L BURNS
H DOWNS BYRD JR
DAVID G CAMPBELL




DR EDWIN L FREEMAN













DR & MRS H CLYDE ODOM





R ALLEN TRAYLOR MD




MRS JOE F ANDERSON SR
ESTATE W C BANDY
MR ROBERT CALLIHAM




DR J S GARRISON
MR & MRS J W GILLIAM JR
TIMOTHY L GLOVER
HERLONG PONTCHEV-BUICK INC
MR 8, MRS JAMES C HOLMES
M E (BETSY) HOLMES
MR 8> MRS THOMAS HOLMES
LILLIAN H HUGHES
MR 8, MRS J WILLIAM JAY
MR 8. MRS KENNETH L KALTZ
SHARON WKEESLEY
LON JAY ENTERPRISES INC
AHN LON COURTNEY JR
JIMMY AND MARY ELIZABETH OUZTS
WILLIAM H RUSHTON JR
MIRIAM WSAGGUS
MR 8, MRS TOMMIE SHARPE
MEREDITH AND MICHAEL STONE
PAUL J SUMMER
MR 8, MRS THEOR WILLIAMS
FRANCIS M WISE SR




LT COL RALPH W BOYS
WARREN R HERNDON SR
HOOD CONSTRUCTION
JOE & MARTHA JOLLY
LT COL CARROLL L LIGON
PIGEON GRANITE CO -J P BROOKS,







MILTON H ANDERSON JR
MR & MRS JOHN E BLANKENSHIP JR
LESTER P BRANHAM SR
RUFUS BRAnON
B M BRODIE
G WILSON BRYCE MEMORIAL-
BRYCE MECHANICAL CONTR INC
IVAN M COLEMAN JR
DR WILLIAM L COLEMAN
JIM DAMERON
WILLARD DORRIETYJR
FRANK A DOUGLASS JR CO
DR GEORGE ECONOMY
"CLYDE S BRYCE JR, PE-
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS"
TOMMY M FOLK III
TOMMY M FOLK JR
MUNFORDG FULLER
G G FARMS INC
GODWIN POULTRY FARM
TOM GRESSEHE PEST CONTROL-
TOM P GRESSETTE
Sam Hazel
MICHAEL H & LYNN C HANNA










DR & MRS M GILLIAM SKINNER
JUANITA STEWART
MRS JOHN E TAYLOR JR
EDWARD DTINSLEY III
DENNIS SIMMONS WARD




MR AND MRS H W BRUORTON
JACKIE W CALVERT
W RUSSELL CAMPBELL
ERNEST J FOX JR DVM PA
H E HEMINGWAY
C EUGENE HILL
PHIL L HUFF JR
AL HUTCHINSON
RITA HUTCHINSON
AUBREY E JUDY JR#1
THOMAS E LYTLE
JAMES K MCCONNELL






MR & MRS JOE YOUNG
GREENVILLE
ABLE CONSTRUCTION CO #1
KEITH ALBERSON
MR & MRS COLONEL H ALBERTSON
RUSSELL TODD ALLEN








J E AUSTIN JR
KEITH AUSTIN
EDWARD L BAILEY JR
BAILEY HEATING 8. CONTROLS INC
TODD D BAILLIE





DR GEORGE D BATCHELDOR




MR & MRS RANDALL BELL
MARION T BELLAMY
MR & MRS GREGORYS BELOW
TROY E BENNETT
MR & MRS JOHN C BERESH & CINDY
MRS TOM C BERRY
ROBIN BICKLEY




G W BOOZER III





RED & JANIE BRIGMAN
BRIAN & KIMBERLY BROOKS
WILLIAM R BROTHERS











LESLIE M BURNS JR
GREG BURRISS
JOHN ALLYN BUTCH



























MICHAEL & KATHLEEN COX
ROONEY M CRAWFORD
J HUGH CRAWLEY
MR & MRS RALPH CRAWLEY
J DOUGLAS CRENSHAW
JESSE CRIM




BILL & SHEILA DAVIDSON
C F DAWES
HAROLD DELOACH




MR & MRS DAVID K DOMNITZ
MRS I L DONKLE JR
ROY F DOOLEY
DOVE CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC
MRS MRS ERNEST DRIGGERS
ROBERT M DUMIT
CHARLES B DUNCAN JR
WILLIAM E DUNN JR
MR AND MRS CHARLES F DURHAM JR
EASTERN DESIGN
HUGH BURNS EDMONDS JR








LIST IN ANDERSON CO






JOHN & CELIA FEW
GEORGE FINKELSTEIN
THOMAS FINLEY
MRS MRS JAMES D FISHER
CHRISTOPHER M FORE
MRS MRS JAMES P FREEMAN
NED D FREEMAN
JIM & JEAN FRENCH
RICHARD D FRYE
JAMES & SHERYL FULMER
ROBERT GAGE
JIM C GALLOWAY JR
DONALD A GARDNER
DON A GARNER
MR & MRS WILLIAM R HARLING/MR




M L GARREH CONSTRUCTION CO
CLARK GASTON JR
GAYLORD CONTAINER
L GRAY GEDDIE JR
"A TIGER FAN"



















MR & MRS JACK E GRAY
MITCH & AMANDA GRAY







MR & MRS W A (NIG) GRIFFITH
J BRENT GROVE
JAMES G GULLEDGE JR
JAMES H GULLY
DR J FLOYD HALL
ROBERT C HAMILTON
MR&MRSWMAHAMLEnjR
MR & MRS DENNIS HAMM
H N HAMMOND
HANDEE MART FOOD STORES INC
DRTGHANNERJR
















DARRELL B & REBECCA W HERLONG
MR & MRS M STEVE HESTER






NED E HOLLAND JR
JAMES DOUGLAS HOOD
W B HOPKINS







STAN & JANE HUNNICUn
RANDALL J HUNT
REVONNE C HUNT








IZUMI INTERNATIONAL INC #1
J D MARKETING ASSOCIATES
LAURENS I JAMES
MR & MRS GLENN JANOSKY
MICHAEL K JOHNSON
W A JOHNSON
MRS DOROTHY B JONES
MARK W JONES
MR & MRS JAMES R JORDAN
W LAMAR JORDAN










PAMELA W & CLARK P KING
ANDERSON MILLS KINGHORN JR
WILLIAM KNAPP
DR ROLAND M KNIGHT
CLARENCE & MARILYN KOERBER
DONALD R AND BARBARA R
KRAUSE
HUGH LANCASTER
MRS MRS JOHN NLANDRETHJR
ELIZABETH V LANFORD
RAY LANGDALE/ALLEN TERRELL JR
B R LANGLEY JR/W L BRIGHAM JR
BENNIE LANGLEY
TERRY G LAWRENCE
C E LEAGUE JR
HAROLD D LEATHERMAN
MELISSA A LEONARD
MR S MRS JOSEPH H LEVY
HERBERT LINDSAY JR
WILLIAM H LINN JR






CHARLES S MAJOR III
MR & MRS J H MALONE
E D MANEY
DR THOMAS C MANN
W M MANNING JR
MR & MRS SEABROOK MARCHANT
TOM MARCHANT MARC & JESSICA,
THOMAS & GIDGE
JERRY N MARSH BUILDERS INC
MARSH/BELL CONTRUCTION CO INC
MARSHALL & WILLIAMS CO















CHARLES E MCDONALD JR
WAYNE MCGAHA
MRS MRS W PERRY MCKAINJR




MRS ERNEST W MERCK
HAROLD L MERCK
CARLS RACHEL MERRin










MR & MRS MARTY L MOORE
THOMAS C& SHIRLEY S MOORE
VERNON MOORE
JAMES R MORROW SR
MRS MRS WF MORROW














MR S MRS STEVEN H OWINGS
ARNOLD S GWEN PACE
RUSSELL HUNTER PARK
ANDY PARNELL
JAMES H PARSONS III
MIKES TRACY PARSONS
RAY E & FLOYD PATRICK
L R "CHOPPY" PAHERSON
JOHN H PAYLOR




RICK & BETH PHILLIPS
SB PHILLIPS SR
MR S MRS LARRY PHILPOTT
JIM PINNER
MR S MRS CHARLES B PIHS
CURTIS ANDREW PITTS
BRAD PORTER
MRS MRS A L POWELL JR
M LEE S KELLY C POWELL
KELLEY S DIANE PRESSLEY
DR& MRS MARK PRINCELL
H H PROVENCE JR
MICHAEL T PRY
RAYMOND E PUTMAN
WILLIAM M PUTNAM JR
RICHARD WRABURN
MR S MRS L M RAGSDALE
JOSEPH M RAMIREZ
HUNT S CATHY REDFERN
DON REED & ASSOCIATES
TIMOTHY JACKSON REED
MRS MRS JAMES L REESE
FREDRICWREINHOLDJR
RICHARDSAA/ILSON




JAMES ROCHESTER CO INC-
JAMES ROCHESTER
DAVID C ROGERS
ROGERS S BROWN CUSTOM BKRS #2
RUSSELL A ROMAN
LTC (RET) S MRS H PERRY ROSAMOND
SAM J GRAIN & COMPANY
EARL S CAROLYN SAMMONS
HAROLD A SARGENT





OTTO H S JOANNE B SCHUMACHER




ROY A SEAVER JR
LISA W SHELTON
IN MEMORY OF GORDON SHERARD





MRS ALLAN P SLOAN
RICHARD C SMART
HWSMITHJR&HWSMITH SR
DR J DAVID SMITH
RALPH L SMITH
DONALD & PEGGY SNIDER




MARGARET AND DUANE SPRADLIN
JOSEPH G SPROn
NEWTON STALL JR
ROGER S CHER STAMEY
TOBY STANSELL
TERRY S SARAH STEELE
TIMOTHY D S RENA P STEELE
JOHN STEPHENS
BENJAMIN TSTEPP
WILLIAM R STODDARD JR MD
RICHARD H STOFAN
G MARK STOFEGA JR
DAVID K STOKES III
MR & MRS MARK S STOKES
WILLIAM W STOVER JR
DR EDWIN L STROUD
100
MR & MRS MICHAEL STROUD
MRS MRS JOHNKSTURMAN
SUG6S-TAYL0R-BELUE-B0YTER
MR & MRS HOYT C TANKERSLEY
R RUSSELL TATE
E RICHARD TAYLOR JR
ROBERT L TAYLOR
TERRY & JEAN-MARIE TAYLOR




JOHN RUSSELL TERRY JR
CALVIN SUMMEY
TH' LUMBER YARD INC
FRANK P THOMAS JR
GRAYSON & LAURIE THOMAS
MR & MRS HT THOMPSON III
HARRY M THOMPSON
J E THOMPSON
JIM & CAROL THOMPSON
STEVE AND RHONDA THOMPSON
THOMAS F & REGINA THORNTON
JIM THRAILKILL
RICHARD & IRIS TILLOTSON
CHARLES MTIMMONS
G ELTON TODD
GROVER E TODD JR
K BRIAN TODD
GERALDS TOMPKINS JR
MRS MRS GEORGE DTOOKE
TOWNES ASSOCIATES LTD










RAY WALKER TRUCKING CO INC
MR & MRS WILLIAM L WALLACE
JOHNNIE J WALTERS
JODY C WARREN
MR & MRS DAVID E WATSON &
RUSH
J CHARLES & MIRIAM WATSON
JOSEPH P WATSON/JOHN HARRISON
LEA AND ERWIN WATSON
MR & MRS R L WATSON & ASHLEY
MR & MRS RICHARD L WATSON
ASHLEY
LARRY A WELBORN
J D WELLS JR
JEFFREY A & BARBARA W WEST
CLAUDE G WHALEY
MAX WHATLEY
MR & MRS LARRY WHITE
SAM B WHITE
HBWHITMIRE
M E WIGGERS DVM
MRS DD WILLIAMS JR
DAN H WILLIAMS
DONALD WILLIAMS





MR & MRS BILL WINGO III
CHARLES C WITHINGTON JR
JOHN D & MARTHA P WOOD
L ROSEANN WOODHAM-GRANT
EARL WOODSON
MARGARET AND JOHN W WORSHAM





ODELL C ZACHARY JR
360 COMMUNICATIONS
GREENWOOD
DR F E ABELL JR
DR & MRS STONEY ABERCROMBIE
NICK P ANAGNOST





MR & MRS RONNIE H BARNES &
MISS JULIA GREGORY
EVEREH E & JOYCE P BEDENBAUGH







MR & MRS Pins CAMAK JR
MARION CARNELL
EDWARD C CARSON IV
GENE AND NANCY CATHCART
WILLIAM D COLEMAN
JAMES ALEXANDER COOPER
MR & MRS JAMES CORLEY
SAMMY C CORLEY
RONNIE CRAWFORD
MR & MRS GEORGE LCROUT
RBCULPJR
MR AND MRS JAMES L DANIEL JR
CHARLES M DAVIS
MR & MRS JOHN R DAVIS & ROBBIE
TRAVIS STANLEY DAWKINS
DICKERTS MOVING & STORAGE
DORROH & G M NEEL
ROBERT HDRINKARD
RTDUNLAPJR
DR GEORGE T FABIAN





MR & MRS JOHN G HAMMOND
RICK AND CAROL HARTER
GRAHAM HAWKINS JR









MRS ROBERT A LINER
MARSHALL LONG
JOHN LUMLEY/B M KECK
CHARLES S MALONEY
GEORGE & DEAN MARIANOS









CECILYS, JERRY A NUNAMAKER
FRED R PARDUE
DRSDPENDERGRASSIII
MR & MRS KENNETH W POSTON
RAYMOND F PRINCE
EUGENE WALLACE ROBERTS JR
R S RODDEY
DON H & GAIL R ROWELL
SKILLS RESOURCE
BEN & TRACIE SMITH
GEORGE F SMITH JR
JAMES W SMITH
MICROAGE COMPUTER STORES
EDWARD K SNEAD JR





AM TUCK INC #2
W VIRGIL WALL JR
WARNER WATER WORKS/
ERWIN & GAIL WARNER
F M WERTS




MR & MRS SF CREWS JR










R PAUL BENIK JR
MABRY BINNICKER




MRS MRS MICHAEL J COUTURE
BILLY S DELK
RICK ELLIOTT







MR & MRS HARVEY GRAHAM JR
GREENE AND SONS HTG/COOLING
J ROGER HAMMOND
J ROGER HAMMOND JR
MRS JANICE D HARRISON
DONALD WHELMS
HAROLD R HOKE
DR WM S HOLLIDAY
MR AND MRS ROBERT HOWELL
JOHN L HUMPHRIES
INLET NURSERY & GARDEN CENTER
GEORGE H JENKINS JR
MRS C L LANGSTON
MR AND MRS LAMAR LEWIS
GEORGE N MAGRATH JR
GARDEN CITY BEACH PAVILION
E O'NEIL MCCOY JR
E M PENDLETON JR, CADILLAC CT
DR & MRS EDWARD L PROCTOR JR









RONNIE & SUSAN NEHLES
NIMMER TURF & TREE
KERSHAW
WILLIAM A BARREn
KENNETH W CARSON DDS
MR & MRS BLEASE CRANFORD
MRS EVELYN GODWIN
MR & MRS A J HAWKINS





MR AND MRS J W MARTIN JR
ROBBIE C NEWMAN
JODY M ROBINSON







MR AND MRS FLOYD CAUTHEN
MR&MRSJEFFCHILDERS
R H COLLINS
MIKE & LYNN CRENSHAW










D KIRK & SUSAN LANE
MARION D LEVER JR
JOE H LYNN

















WAYNE & OMERA BAGWEL
BILL BAILEY
J AUSTIN BARNES





MR & MRS R L CASON
W FRED CHAPMAN JR
A COURTNEY COBB
A J & NONA COLEMAN
JACK AND BOBBIE EARLE
DORIS AND LARRY GAR
MCARTHUR A GEORGE
JAMES W GOODMAN
MR & MRS FRANKLIN E HARMON III
MR AND MRS WILLIAM N JONES
PAT & MARLENE LOWE
TONY G MARLER
PWMCALISTER
MR & MRS JAMES H MCCLELLAN JR
G MARSHALL MERCK
C PARKER & JIM DERRICK MOORE
JOE B NELSON
STEVEN W OLIVER
TERRY & DEBORAH POWELL
SAM C POWER
DARREN K SCOTT






MRS H DALY ALEXANDER




DON R MCDANIEL SR
DONRMCDANIELJR
WYMAN MCDANIEL
C B PLAYER MEMORIAL





TOMMY & ANN AMICK
CHARLES D BAKER JR
J W BALLARD
DEWEY S BARNES




MR & MRS F U BLACK
RONALD W BLACK
JOHN N BOOZER
CARL W & REBECCA H BRADHAM
DR AND MRS ROBERT W BRANCH
LAW OFFICE OF G W BRANSTITER
GEORGE WBRANSTITER
HAROLD & DORIS BREWER
MR & MRS GEORGE BROTHERS
JOHN W BROWN MD
WILLIAM H BROWN
MR & MRS WILLIAM J BUCHANAN JR
RHBUCKNELLJR













MR & MRS WILLIAM M CAUGHMAN
CAUGHMAN'S MEAT PLANT









H RALPH CORLEY SR
ROBERT M CORLEY III







JAMES M EDWARDS III




WILLIAM FRANKLIN III, CPA
RICKY &DONICE FRICK
JOHN L FULMER JR
G & P TRUCKING CO INC
SAMUEL B GEORGE II
MIKE B GLEATON
DAVID L GLENN SR
DAVID B GODFREY
JOHN S GRAMLING
DR B R GRANDY
JIFVHALL
JOHN C HARDEN III
ARCHIE LHARMAN II
DR RUDOLPH C HARRINGTON JR
JERRY HATFIELD
E HAVIRD/G HALL
RICHARD & KAREN HAYNES
MR AND MRS MICHAEL E HERNDON





HAROLD AND LAURA HOOPER
MR & MRS R S HOUSEHOLDER JR
WGREY HUMPHREY JR









MR & MRS EVEREnE KNEECE
ALBERT R KOON
BRENDA, EARLE, ROBIN & STEVE
KYZER
DAVID L LAIRD
W K LEWIS JR
MS MICKEY LINDLER
ROBERT & BEHY LINDLER
RONALD L LINDLER
WALTER W LINDLER
MR & MRS JAMES M LOWMAN
SARA E & JAN M LOWMAN
DALUS & MERLE MANIS
MICKEY & DEBBIE MANIS
CURTIS & FRANCES MARTIN
ROBERT D MCCRAW
TED MCFALL
MR & MRS COURTNEY M MCINNIS
GORDON K MCLEOD JR
ALBERT H MCMEEKIN III
WILLIAM CMCMEEKIN
HARRY WMIMS




DR LARRY H NELSON
ALFREDO NIX
MRS MRS JESSE E GATES JR
ROBERT W 8, SALLIEM OSWALD
JOHN W OXNER
MAXWELL F PARROH JR
THOMAS W PLUMBLEE/JOHN F
LONG
MR & MRS DAVID KIM PROCTOR
MR&MRSEKRABBIII
WAYNE P RAWL









MR & MRS FRANKLIN D ROGERS
ROUNTREE AND ASSOCIATES,INC,
REBECCA A & MIKE ROWELL
WILLIAM F RUTHERFORD JR
MR AND MRS TIM SCOn
GLENN SCOTT
TIM SCULLY
MR & MRS CLINTON WSEASE
ROBERT E SELLERS
SHARON & ALBERT SHEALY








DWIGHT AND MANDY SMITH
GERALD H SMITH
P LAMAR & ELIZABETH E SMITH
JAMES A SONS






TERRY L & ALLISON SWYGERT
BEHY S TALBERT
WACHOVIA BANK OF N,A.
ROSSO WEED
TOM WELSH & PEGGY HORTON
JOHNEY T & SUZANNE B WILLIAMS
MALACHI A WILLIAMS
RODNEY L WILLIAMS




J P WRIGHT JR














MR 8, MRS ROBERT A SCOTT
JAMES M SMITH
MARLBORO
GREG & LYNN HATCHER
RYAN C MACKEY
JIMMY L& NICK TMCCOLL
DANIEL &RLMCNIEL
LYMAN BRUCE PUETTE JR






ROBERT E & MARGARET ARIAIL





MR & MRS DEAN A COWARD









J RHETT FRAZIER JR
BILLY R GIBSON
STEVE C GRIFFITH JR
GEORGE ROBERT HAWKINS SR
MRS MRS JOSEPH HERNDON
Glenn Rickborn
CHRIS & BETSY HOMESLEY





OR C B LOWMAN
FRANK E MCLEOD SR
HOWARD E MEETZE 8. SON
BUREN & CHERYL MITCHELL
LARRY A MORRIS
TED PLEMONS




CLARENCE A SHEALY III
DANIEL D & KAY H SHEALY
HEYWARD D SHEALY
MR 8, MRS PHILIP W SHEALY
JOHN R SLIGH







MRS, POWELL E WAY JR
GILBERT E& KAY K WEBBER
BILLYE L WEST
DR JAMES R WILLIAMS








DR HAROLD B BELL
DON 8. RENEE BENNET
MR 8. MRS STEVE D BLACK
DUDLEY W BLAIR
MR AND MRS DAVID K BOGGS
EDWARD & SUSAN BOOKER
BOUNTYLAND QUICK STOP
HAROLD 8, MARGARET BROCK
MR 8. MRS DAVID B BULLARD
JERRIE BUnS




WILLIAM H CHILDRESS JR
HUGH, DIANE 8, LEE CLARK




DAN W DALE SR
MEA DANIELS
DAVIS BROS LUMBER CO
MICHAEL A DINAPOLI
MR 8, MRS BRUCE M DIXON
MR 8, MRS ROBERT L DOBSON






W A GAINES JR
HUGH T GARNER JR
JOSEPH M GARRAIN
DAN AND LEANNE GREENE
BILLY L GRIFFIN
CHRIS 8, VICKY GUENTHNER
JIM 8, MOLLY HAMPTON
MELVIN AND OPAL S HIPPS
LOUIS C HOLLEMAN
DR FRANK A HOSHALL JR
MR 8, MRS JOHN E HUNT












DR & MRS HARRY B MAYS
WILLIAM E MCALISTER
MR 8, MRS JIM MCCALL
MR & MRS J GLENN MCCANTS JR
WILLIAM TMCCLURE III
TERRY AND CYNDY MCCRACKEN
MRS J WHIT MILLER
JAMES C MILLER JR
SARA & EDD MIZE
LEWIS MAXWELL MONROE















MR & MRS TERRY L SCHIAZZA
JIM AND JODY SNYDER
BILL STEELE




J S WHITESIDE SCO INC
JAMES L WHITLAW
JILL AND DENNIS WILKS
KIRBYCWINSTEAD SR
JOHN 8. HAZEL WISE
MRS MRS EP WRIGHT
JESSE E WRIGHT III
ORANGEBURG
C A ABBOTT
DR RAYMOND E ACKERMAN
MR&MRSHCIREMBA AMICK
DR JULIUS WBABB III





WM B BOOKHART JR & SONS
KENNETH & KAREN BUCK
STEVEN F BULL
CARRIAGE HILL FARM
& CONSTRUCTION CO INC
DAVID COLEMAN
WW DUKES JR
C F EVANS & CO
FREDERICK I EVANS
DR HENRY F FRIERSON
FORT SUMTER PETROLEUM CO
INC-LELAND M BRADSHAW
JAMES M GEORGE
MR & MRS G MARTIN GILCHRIST
CATHERINE W GODFREY
C B GOODMAN GLASS CO








LIGHTING CREATIONS INC IN
MEMORY OF ALM HUGHES
WILLIAM H LIVINGSTON JR
MR 8, MRS CONRAD A MARTIN
MCLEAN PROPERTIES INC
PAUL A MILLER JR
EDWARD G OTT
H C on JR
P8,D ENTERPRISES
THOMAS E PROPES
R L CULLER REFRIGERATION INC
BARNEY M (CHIP) RASTJR
BEHYW REEVES
DRJWRHENEYJR
AARON 8, BETTY RUDD
J M RUSSELL JR






DR J P THOMPSON JR
DON TRIBBLE



















C S BOLAND DDS
JERRY BOLDING
MR 8, MRS J CONNIE BOWERS
JAMES A BREWER






GARY E CAMPBELL JR
JERRY AND JEAN CANADY
MR 8, MRS MARVIN CARMICHAEL
MRS JUNE L CARROLL
CENTRAL CONCRETE 8, PLASTER INC
MR 8, MRS JAMES H CHAMBERS




CLEMSON BANK & TRUST
LT COL GEORGE COAKLEY
C/0 RICHARD CAMPBELL
MR 8, MRS J J COLCOLOUGH JR
WILLIAM WCOOGLERJR
MR 8, MRS WALTER B COOK
MICKEY & JUDY CORBETT





J REDMOND 8, FREDA COYLE
WADE T CROWE III
GERALD P CULCLASURE
MRS ROY S DALTON
JIM 8, BOBBIE DAVIS
MARION & SANDRA DAVIS
JOSEPH J DELCQLLO
ROGER DIGGELMANN
MR & MRS ROY M DILL
DUCKETT- ROBINSON FUNERAL HOME
BARRY S DURHAM
MR 8, MRS BILL G DURHAM




MR 8, MRS WILLIAM HEUM
MR & MRS GARY ELLENBURG
NORMAN D 8, JACQUELINE P ELLIS
DR WILLIAM M EPPS
DEAN 8, JO FEASTER




ROBERT AND PAMELA FOWLER
STEVE FRANCIS
WILLIAM H FUNCHESS




BRADLEY W 8, LISA C GANH
JOHN GARRISON
JOHN F GELDARD
TOM AND PENNY GOEBEL
ERIC D GOODWIN
DR WM J GOUDELOCK
JOSEPH P GRACE
WILLIAM H GRANT JR
THE GRAVELY AGENCY INC
A P GRAY
DORSEYE& VIRGINIA B GREER
GEORGE GRIFFIN
MR 8, MRS JAMES A GRUBB
KENT GUTHRIE
BOB & EM HACKLE
DONALD H HAMILTON
RONALD W HAND
MR & MRS BRUCE C HANSEL
BYRON 8. MICKEY HARDER
BOB 8, PAT HARMON
EDWARD J 8, ANN A HARRIS
LAURA R HEMMINGS
MR & MRS ELBERT L HENDERSON






MR 8, MRS KENNETH RAY HULL
CHARLES B HUNTER
MARY S HUNTER
STEVE 8. LAURA HUNTER
WILLIAM T HURST
PUn 8. ALMEDA JACKS
DR & MRS J H JAMESON
MR & MRS NEAL C JETTON
OLIN JOHNSON
PERRY & JEAN JOHNSON
TE JONES & SONS
LEWIS E JORDAN
CHARLES & ROWENA JOYCE
BARBARA JOYE
DON M KELLY
MR 8, MRS EDWIN L KILBY JR




R FRANK KOLB II
DAVID 8, STEPHANIE LACKEY
JOE AND GRACE LANHAM
JOEL D LEDBEHER








STEVE & RUSS MADRAY
MURPHY MAHAFFEY JR
MR 8. MRS ANTHONY MANN,
JENNIFER, TAYLOR 8, CONNOR
CHRIS MANN
DR HENRY C MARTIN
J LELAND MARTIN
MR 8, MRS JAMES E MATTHEWS
MR AND MRS D L MAULDIN
WILLIAM F MAYS FACHE
JEFFERYT MCALISTER










J H MILLS AUTO SUPPLY
ALLAN MINOVITZ
MR 8, MRS WAYNE MITCHELL
BOB & LOU MIXON
MONTY'S OF GREENVILLE INC
L H MOORE
MURPH & FRAN MOSELEY
MOUNTAIN TEXAS PROPERTIES
BRIAN & NICOLA MUELLER
CHUCK NALLEY
ALFRED F NEWTON
MR 8. MRS GEORGE B NUn #2
SN OLIVER JR
MR & MRS H LAMAR OWENS JR
GREGORY A PADGEn
COL WADE H PADGETT JR
LESLIE PADGEn GARDNER
WILLIAM C PEEK




WILLIAM J RAGSDALE JR




PHIL E 8, LAURA P REEVES
TOMMY L REID FAMILY
WESLEY L REPOKIS
EARL 8. PAT REYNOLDS
DRWM RIDDLE
ROBBINS/BARNES/MAHHEWS
MR 8, MRS STEFFEN H ROGERS
DAVID H ROPER




MR & MRS DONALD L SIKES
DR B R SKELTON
JOY S SMITH
WILLIAM H SMITH
SMITH'S HEATG & AIR COND INC
CALVIN & CAROL SNIPES
BREH S SOUTHERLAND
DAVID L SPARKS
W DAVID STALNAKER JR
M J STANSELL
E R STEWART
W F STRAUSS JR
FRANK B SULLIVAN
FRANKIE/MARION/LINDE SUMMEY
MR & MRS BEN E TAYLOR
MR & MRS MAX THOMAS
RONNIE AND SYLVIA M THOMAS
JERRY E TRAPNELL
MRS MRS GERALDS TRIPP
JOSEPH J TURNER JR
KNVICKERY
ALLEN WALLACE JR
JOHN N JR & J NORMAN WARREN
CARL EWATKINS INSURANCE
GREG WATSON
MR & MRS KEITH PWELCHEL






SHADY & EDNA YOUNG
RICHLAND









BRANCH BANK & TRUST
DR JONES W BRYAN
BUDWEISER OF ANDERSON #2
H RONNIE BURGESS
DANIEL S CAMP
ROBERT E CANNON JR
JAN H CARLL









MR & MRS FRED E CULVERN JR
MRS RALPH B CURETON JR
JAMES DAVIS





MR AND MRS URRY GAMBLE
JAMES DONALD GISSENDANNER
J FRANK GODFREY





LAWRENCE M GRESSEHE III
JAMES THANEJR
THOMAS E HANZLIK









MRS J C KING
JAMES E MALLIOS SR
HAYDENWWEATHERSBEE
MASHBURN CONSTRUCTION
GEORGE G MAHHEWS SR
WTMCDANIELIII
TIMOTHY MCLELLAN & BILLY FELLERS
BRUCE L MERCHANT III
MOORE ELECTRIC SUPPLY INC
F DEAN MORRISON
F MCCORD OGBURN JR
JAMES W ORR
JAMES C OWENS JR
MR AND MRS JAMES N PEARMAN JR
Dan Gilmour
CHURCH C POWERS
G T POWERS JR
JIM & JULIA PRATER




















MR & MRS CHARLIE E TILL
MR & MRS WALTER A TUTEN JR
FRANK B WATTS
PL WEBB












RONNIE & JILL ABLE
ALFRED G ADAMS
JAMES D BLEDSOE
THURMOND & JAN BROWN
MRS G MELLWOOD COLEMAN
SANDRA HARMON










MR AND MRS JOHN M WHITE
SPARTANBURG
MRS TR ADAMS JR
WILLIAM A ALEXANDER
KENDALL K ALLEY
JAMES W & LOIS B ASHCRAFT
JAMES G BAGNAL III
RICHARD L BAGNAL
ALAN B BAGWELL
MR & MRS G MARVIN BALES JR
H WALTER BARRE II
BELUE TRUCKING CO INC
MRS HORACE S BERRY
J J BLAKE
SUE W BOONE
MR & MRS H G BROCK
JAY BROCK
VERNON L BROWN JR
ANITA BUTLER
BRAUDY E BYRD JR
CALLAWAY CHEMICAL CO
JOHN R & JERRY F CARLISLE
DR & MRS ROBERT J CASWELL
DAVID W CECIL II
CHARLES D CWYTON BARBER SHOP





MR & MRS DONALD R CROWDER
MACK & NANCY CULBRETH







DOUGLAS PEST CONTROL INC
TIMOTHY M DRAKE
TOMMY C DYKES/PAUL BLECKLEY
ROBERT EDENS
GLORIA & JOHN EMORY
J P PARIS









URRY 8, VICKIE GILLILAND
JAMES ROBERT GLENN
EDWARD & SUSAN GRASSO
CHAS EMMEH HALLIDAY
CHARLES HALTIWANGER
NED & DORIS HAMMEH
MR & MRS WILBUR KHAMMEn
G R HARLEY
JOE A HARRIS INC
MR & MRS WALTER L HAYS III
ROBERT HIX






TODD & DEBRA KELLER
BOB & DARRELL KIMBRELL
HARRY W KINARD
MR & MRS J R KING
JOHN L KING JR
MR & MRS JEFFREY K LANCASTER
KEN LANCASTER













CHARLES 8. TERESA MOORE
HERBERT B MOORE JR
PHILIP C MORROW









PAUL EDWARD PARRIS II
PEPSI COLA SOUTH
PEHIT CONST CO INC #1
MRS ANDREW (JACK) PEHY
THOMAS M POAG
POWELL DRY WALL CO
CURTIS A PRICE
ARNOLD J RAMSEY
MRS MRS JOHN A RHODES
TERRY D RIDINGS
RAY JAN, AMY ROBERTS
DELPHINEQUEREUX
OREN J ROBINEHE JR
JOHN H ROBUCK
J/B/G ROSENLUND/M OZBURN
MRS HAROLD R RUBEL
WILLIAM C SCHWARTZ














MOORE STODDARD STODDARD &
WOOD







MR & MRS JERRY E TAYLOR
MR & MRS JIMMY TAYLOR











VAHL & BETTY WILSON
SUMTER
PORTER H ADAMS SR
A D JR & JOE ALLBRinON
ROBERT E BATTEN
DR JOHN J BRinON JR
SUSAN & LARRY CHAPMAN
THOMAS A CUTTING
E M DUBOSE













E H LYNAM CONSTRUCTION INC




DR JOHN W SHAW
D LESLIE TINDAL
TRIPLE C FARMS
EUGENE K WESTON JR
DR CHARLES H WHITE
STEVE AND MARY WINDHAM
UNION
MR AND MRS FLOYD W ALLEN
BUTCH GREENE
MR AND MRS ARTHUR L GREGORY
HS HARRIS JR












MR & MRS CHARLES B MCALISTER
VONNIE P SMITH
ERIC K WILSON SR
YORK
W L ABERNATHY JR
WILLIAM R ADKINS
MR & MRS RONALD L ALEXANDER
MR & MRS PAUL ALLRED
MR & MRS DAVID E ANGEL
SARA B ASHE
V A BALLARD
THOMAS E BANKHEAD JR
EDWIN L BARNES
JOHN M BARNES
ARNOLD L BATCHELOR JR DMD
JAMES W BLACK
Bob Sharpe
LTG PAUL E BLACKWELL
THURMOND C BONNER
JAMES W BROWN & MICHAEL A
VAUGHAN
FRANK S CAMPBELL
ROBERT E CARTER JR
CATAWBA ANIMAL CLINIC PA
THE CATOS/JULIA, LEW & PAM
GERALD WCAUGHMAN
KEN CLONTZ







JAMES T PARIS JR
MR & MRS MALCOLM FAULKENBERRY
SAMUEL TRACY FERGUSON JR
STEPHEN FERGUSON








TOM & SHIRLEY HAMRICK
EDWARD H HARVEY
MICHELLE AND JOE HATCHEH
WILLIAM K HAWFIELD
LEWIS W HICKS
NEELY MCFADDEN HOLLIS JR
DR DAVID HOLMAN JR
JAMES T JACKSON






LEE, JULIA, JULEE & CODY LEOPARD
DAVID C LESLIE JR
JOHN A & CAROLYN B LESSLIE
R JOHN M LITTLE JR




ROBERT F MCELVEEN JR
MR 8, MRS D GREGORY MCGINNIS
MR 8, MRS C E 'TED" MELTON
MR 8. MRS RANDALL D MERRELL
JAMES TMILLEN
GERALD T MODE
ROGER 8, JOYCE NEELANDS
MRS ROBERT E NORRIS





WILLIAM R PURSLEY JR
HORACE T RABON SR
HULIC B RAHERREE
JAMES C RHEA JR
ROCK HILL SURGICAL ASSOCIATES




ROBBY 8, MARY BETH SHEALY
SHERER DENTAL LABORATORY INC
MR & MRS CRAIG LSHIPMAN
ROBERT T 8> JOY H SIMRIL
BEN R SMITH JR






SUNBELT THREAD S PACKAGING.INC
THOMAS WTEMPLETON SR
CRAIG THOMAS
TRIPLEH • KING 8. ASSOC INC
WTVICKSR
N RICHARD WATKINS JR
MR AND MRS JAMES HWELDON
DAVID P WHITE JR
ED AND JANE WHITE
JOHN B WHITESIDE
JEANIE 8, TIM WRITTEN
ROBERTO WILLIAMS










WILLIAM S BAKER III
BILL BARRINEAU
MICHAEL KBARRINEAU
MR & MRS MARION B BEASON
CHARLES TBEEMERMD








RONALD K & STEVEN W BOYD
CARL 8 BRABHAM
JACK A BRADFORD
DENNIS L BRADLEY JR
PHILLIP V BRADLEY
JIM BRANCH
THOMAS M BRITTAIN JR
TOM & DELSEY BROWN
STEVE AND PAHY BRUCE





HARRY E BYAS JR
ROBERT A BYERSJR
ROBERT C CANTER
MAX AND ELLEN GARLAND




TRACY R CAUTHEN JR
DONALD L CHARLES
















DU PONT CO -PS, IP
BRENDA & TOM DUKES
KEITH EADES
E ROBERT ECKLEY III
THOMAS J EDMONDS
MCCOY ELLISON




ROBERT KENNETH 8, JILL FLINT
TIFFANY AND JOE FRANKS
CHARLES W GALLMAN SR
N E GARVIN





DR JOE B GODFREY
B F GOODRICH
MR & MRS RALPH W GRANT &
MR & MRS RONALD W GRANT
MAH & ROSE ELLEN GROSS
LUCIUS MILLARD HAIR JR




CHARLES R HARPER JR
H WALTER HARVEY III
CLIFF HAHAWAY




MR & MRS DON K HILL
HARRY L HILL
JEFFREY AND STEPHANIE HOLLAND
ROBIN H HOOD
MR & MRS PATRICK H HOPKINS
NAT A HOWELL
KENNETH W HOWILER





MRS JOHNS JENKINS JR
ROBERT JETER
MRS FRED A JOHNSON














FRANCIS A LAWTON III
HOWARD E LEE III
P J & SUSAN LEGNEHI
JAMES F LEUCK
MRS FRANCES LEWIS
TOM & PEGGY LIHLE
OW LIVINGSTON
ROBERT H LIVINGSTON
DAVID C LOCKWOOD JR
ROY A MAJORS









MR & MRS KENNETH A MCLEOD
JAMES H MCMILLAN MD
MILESAMCMURRY
MR & MRS PHILIP K MCNAIR IV
MR AND MRS JAMES B MILLER
RANDY MILLER JR
MICHAEL S MITCHAM
GARREn J MOBLEY JR
JIMMY H MOORE
TOM R MORRIS JR













CHARLES AND LYNN PRICE
JOHN M PRICE JR
PERSON AND MITCHELL PRICE
MR & MRS PHILLIP SPRINGE
JACKIE S PUTNAM





FERMAN CALVIN RIDDLE JR
RALPH D ROBERTS
MR & MRS CECIL ROBINSON
JEFFREY B & AMY D ROBSON
FLOYD 8, SUSAN ROGERS
JACK H ROGERS JR
JIM & JUDY ROSAMOND
RICHARD WARD RUTLAND
MICHAEL F & RION H SCANLAN III
JOHN W SEABORN
JOHN & JOY SELF
ROBERT C SHELL
JOHN W SHERARD





JAMES WILBER SMITH JR
JOHN M SMITH III
MICHAEL OMSTED SMITH
STOWE'S FISH CAMP

















GARLAND L & BARBARA WHITLOCK
GREGORY STEVEN WHIH
JIMS BETSY WILLIAMS
MRS DAVID K WILLIS
BRUCE PWOFFORD





ALVIN A ADAMS SR
JIMMY ADDISON
BRUCE ALBEA CONTRACTING
G FERD & JULE ALSBROOKS
JOHN & JANE AMES
DOROTHY W ANDERSON
JOHN K ANDERSON
JOHN W& ANNE L ARMSTRONG
JEFFERY R BANISH
CHRISTOPHER A BARBIERI
MR & MRS WILLIAM J BARNEn
THOMAS OSBORN BARNWELL JR
SAM J BATSON
MR & MRS JOHN P BEASON
JOHN T BENNETT
ELIZABETH AND CHRIS BERNAT
LULABELLE K BIRT
PAUL & BARBARA BOWEN
J C (DOC) BRADHAM
JEFFREY S CALHOUN
ROBERT A CALHOUN JR
CLIFFORD D CANNON JR
M GLENN CARTER
WCCHILDERS MEMORIAL





WILLIAM H CRAVEN JR
THOMAS M CRENSHAW
MICHAEL B CREWS
FRED E CULVERN III






MR & MRS D KIM EASTERLING
DR&MRS JOHN F ELLENBERG
MR & MRS HOWARD FARMER JR
JOHN FERNANDEZ
JAMES R GADD
THOMAS G GAILLARD JR




FRANCIS & BEVERLY GEORGE
JOHN T GIBBS JR
GARNEHJGIESLERJR MD
MR & MRS RICK GLOVER
DOUG & RHONDA GRAY
JACK GRAY
EARLE& CAMELLIA GREENE
LTC EDWARD J GREENE
JOYCELYN & DON HAIRSTON
JOHN C HALLFORD
JEFFREY & JANET HALLIBURTON
JACK A HAMILTON



















MR & MRS CARROLL HUHO
GERALD M KAISER
MR & MRS LAMAR KENNEDY








BRIAN J & DIANA LUNSFORD
C W MAFFEH JR
GREGORY D MARTIN MD
LEVON MARTIN
MR & MRS ROBBY D MARTIN
GERALD R MASSEY III





MIKE & APRIL MITCHELL
MR & MRS GARY MORELLI
HAMID & CINDY NAJAFI
MICHAEL M & LUANNE NEWTON
GERALD F OBERHOLTZER
R D OWENS/KENT OWENS
MR & MRS WILLIAM H PARKER JR
BENSON CLAYTON PARRISH JR
R W PAnERSON
HELEN N POSTON






MR & MRS HERBERT R ROWLAND
HAROLD A/CHERYL/DARRYL ROWLEY














MRS HT THOMPSON JR
HT THOMPSON III
WILLIAM FTHORNELOE
WILLIAM B TIMMERMAN JR
ORON & RUTH ELLEN TROHER
ROBERT F UNSER
ROBERT DOUGLAS VAN WINGERDEN
TRIPP WARD





LARRY E & JUDY H YONCE





SARAH H & JIMMY L ASBILL
RAY & SONYA BARKER
WILLIAM TBARNEH
NEIL G BATES






BOB & NANCY BROWN
JOHN D BUCKLEY
HENRY N CALHOUN







MR & MRS T DAVID CHURCH, JR
TERRY CLYNE
ROBERT G COMBS





HERMAN L DIXON JR
MR & MRS R L DOANE
DR J R EDWARDS/LARRY SWEAT
THOMAS W EDWARDS III
MR & MRS CLIFF ELLIS
















KYLE & ERIN HOLMOUIST
HUGH F HOLSON
CHARLES E HUGHES JR
MR AND MRS TERRY A HUNT
HAMP & PEGGY HUNTER
GREGORY C JAYNES
DR EDWIN LEE JONES III
DONNA M JONES
ERIC M KIEL
DR & MRS M W KILGORE
F E KIRKLEY JR
ROBERT B KIRKPATRICK




JOHN J LAROCHE III
BEN AND JAN LAWRIMORE
JEREMY M LEHMANN
HARRY E LINDLER
COL JAMES W LLOYD
ICKI MCCARTNEY
DR ROBERT C MCDANIEL





EUGENE F MOXLEY JR
SCOTT A NORRIS





ROBERT L PINSON JR














MRS JAMES A SMITH JR
JAMES F SMITH
MR & MRS KENNETH L SMITH
MITCHELL B SMITH
MISS LOUISE SNELLINGS
MR & MRS CHARLES G SPRAH
RODMAN T SPRUILL
GUY P STANLEY
JAMES E TALIAFERRO II
JIM &RIXINE TALIAFERRO
LARRY R TANT/MARTIN R TANT
WAYNE R THOMPSON
MACKEY TOOLE
MR AND MRS GEORGE TRASK
WILLIAM N TURNER
STUART E VANMETER






















The Best Quality, Style, Selection
And Service In The Carolinas
For Over 30 Years c v
Choose from one of the largest selections of diamonds and fine
jewelry in the Carolinas. Quality, Style, Selection, Service ... all
at the guaranteed lowest prices in the Carolinas.
We're working hard to be Your Jeweler.
THE CAROLINAS' DIAMOND SOURCE
©1998 S-VC
(Lineman) (Kicker)
Gatorade proudly supports college football




Safe Digging Information for Residents, Contractors
and Anyone Planning to Dig in South Carolina





Out of the Huddle
at Clemson Complex
Comes Our Dream Team'
With All the Bestselling
Bed Sheets!
And We're Back
In the End Zone!
Score! WESTPOINTSTEVENS
WcsiPoint Sievcns Int is a home ^ashll)n^ tunsumcr prudutts company, with a comprehen-
sive line of branded and litcnsed producis for (he bedroom and baihroom Thc Company l^
vcnically mtcgraicd, and \s ihc nation's leading manufatiurcr and marketer ot bed Imens, low-
cls, comforters, and other accessories ihai arc sold in retail outlets throughout the world
WesiPoint Stevens' home fashions consumc'r products are marketed under ihc well-known
brand names ofATELIER MARTEX', MARTEX', UTICA", S^FEVENS*. LADY PEPPERELL' and VEl
LLIX', and under licensed designer labels, including RALPH LAUREN HOME COLLECTION
SANDERSON, HALSTON and STAR WARS
The National Bank Of South Carolina
It's Your Money. We just make it easier to manage. Le'nSerMember F.D.I.C.
Clemson's Anthony Simmons was one of the five ACC players picked
among the first 15 players selected in the 1998 NFL Draft.
• The ACC had five of the first 15 players
and seven of the first 19 taken in the
1998 NFL draft. The seven first-round
selections were the second most in
league history.
• The ACC has had 15 first-round draft
choices in the last two years, the most in
a two-year period in conference history,
and more than any other conference.
The SEC is second to the ACC in first-
round picks the last two years with 14,
while the Big 12 is third with eight.
• The ACC had 29 players drafted overall
in 1998, third highest among confer-
ences. Eight of the nine schools had at
least one pick and they went to 23 differ-
ent NFL teams.
• The ACC has long been a conference
with a strong tradition when it comes to
linebackers. Four of the ACC's first eight
selections were linebackers in 1 998 and
overall, six ACC linebackers were cho-
sen, including Clemson's Anthony
Simmons, who was the 15th pick of the
entire draft by the Seattle Seahawks.
• Over the last two years, 1 1 ACC line-
backers have been selected, including
seven within the first three rounds.
• The ACC has had at least one first-
round selection in 10 consecutive NFL
drafts and in 19 of the last 20. Florida
State leads in first-round selections with
21, while Clemson is second with 18.
The Tigers have had 1 68 players drafted
in history, including five in 1998.
• There were only 13 teams nationally
who had at least five selections and the
ACC had three of those teams. Florida
State, North Carolina and Clemson all
had at least five draft choices in 1 998.
• For each of the last two years, the ACC
placed 1 1 former players in the NFL Pro
Bowl. Only the Pac-10 with 17 selec-
tions had more Pro Bowl selections than
the ACC in 1997. Clemson has had
seven of those 22 ACC Pro Bowl selec-
tions over the last two years, including
Levon Kirkland and Chester
McGlockton, who have gone each of the
last two seasons.
• The ACC had a conference record six
consensus Ail-Americans in 1997, tied
with the Big 12 for the most consensus
Ail-Americans. The list included
Clemson's Anthony Simmons, who was
a first-team selection by Associated
Press, the Football Coaches Association
and Sporting News. The ACC has had
10 consensus first-team All-America
selections over the last two seasons.
• Overall, the ACC had 1 6 different players
earn, first, second or third-team All-
America honors in 1997.
• A total of 154 former players from the
nine ACC schools played in 1997 in the
NFL during the regular season or post-
season.
• The ACC is the nation's second win-
ningest conference in bowl games over
the years. The league has a combined
.540 winning percentage (79-67-5) in
bowl games. Over the last eight years
the ACC is the only conference in the
country to have each of its member
schools play in a bowl game.
• Georgia Tech, Clemson and Florida
State all rank among the top 15 schools
in the history of the game in bowl win-
ning percentage (given a minimum of 15
appearances).
• In the decade of the 1990s, ACC teams
have posted the nation's second best
non-conference winning percentage.
The ACC is 176-92-4 against non-
league foes since 1 990.
• The ACC is one of only two conferences
to capture three or more national football
championships since 1980. Clemson
won the title in 1981 , while Georgia Tech
took the crown in 1 990 and Florida State
was number-one in 1993. Maryland also
won the National Championship in 1953,
giving the ACC four different schools
who have been number-one at the end
of a season.
• The 1997 season marked the ninth
straight year that the ACC has had at
least four teams participate in bowl
games.
• ACC Football has drawn at least 2.2 mil-
lion fans for seven straight years. ACC
teams played to 85 percent of their sta-
dium capacity in 1997.
• Twelve times in the last 1 8 years an ACC
member school has claimed the CFA
Academic Achievement Award, which is
awarded to the CFA institution with the
highest graduation rate among mem-
bers of its football team.
• Eighty percent of ACC football games
involving conference teams are on tele-
vision. Clemson has averaged 10 tele-
vised games per year the last three
years to rank among the national lead-
ers in that category. That should be the
case again this year. As many as 10
games are expected to be seen on
national or regional TV this year, includ-
ing the Georgia Tech game on ESPN on
Thursday, November 12th.
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No TV Coverage? No Radio Coverage? No Problem!
Hear Clemson Tigers
games over your telephone for FREE* with TEAMLINE!
No matter how far away you live from your favorite team - you
could always hear the live play-by-play of every Clemson
Tigers game over your telephone by calling TEAMLINE®. Now
you can hear the games for FREE* and save money on your
long distance bill at the same time. TRZ Long Distance costs
just 10.90 per minute any time, any day from anywhere in the
U.S. It's one of the lowest residential rate available. But TRZ
LD has more than just great long distance rates • we've got
your favorite team's games for FREE*.
If you agree to switch your long distance to TRZ LD from your
current carrier, you will get 2 FREE minutes of TEAMLINE® calls
for every dollar you spend on your bng distance bill. If your
nnonthly long distance bill is just $50 per month, you will eam
1 ,200 FREE minutes per year which is enough to listen to 10
football, baseball or hockey games or 20 basketball games.
Just dial 1 -800-225-5321 to sign up for FREE TEAMLINE®
minutes and see how much you will save per month. Best of all
a percentage of your total long distance bill is paid to your
favorite team to help support their athletic program!
If you are not Interested in changing your long distance to
TRZ LD but still want to use TEAMLINE® to hear Clemson
Tigers games live - No Problem! Just dial 1-800-846-4700 and
enter 0665 as your team code. Charge the call to your Visa or
Mastercard and listen to every exciting play as it's broadcast
live over your telephone from your team's flagship radio
station. You can listen as long as you like, arid pay only for the
time you listen. You can even buy a Season Ticket and pay as
little as 250 per minute. Have a group of friends over and
share the cost by listening on a speakerphone the games
will sound like FM radk). You can call from any phone - home,
office, car, hotel, even a pay phone.
The 800 number worths from anywhere in the U.S. If you want
to call from outside the U.S. - just direct dial 330-374-6300. So
no matter where you are, even when traveling, TEAMLINE®
can get you into a front row seat for every game. For more
infomiation with no obligation call 1-800-225-5321 today!
Clemson Tigers
Call: 800-846-4700 Ext. 0665
'To qualily for FREE TEAMLINE minutes, cutlomera must sutooibe k) THZ LD la • mMmun of 1 y«« at < rate o( 10.9c pef mlnul«. MenuHan*!, C<n*dl«n, Mtakan and H«wdl customffs are not eUglUe at this time and must
use TEAMLINE's pay-to^isten services using a Visa or Mastercard, hiernaicnal and Canadian callers must access TEAMLINE by dked ifaing 330-374.6300 at a rale ol 2S« per miHile plus their long distance charges. TRZ
LD customers wil eam 2 minutes ol FREE TEAMLINE usage lor every dolar ol long dstance usage kcm Iteir home telephone eadi mond. Anf additional TEAMLINE usage each month beyond any free minutes earned wi\
bt charged on customer's montil/ TRZ LD lelephorw bil at a rale of 1 St per minute.
BB&T
¥)u can tellwe wantyourbusiness.
SBBB^THE ^
Coolins Center^ FROM GRIFFIN
WE MAKE
ANY VEHICLE COOL.
AIR CONDITIONING & RADIATOR SALES, SERVICE,
REPAIR & PARTS FOR YOUR PERSONAL CAR OR TRUCK, FLEETS,









At Ryder, we offer the most complete portfolio of solutions
to meet all your transportation needs.
Some of our services include:
Maintenance and Leasing - Customized Leasing, Lease Financing, Contract Maintenance Services, and
Vehicle Management Services
Vehicle Support Services - Safety Services, On Board Technology, Environmental Services and Insurance
Distribution Management - Fleet Management Services, Carrier Management, Dedicated Contract Carriage
Commercial Rental - Truck, Tractor and Trailer Rental, National Rental, Commercial Rental Guarantee
Vehicle Sales - Road Ready Used Vehicle Sales, Used Vehicle Financing, Vehicle Disposal
Ryder also provides a free Fleet Cost Analysis to help you make the best decisions
for your transportation requirements.







'99 F-Series. Now with four doors standard.






All Year Dates Available
ClemsonA&M Ring Also Available
Order your Clemson University Ring on football
Saturdays at the Clemson University Bookstore.
For a brochure on styles and prices please
contact Clemson University Bookstore,
Clemson, South Carolina 29632
Tel. 864/656-2050.
ij^HERFF JONES








Check local television listings for the


























At The Corner Of















1932 Cedar Ln. Rd.
Behind Blockbuster at
Hunt's Bridge at Cedar Ln.
Sludeitf-Athlele Enrichmerrf
Clemson University's commitment to provide
its student-athletes witti the very best of facilities
is evident in many ways. From the soaring upper
decks of Memorial Stadium, to the state-of-the-art
strength training facility, young men and women
from all 19 of Clemson's varsity sports have the
very best in facilities for training and competition.
Vickery Hall is no exception, as the $3 million
structure is as impressive aesthetically as any of
the other facilities. But the importance of Vickery
Hall to the Clemson University Athletic Depart-
ment is not found in the structure itself, but in the
many programs that the building houses.
Vickery Hall opened in the spring of 1991 and
was the first in the country built solely for the all-
around education of student-athletes. The
two-story, 27,000 square -foot building is open
throughout the day and into the evening to ac-
commodate the extended schedules of
student-athletes.
The mission of the Student-Athlete Enrich-
ment Programs is to monitor, guide, and encour-
age student-athletes to fulfill their long term goal,
and to achieve their academic and career poten-
tial.
Vickery Hall focuses on three primary areas to
meet the student-athlete's needs.
ACADEMIC SUPPORT
Clemson's Student-Athlete Enrichment Pro-
grams have provided one of the best academic
support and advising programs in the nation.
The proof is in the statistics. A record number
of Clemson student-athletes made the academic
honor roll in 1997. Nine of Clemson's 13 Sports
programs had a higher GPA than the student
body average in the 1997 Spring semester.
Twenty Clemson football players were on the
ACC academic honor roll for the 1996-97 aca-
demic year, an all-time record. The Tiger football
team had an all-time record GPA for the entire
year in 1997-98. The Academic Counselor per-
forms a variety of duties to track academic
progress. Their duties include providing assis-
tance in registration and priority scheduling, con-
tacting faculty, personally checking classes, re-
cording information, counseling sessions with
student-athletes, providing diagnostic testing, and
directing career aspirations.
One of the most prestigious programs that
has received recognition essential to the growth
of Vickery Hall is the tutorial program.
The Student-Athlete Enrichment Program has
been granted a Level 1 certification from the
College of Reading and Learning Association,
International Tutor Certification Program. Of the
160 programs certified by CRLA, the Clemson
Student-Athlete Enrichment Program is one of
three student-athlete programs in the country to
achieve this distinction.
Having tutor certification enables student-
athletes to be provided the highest quality of
academic assistance possible. Approximately
80 tutors are hired to provide academic support in
the many subject areas offered.
The Department of Student-Athlete Enrich-
ment Programs has recognized the need for
students to have access to high-quality comput-
ing equipment and has made a commitment to
provide the student-athletes at Clemson with the
largest computer lab in the country. Located on
the first floor of Vickery Hall is the Department of
Student-Athlete Enrichment Programs' Microcom-
puter Laboratory. The lab is open seven days a
week, for 16 hours on Monday through Thursday
and limited time on Saturday and Sunday During
exam periods the lab hours are extended.
The lab staff has a full-time computer man-
ager in Steve Coleman, and also graduate stu-
dents, many of whom are pursuing advanced
degrees in computer science. Lab staff members
are available for tutoring of any Computer Sci-
ence course, as well as the many management,
engineering and business courses that deal with
personal computers.
The Student-Athlete Enrichment Program is
committed to providing state-of-the-art comput-
ing facilities. New computers have recently been
purchased bringing the lab to a state of the art
facility. Over 40 computers are available for
student-athletes.
All computers are fully connected to the
internet allowing for access of computers through-
out the world for research and communication.
PERSONAL GROWTH PROGRAM
One of the most important programs that
helps student-athletes reach their full potential
and engage successfully in this college experi-
ence is the Personal Growth and Development
Program.
The purpose of this program is to assist the
student-athlete in making a successful transition
into his/her university and athletic life. These
programs will provide the student-athlete the
opportunity to examine and explore issues and
topics pertaining to his/her values, personal health
and wellness, behavior, and goals. The specific
topics will encompass both general transition
issues and specific athletic issues as well.
CAREER ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
The Career Assistance Program provides stu-
dent-athletes an opportunity to fulfill career aspi-
rations by participating in various career semi-
nars offered by the staff at Vickery Hall. The
philosophy of this program is to provide
student-athletes with job searching skills and
strategies, internships, practicum experience as
well as summer employment. These programs
are designed to address specific career opportu-
nities through a program that uses each year to
gain information on the student-athletes.
By using the resources available to the Uni-
versity, Alumni Center and the Athletic Depart-
ment, the staff is working to establish a network
of businesses, companies, and executives who
will help assist with The Summer Employment
Assistance Program. The program's main goal is
to provide the student-athlete with job experience
and a work history, which he or she can apply to
his or her academic discipline.
The Career Assistance Program is coordi-
nated from the academic colleges, the Place-
ment Center, and through the Athletic Depart-
ment contacts. This program is designed to
better prepare the student-athlete for full-time


















Punt Return Yards: 126


















by Ray Yauger vs. Wake Forest, 10-18-69
by Raymond Priester vs. Duke, 11-11-95
by Tony Home vs. Florida State, 9-20-97
by Rodney Williams vs. N.C. State, 10-24-87
by Nealon Greene vs. Virginia, 10-11-97
by Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 11-22-47
by Nealon Greene vs. UTEP 10-4-97
by Jimmy Addison vs. Virginia, 9-24-66
by Mike Eppley vs. Virginia (10-8-83)
by Charlie Waters vs. Alabama, 10-25-69
by Perry Tuttle vs. Maryland, 11-14-81
by Tony Home vs. Appalachian State, 9-6-97
by Tony Home vs. Florida State, 9-20-97
by Perry Tuttle vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81
by Dreher Gaskin vs. Auburn, 11-21-53
by Tony Home vs. UTER 10-4-97
by Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 11-22-47
by Donnell Woolford vs. Ga. Tech, 9-26-87
by John Shields vs. Alabama, 10-25-69
by Jeff Davis vs. N. Carolina, 1 1 -8-80
by Kit Jackson vs. Wake Forest, 10-30-65
by Brian Dawkins vs. Duke, 11-11 -95
by many (last by Rahim Abdullah vs. Furman,
9-7-96)
by Michael Dean Perry vs. N.C. St, 10-24-87
by Steve Durham vs. Maryland, 9-15-79
By Opponent
by Charlie Wysocki, Maryland, 9-15-79
by Don McCauley, N. Carolina, 11-14-70
by Corey Croom, Ball State, 9-5-92
by Ted Brown, N.C. State, 11-25-75
by Peter Warrick, Florida State, 9-20-97
by Kip Allen, The Citadel, 10-4-86
by Bob Davis, Virginia, 9-24-66
by Stan Gelbaugh, Maryland, 11-16-85
by Henley Carter, Duke, 10-19-68
by Peter Warrick, Florida State, 9-20-97
by Stan Gelbaugh, Maryland, 11-16-85
by Ross Browner, Notre Dame, 11-12-77
Nealon Greene holds the
Clemson record in Memorial
Stadium for pass completions






































Interception Ret. Yds.: 110
Punt Retum Yards: 227






vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81
vs. Virginia, 10-21-72
vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81
vs. Presbyterian, 9-22-45
vs. Presbyterian, 9-22-45





vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81




vs. Wake Forest, 11-2-85
vs. Wake Forest, 10-29-77
vs. Furman, 11-21-42
vs. Pensacola N.A.S., 10-13-45
vs. Wake Forest, 10-29-77
vs. South Carolina, 11-23-68
vs. Georgia, 9-19-81
vs. Wake Forest, 11-21-59
vs. Georgia Tech, 9-26-87
vs. Alabama, 10-25-69
vs. Furman, 9-7-96
vs. N.C. State, 10-24-87
vs. The Citadel, 10-4-86
This 78 yard punt return for a touchdown was a large portion of the
126 punt return yards Donnell Woolford had in 1987 against Georgia
Tech that established a Memorial Stadium record.
First Downs: 29 by
by
Rushes: 74 by
Rushing Yards: 409 by
Rushing Average: 7.0 by
Rushing TDs: 6 by
Pass Attempts: 58 by
Pass Completions: 27 by
Passing Yards: 361 by
Passing TDs: 3 by
Total Offense: 546 by
Yards/Play: 8.4 by
Fumbles: 9 by
Fumbles Lost: 6 by
Penalties: 16 by
Penalty Yards: 127 by
Punts: 15 by
Punt Average: 57.3 by
Intercepts by: 6 by
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Fast and formidable, 275-pound linebacker Levon Kirkland
was one free agent the Steelers couldn't afford to let go
Reprinted courtesy of SPORTS ILLUS-
TRATED July 13, 1998. Copyright 1998,
Time Inc. "Heavy Hitter" by Leigh
Montville. All rights reserved.
Levon Kirkland writes letters to God.
Every Sunday during the football season
he writes a letter before he goes to Three
Rivers Stadium or wherever the
Pittsburgh Steelers are playing that after-
noon. The letter writing has become a rit-
ual.
"I guess it's cheaper than going to a
psychiatrist," the 29-year-old inside line-
bacl<er says. "I write maybe a full page. It
gives me a chance to focus my thoughts.
I read it over, think about it, then rip up the
letter and throw it away and go to the
game."
"Then he crushes some heads," says
Mason Ashe, Kirkland's agent.
"Then I crush some heads," the line-
backer agrees.
In six years of writing letters- and
crushing heads- Kirkland has followed a
remarkably ascendent career path. Since
joining Pittsburgh in 1992 as a second-
round draft choice from Clemson, he has
developed into a two-time Pro Bowl
selection and the Steelers' most impor-
tant defensive presence, a 6'1", 275-
pound bruiser with the tiptoe finesse of a
ballerina. He can stop the run with his
size and cover the pass with his speed
and grace. He is a football aberration, too
big to do the many things he somehow
does.
In April, Pittsburgh rewarded him for
his success with a four-year contract
extension. The team that's been reluctant
to overpay its veterans since the start of
unrestricted free agency in 1993 - the
Steelers have lost 35 free agents since
then - will pay Kirkland $25.3 million in
the next five years. He is the highest paid
linebacker in the NFL.
"Have you written any letter to God
since April?" he is asked.
"Hah," the big man replies. " I've been
writing Him so often There's a lot to be
thankful for."
Maybe it's time God knew a little bit
more about this faithful correspondent.
Hey, maybe it's time everyone knew
more.
A report to God (and everyone else)
on Levon Kirkland: He is home for the off-
season with his new millions, back in tiny
Lamar, S.C., surrounded by tobacco
fields and cotton fields, back in the frame
house where he grew up as the seventh
of eight kids and the youngest of four
sons. He is not visiting; he is home. He
sleeps in the same boyhood bedroom; he
has never really left. "I wanted to get in
touch with him last week," Ashe says.
"His mother left a note on his pillow, so he
could see it when he came in. It was kind
of, you know, sweet."
"What's the matter?" Kirkland says in
a deep voice of mock threat. "You think
there's something strange about a 29-
year-old bachelor who lives with his mom
and dad?"
There will be residence changes in the
future. "O.K., 30 is the cutoff point - I
know that," Kirkland says. But why would
he want to be anywhere else? The
screen doors open and close, and broth-
ers and sisters, nieces and nephews
come and go, visitors all day long.
Everyone else still lives in Lamar.
Everything somehow is the same.
"I changed your diapers," his sister
Sandra, 35, a teacher who's maybe a foot
shorter and 150 pounds lighter, says for
the 900th time. "Don't you forget it."
"We braided his hair," says another sis-
ter, Barbara, 40, also a teacher. "He had
the nicest hair in the family as a baby. We
were so sad when our father cut it that
first time."
The father, Levern, is a tough little knot
of a man. He runs a no-nonsense house-
hold that only in recent years has been
relaxed a bit. ("You see all those little
branches on those pine trees?" he says.
"You get one of those down and use it.
That's my philosophy of raising children.")
Until his retirement last week, Levern was
a custodian at Lamar High; he is still a
barber on Friday nights and all day
Saturday, and the pastor of the Lamar
Church of God on Sunday. When he
moves into a room, voices are lowered.
Even the voice of the highest-paid line-
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Levon Kirkland has been an NFL Pro-
Bowl selection each of the last two
seasons.
backer in the NFL.
"When I played in high school, I had to
ask him every day if I could stay after
school for practice," Levon says. "My
brothers played before me. They had to
ask too. I even had to ask if I could play
the games. He always said yes, but we
had to ask."
"I think he's missed one day of work.
He was a truck driver for a long time and
got laid off. The next day he got a job as
a custodian. I think he must be the most
respected custodian in history. Everyone
would say, 'Hello, Mr. Kirkland. Yes, Mr.
Kirkland. No, Mr. Kirkland.' I finally per-
suaded him to retire from that job. I was
at the high school [recently], and he was
cutting lawn. I said, 'Hey, you're retiring
on Tuesday, what are you doing?' He said
the lawn needed to be cut. That's the way
he is."
Levon's position in the family was
unique. The rest of his brothers and sis-
ters seemed to be linked together in small
alliances through either age or gender.
Levon was a late arrival. The brother
closest to him in age, Albert, is five years
older and joined the Army immediately
after high school. His nearest sister,
Angela, two years older, was- according
to Levon- "too prissy." He always thought
of himself as an only child. He developed
the imagination of an only child.
"I played by myself in the front yard
every day," he says. "I played football
games against myself. I had a milk car-
ton for a ball. I was the quarterback, the
wide receiver, everybody. I'd throw the
ball to myself. I'd straight-arm the trees.
I'd tackle the trees! I announced the
games. I called the penalties. I created
two high schools - Jefferson High and
Lincoln High - and they always played for
the championship. J.J. Miller was the
quarterback. Randy Jackson was the
wide receiver. I'd be shouting about J.J.
Miller and Randy Jackson, people and
schools that didn't exist, and my sisters
would look out the windows at me, trying
to figure what I was doing. Isn't that
right?"
"We thought he was crazy," Barbara
says.
"Crazy," his mother, Helen, agrees.
He moved into actual football at the
real high school. It was a small school, a
small team, maybe 35 kids on the roster,
so he wound up playing most of the same
positions in reality that he had played in
his mind. He was a wide receiver, a tight
end, a linebacker, a punt returner, a kick-
off returner. In the winter he played bas-
ketball. In the spring he ran track and
high-jumped. There was no great rush for
his services when he was a senior, but a
scout from Clemson had noticed him at a
playoff game and offered a scholarship.
He arrived at college weighing 205
pounds and left at 240. He became a
weight-room demon, a pass-rushing out-
side linebacker on teams that won 39
games in his four years. As a junior he
was a finalist for the Butkus Award as the
nation's top linebacker. He was still avail-
able in the second round of the '92 draft
because the pros wondered where to
line him up.
"He played pretty much like a
defensive end in college," Pittsburgh
director of football operations Tom
Donahoe says. "So he had a lot to
learn when he came here, and we
moved him inside. He had to switch
from a down position to a standing
up, from the outside to the inside.
That took his entire first season.
The only times he played were on
special teams, but he was learning
during all that time."
The rest has been that steady,
upward progression. A quiet pro-
gression. He didn't wrestle like
teammate Kevin Greene. He didn't
collect snakes like Chad Brown. He
didn't know taekwondo like Greg
Lloyd. There wasn't a convenient
hook to his story. He was just foot-
ball. His breakthrough came after
Greene signed with the Carolina
Panthers for free-agent money in
May 1996 and after Lloyd went
down in the '96 opener with a sea-
son-ending knee injury. Brown would
leave for the Seattle Seahawks the
following off-season, but
Kirkland was already an every-
down player. He flourished.
"The game a lot of people
have pointed to in Levon's
development was the Super
Bowl in 1996," Steelers coach
Bill Cowher says of the game in
which Kirkland had eight tackles
and a sack and helped hold the
Dallas Cowboys' Emmitt Smith
to 49 yards rushing. "We bring
our inside linebackers a lot as
blitzers and also have them
drop back- so he has to do a lot.
It's something special for a guy
who has [that kind of] size to be
able to do that."
By last season he was call-
ing the signals and was the
leading tackier (95 solo stops)
and tied for second in sacks
(five) on a defense that ranked
No. 1 in the NFL against the run
Never was his versatility more evi-
dent than in the AFC
Championship Game, a 24-21
loss to the Denver Broncos.
Kirkland had 1 1 tackles, a sack and an
interception. He has become a constant.
He hasn't missed a game in college or
the pros.
Every year the family has followed
Levon to Pittsburgh for the home opener.
Kirkland is ranlted fourth in Clemson history in
career sacks with 19 and seventh in career tack-
les for loss with 40.
Kirkland was a two-time All-American while at
Clemson.
four or five vans filled with Kirklands for
the 10-hour trip. Every year he has fol-
lowed the same path in reverse at sea-
son's end. He has a house and a high-
profile life in Pittsburgh, but he has even
more in Lamar, with its one traffic light
and Piggly Wiggly. He has routine and
^ order and common sense. His
^ A father puts him in the barber chair
"~ and gives him a good trim and some
familiar words of advice. His mother
puts his clothes in his dresser. His
brothers and sisters put him in his
place.
He trains most days at the same
high school field where he practiced
as a kid. The grass is bleached by
the sun. The goalposts are rusted.
The track is nothing more than sand.
He runs his laps, runs his sprints,
alone. Nothing has changed.
"I love to come to this field to
work out," he says. "I hear the voic-
es of my high school coaches in my
head, encouraging me, telling me
things . . . Coach Stires, Coach
Poole, Coach Bell-they keep me
going. I don't mean to sound corny,
but this is kind of a spiritual place for
me. This is who I am."
Things have worked out O.K.,
God, for Levon Kirkland. Just fine.
Then, again, you probably know
that. From the letters.
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^P^tart a new Clemson football tradition!
Dine at "Seasons By The Lake" restaurant
before or after the game.
Our menu primarily features fresh Soutii Carolina products. We offer
a variety of selections as pleasing to the eye as to the palate.
We are an exciting part of the Madren Conference Center at Clemson
University. Located on the shore of Lake Hartwell, "Seasons" overlooks
the 18th green of The Walker Course.
Each season is dramatically displayed just outside of our window for
your dining pleasure. This spectacular view is the origin of our restaurant
name—"Seasons By The Lake".
The goal of the Tigers is to make game day victorious—our goal is to
make your taste of South Carolina an unforgettable dining experience!
Together we make a winning combination.
LllIMtll
1 1 :30 a.m.-2 p.m.
Monday-Saturday
1 1 :30 a.m. -2 p.m.
DIMNI]lt
5-9 :00 p.m., Monday-Thursday
5-10:00 p.m., Friday & Saturday
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MOTOWN
LEGENDS
The Tiger Band performs in its
traditional "CLEMSON" formation
during a game last season.
By Kimberly Johnson
Tiger Fever has hit the upstate, and no
one displays this louder than our very own
Tiger Band. The band that is Shakin' the
Southland has been around since the mid
'50s. It is has performed in front of millions
of fans at Clemson games, professional
football games, bowl parades and bowl
games. The Tiger Band is one of the few
bands in the country that performs at every
football game home or away and was the
first marching band in college history to
perform at a NASCAR Winston Cup Series
event.
The harmonizing tradition of the Tiger
Band continues still today. The band
recently released its first CD, entitled "Eye
Of The Tiger," which includes 26 of the
band's famous Tiger songs, such as the
Clemson Alma Mater, "Sock it To Em,"
"Tiger Rag" and "Eye of the Tiger". The CD
can be purchased for $15 plus $2.00 for
shipping and handling by contacting the
Tiger Band Office at 864-656-3380. All pro-
ceeds from the sale of CDs will be used to
help finance band scholarships.
Today's festivities will begin with the tra-
ditional pregame agenda. Tiger Band will
sound the "Orange Bowl March," as it spells
the famous script "Tigers." While getting
into their positions the band members
change the tune to "Tiger Rag" and the "i"
in Tigers will be dotted. Dotting the "i" this
afternoon is Jerry Handegan. Mr.
Handegan, a 1965 graduate of the industri-
al engineering program, is the Alumni
Association President. And of course, a
Clemson pregame show is not complete
without the famous "Washington Post,"
"God Bless America," "Star Spangled
Banner," and Clemson Alma Mater.
And just before the game is to begin,
Jolene Jordan-Hoover's 1997 Clemson
Volleyball team will be recognized on the
field. The Tigers claimed Clemson's first
ever ACC title in 1997.
The half-time show for today's game will
feature six Hall of Fame Inductees, plus
performances by the Virginia Tech Hokies
Marching Band and the Tiger Band.
Hall of Fame Day Inductees for the 1 998
year consist of six people from various
sports. Obed Ariri, the first inductee, is
Clemson's first Ail-American placekicker.
He tied or set nine NCAA records for field
goal kicking and scoring during his career.
At the time of his graduation he was the
NCAA all-time leader in career field goals
with 63, after leading the country with 23 as
a senior. Ariri was a two-sport athlete, often
playing football and soccer during the
same weekend. He was a seventh-round
draft pick for the Baltimore Colts in 1981
and played for the Tampa Bay Buccaneers
in 1984.
Chip Clark, a Tar Heel turned Tiger, par-
ticipated in four sports throughout his
career at Clemson. Clark, one of the origi-
nal members of the golf team, was an
extraordinary athlete. He went on to pursue
a career with Celanese Corp., where he
became Executive Vice President for Fiber
Marketing.
Eddis "Fireball" Freeman takes his place
in the Hall of Fame, as one of 1 5 athletes to
letter in three sports. Freeman lettered in
football, basketball, and baseball.
Kim Graham is a woman on the go. She
won a gold medal at the 1996 Olympics in
Atlanta, GA for her performance in the
4x100 relay Kim Graham was a 15-time
ACC Champion in four seaons.
Dillard Pruitt was a valuable player in
the sport of golf. He was a significant rea-
son that Clemson won the ACC champi-
onship in 1982. By the time of his departure
Clemson had participated in three NCAA
tournaments, including a number-five
national finish in 1983.
Bill Spiers, a Tiger willing to do anything
for his school answered the call when
Coach Danny Ford needed a punter.
Spiers, already an athlete playing baseball
excelled in football as well. In baseball,
Spiers was a First-Team AII-ACC and All-
American team member. After playing one
season of football, he had a 39.2 punting
average, which is ranked 12th on
Clemson's all-time list.
Following the Hall of Fame ceremonies,
the Tiger Band will continue their salute to
Motown by recognizing two Motown
Legends, Lionel Richie and Stevie Wonder.
The Tiger Band will be performing selec-
tions such as Richie's "All Night Long," and
Wonder's 1965 "Uptight."
Clemson University Alma Mat
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its
greatness
Where the Tigers play
Here the sons of dear old Clemson
Reign supreme alway.
Chorus
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our might
That the Tigers roar may echo
O'er the mountain height. ^
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Upcoming Clemson Events
Sept. 12 Sat. MEN'S GOLF in The Ridges Intercollegiate
@ Johnson City, TN (The Ridges CC) All Day
FOOTBALL vs. Virginia Tech (Hall of Fame Day) 1:00 PM
Sept. 13 Sun, MEN'S GOLF in The Ridges Intercollegiate
@ Johnson City, TN (The Ridges CC) All Day
WOMEN'S SOCCER vs. Dartmouth in Nebraska Invitational ..12:00 PM
•MEN'S SOCCER vs. North Carolina 2:00 PM
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL vs. Central Florida in Big Orange Bash
@ Clemson, SC 2:00 PM
Sept, 16 Wed. WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL at South Carolina 7:00 PM
Sept. 18 Fri. WOMEN'S TENNIS in Roberta Allison Invitational
@ Tuscaloosa, AL All Day
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL vs. Southern Methodist
in Kentucky Tournament 5:00 PM
•WOMEN'S SOCCER vs. North Carolina 7:00 PM
Sept. 19 Sat. MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY in Virginia Invitational Morning
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY in Virginia Invitational Morning
WOMEN'S TENNIS in Clay Court Championships
@ Baltimore, MD All Day
WOMEN'S TENNIS in Roberta Allison Invitational
@ Tuscaloosa, AL All Day
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL vs. Arkansas State
in Kentucky Tournament 10:00 AM
•FOOTBALL at Virginia 3:30 PM
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL at Kentucky in Kentucky Tournament 7:00 PM
Sept. 20 Sun. WOMEN'S TENNIS in Clay Court Championships
@ Baltimore, MD All Day
WOMEN'S TENNIS in Roberta Allison Invitational
@ Tuscaloosa, AL All Day
•MEN'S SOCCER at Duke 2:00 PM
•WOMEN'S SOCCER vs. Wake Forest 2:00 PM
Sept. 21 Mon. WOMEN'S TENNIS in Clay Court Championships
@ Baltimore, MD All Day
Sept. 22 Tue. WOMEN'S TENNIS in Clay Court Championships




• Testing & balancing of HVAC Systems




• Ceitified by National Environmental
Balancing Bureau
Our testing and hulancing will in.siire tht HVAC
systeins meet design, comfort and health
requirements as well as save energy, reduce fuel
and electrical costs and will save time and money in
maintenance.
Palmetto Air S Water Balance, Inc.
P® ffioxS'^ffi^nwIlte.SC^IS^^W
Phone/Fax (863) 877-6832
(L to R): Rob Lockard - The Tiger and Dan
Wangerin - The Tiger Cub
Since 1954, a Clemson stu-
dent has adorned the Tiger mas-
cot suit to entertain the Clemson
faithful. Joined in 1993 by The
Tiger Cub, these furry creatures
can be seen imitating game offi-
cials (which is now against the
rules), signing autographs, get-
ting their picture taken with dig-
nitaries (President Reagan,
President Bush, Olympic ath-
letes, among others), shooting
the cannon, or doing "Pushups"
each time Clemson scores.
The 1994 season marked the
40th birthday for the lovable
Tiger. The following year Stuart
McWhorter ('88-'89) and his
father Clayton established an
endowment for the Tiger mas-
cot.
Rob Lockard, a senior from
Lexington Park, MD, will take
"The Tiger" into its 44th season
in 1998-99. Dan Wangerin will
serve as "The Tiger Cub" which
is in its sixth year of adding fan-
fare to a Clemson football
Saturday. Wangerin is a junior
from Simpsonville, SC.
If] lu.SP »>"l U^"3 S|J
'The Tiger'
"The Tiger Cub "
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^ stats, Stcrts, Stcrts
CLEMSON (1-0, 0-0 ACC)
Team Data Clemson OPP
Total Offense 414 125
Total Plays 66 44
Yards/Play 6.3 2.8
Yards/ Game 414.0 125.0
Rush Yards/Game 212.0 52.0
Pass Yards/Game 202.0 73.0
Pass. Efficiency 193.1 80.9
Punting Average 32.5 37.6
Turnovers 2
Penalties-Yards 7-47 4-20
Total First Downs 19 7
Sacks by defense-Yards 4-15 0-0
Intercept, by defense
3rd Down Conv. 6-14 4-12




Punt Returns/Avg. Yards 2-32.5 2-25.5
Kickoff Returns/Avg. Yards 0-0.0 O 1 o.o
Rushing Att Yds Avg 1 U
Zachery 15 73 4.9 U




Ciurciu 7 33 4.7
Clemson 51 212 4.2 2
Opponents 29 52 1.8 u
Receiving Rec Yds Avg Tn1 u
Lawyer 3 76 25.3
Gardner 3 56 18.7
Martin 2 22 11.0
Austin 2 13 6.5
Clemson 12 202 16.8
Opponents 6 73 12.2
Passing Cm Att Yds TD 1 Pet
Streeter 11 14 183 78.6
Dantzler 1 1 19 100.0
Clemson 12 15 202 80.0
Opponents 6 15 73 40.0
Tackles Tac TFL-Yds
O.J. Childress 9 1-2
Chris Jones 9
Robert Carswell 8
Adrian Dingle 7 4-18
Rahim Abdullah 5 2-8


































































Wake Forest at Navy (Thurs. night)
Duke at Northwestern
Florida State at NC State




1 Ohio State 1
2 Florida State 2
3 Florida 4
4 Nebraska 3




9 Penn State 9








18 Texas A&M 19
19 Syracuse 18
20 West Virginia 20
21 Arizona 21















































VIRGINIA TECH (1-0, 0-0 Big East)
Team Data Virginia Tech OPP
Total Offense 343 303
Total Plays 62 63
Yards/Play 5.5 4.8
Yards/ Game 343.0 303.0
Rush Yards/Game 222.0 135.0
Pass Yards/Game 121.0 168.0
Pass. Efficiency 178.76 104.28
Punting Average 50.8 49.0
Turnovers
Penalties-Yards 4-34 4-17
Total First Downs 21 16
Sacks by defense-Yards 1-7 1-4
Intercept, by defense
3rd Down Conv. 5-12 3-14
Time of Poss./Game 32:27 27:33
Total Points 31 3
Touchdowns 5
Field Goals 1 1
Punt Returns/Avg. Yards 4-9 2-6.5
Kickoff Returns/Avg. Yards 0-0 2-17.0
Rushing Att Yds Avg TD
Stith 11 77 7.0 1
Pegues 19 76 4.0 1
Clark 8 26 3.3
Ferguson 4 15 3.8
Virginia Tech 47 222 4.7 3
Opponents 37 135 3.6
Receiving Rec Yds Avg TD
Handy 2 39 19.5 1
Samuel 2 26 13.0
Hall 1 20 20.0 1
Engelberger 1 13 13.0
Virginia Tech 10 121 12.1 2
Opponents 13 168 12.9
Passing Cm Att Yds TD 1 Pet
Clark 8 13 106 2 61.5
Sorenson 1 1 13 0100.0
Meyer 1 1 2 0100.0
Virginia Tech 10 15 121 2 67.6






Pierson Prioleau 7 1-7
Ike Charlton 5 1-3
Keion Carpenter 5
John Engelberger 5 2-2
Corey Moore 5
Four tied with 4
1998 Results
Date Opponent Res. Score
























The last time Frank Beamer coached
against Clemson, he learned a tip about one
of his own players, a tip that might have
turned his season and career in the right
direction.
In a most unusual postgame scene in
1989, Beamer met Clemson head coach
Danny Ford at midfield. The two exchanged
greetings after Clemson's 27-7 victory in
Blacksburg, something virtually all head
coaches do.
Beamer was complimenting Ford on the
performance of his defense, which had not
allowed a score all night. Levon Kirkland, Ed
McDaniel, Chester McGlockton and five other
starters who would go on to prominent NFL
careers, had held the Hokies to just 83 yards
rushing and 243 yards of total offense. In fact,
Virginia Tech's only score came via a 90-yard
kickoff return by Marcus Mickel.
All of a sudden. Ford, a former offensive
lineman, got down In a three-point stance to
demonstrate something he had noticed on
the film during his preparation for Beamer's
team. It seems that Ford had noticed that one
of Beamer's young offensive linemen would
put his right hand flat on the ground when the
Hokies were going to execute a running play,
but would touch the ground with only his fin-
ger tips when a pass play had been called.
Clemson's defense of 1989 would end the
season fifth in the nation in total defense and
scoring defense. This talented group certain-
ly didn't need the added advantage of know-
ing whether a pass or run was coming. Ford
had been an assistant at Virginia Tech earlier
in his career and still had some feeling for
Virginia Tech's program, so he made Beamer
aware of the tip he had discovered so he
could make the correction for future games.
Beamer made that correction and his club
went on to a 6-4-1 record, his first winning
season in Blacksburg, setting a strong foun-
dation for his program. The former Virginia
Tech player (class of 1969) has guided
Virginia Tech to a bowl game each of the last
five years. Beamer's team is one of just 10
programs across the country to go to a bowl
game five straight years.
His 1995 and 1996 teams were both 10-2.
They defeated sixth ranked Texas in the
Sugar Bowl at the end of the 1995 season,
28-10, regarded as the top victory in Virginia
Tech history. Texas had just beaten defending
National Champion Nebraska in the Big 12
Championship game. Virginia Tech finished
the season ranked ninth in the final USA
Today poll. The 1996 team ranked 12th in the
final USA Today poll after a loss to Nebraska
in the Orange Bowl.
Today's game between Clemson and
Virginia Tech is the first in the series since
that 1989 game in Blacksburg, VA. Clemson
won six of the seven games between the two
schools in the 1980s. While Clemson won 83
percent of the games, only one could be con-
sidered a rout. Clemson won three games
against Virginia Tech by a touchdown or less
in 1980, 1984 and 1985, then Tech upset
Clemson 20-14 in Death Valley in the season
opener of 1 986. That is the last time Clemson
lost a home opener.
Clemson won the 1980 game on
Homecoming thanks to a late interception by
Eddie Geathers. That was also a game that
enhanced the legend of Death Valley. Late in
the game Virginia Tech had a chance to take
the lead with a touchdown. Five times the
Hokies went to the line of scrimmage from the
Clemson one-yard line, but quarterback Steve
Casey felt his team could not hear the signals.
Finally, the referee told him to run a play.
Casey was right, his team could not hear the
signals over the roar of the crowd. Virginia
Tech went offsides and they had to settle for a
field goal. Clemson won the game 13-10,
perhaps the most direct impact a Clemson
crowd has ever had on the result of a game.
The 1984 meeting in Death Valley was like
a heavyweight prize fight. It could have been
shown on Pay-Per-View: William "The
Refrigerator" Perry against Bruce Smith.
They were the two premier defensive linemen
in the nation and everyone in Death Valley
that day knew it would be a defensive strug-
gle where big plays could win the game. The
presence of Perry and Smith made yards and
points hard to come by.
The game lived up to its billing, as Smith
had 10 tackles, including four tackles for loss,
but he never sacked Clemson QB Mike
Eppley "Fridge" had six tackles, including
two behind the line of scrimmage, which gave
him 21 for the season, a Tiger single season
record.
The star lineman of the game, however,
was a freshman defensive tackle named
Michael Dean Perry. The younger Perry had
10 tackles, including three tackles for loss and
two sacks. He and brother William were the
main reason the Hokies
had just 79 yards rushing
in 44 attempts and scored
just 10 points.
Of course, Smith has
gone on to a NFL Hall of
Fame career with the
Buffalo Bills. William
Perry played 10 years in
the NFL, but Michael
Dean Perry had the better
pro career, earning six
bids to the Pro Bowl, more
than any other former
Clemson player in history.
The 1985 Clemson vs.
Virginia Tech game in
Blacksburg was one of the
most exciting Clemson
victories in the decade of
the 1980s. David
Treadwell lined up for a
41 -yard field goal to win
the game with no time on
the clock. His kick failed!
But, a Virgnia Tech
player was called for roughing the kicker and
Treadwell got another shot. His 36-yarder
was good, just barely, and the greatest clutch
field goal kicking career in Clemson history
was born. Treadwell was inducted into the
Clemson Hall of Fame last year, mainly for his
six kicks inside the last three minutes of
games that brought Clemson to victory or a
tie.
Clemson won the 1987 meeting with
Virginia Tech 22-10 behind a career high 226
yards rushing by Wesley McFadden. Then
Clemson won the only true rout in the last
eight meetings between the two teams, 40-7
in 1988 as the Tiger defense flustered fresh-
man Will Furrer all day.
That brings us back to the last meeting, in
Blacksburg in 1989. Levon Kirkland had a 47-
yard interception return for a touchdown in
that game and was named ACC Player-of-
the-Week. Terry Allen hit Gary Cooper with a
66-yard halfback option pass for a touch-
down, the only completion of the current
Washington Redskin's career.
What a difference a year can make. ..how
about a decade. At the end of the decade of
the 1980s, few expected Virginia Tech would
be a perennial bowl team at the end of the
1990s. Frank Beamer should receive great
credit for his ability to bring Virginia Tech to
unprecedented heights.
At the time of Clemson's victory in 1989,
Beamer had just six wins for the Hokies. Now
he enters the 1998 season with 68 triumphs
in Blacksburg and has 110 for his entire
career, 13th best in the nation among active
coaches. Beamer has learned the nuances
and intracacies of the game to bring Virginia
Tech to among the most consistent programs
in the nation in the1990s. One of the
lessons he learned came after a game
against Clemson in 1989.
Michael Dean Perry (91) and William Perry (66) com-
bined for five tackles for loss in Clemson's 17-10
win over Virginia Tech in 1984.
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Your dreams for the perfect home can be realized with one visit to the Nation's largest
floor covering store and the South's most respected home furnishings center.. .all in one place!
At Carpets itP Dalton, we have everything from fine
carpeting, wood flooring, vinyl, ceramics, laminates to
area rugs, even kitchens and baths. And all
cavrj the best names in the business.
And at American Home Show/place, you'll
find the world's most renowned name in
furniture. Our galleries will amaze you and our
prices will delight you. From living rooms and
dining rooms to home office and patio
furniture. ..from home entertainment centers
to the most complete array of accessories
any home owner only dreams of.
We can make your dreams come true at Carpets of Dalton and American Home Showplace.






CARPETS OF DALTON, INC.
P.O. Box 1412
Dalton. GA 30722-1412




Home Theatre • Floor Coverings • Furniture • Cabinets • Appliances • Rugs
r/i/s Yeargin project is a national
award-winning fitness and aquatics center
DESIGNED AND BUILT FOR LIFE.
Yeargin provides turnkey Construction Services with Customer
Satisfaction being "Priority One."
From Design/Build, Bid/Build, Conventional Structures or
Pre-engineered; we build it on time within budget.
From IVIanufacturing-Warehousing-Distribution to Offices-
Shopping Centers-Restaurants to Health and Elderly Care
Facilities, Yeargin is Building for Life.
YEARGIN W
YEARGIN ENTERPRISES, INC. • General Contractors
Commercial/lndustrial/lnstitutional '121 Edinburgh Court, Greenville, SC 29607 • (864)232-1491
AMERICAN
BUILDINGS
